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That's an easy one: HesWareH
" educational software. 

The children with the ~ost answe~s in sCh.ool are us~ally. the children who enjoy learning. 
HesWare helps develop your child's Interest In learning by making It fun. And along the way, develop 
familiarity and proficiency with computers-a skill that IS becoming more and more essential to success. 

HesWare educational software combines enjoyment with a creative learning experience. Unlike 
video games, HesWare educational programs involve your child-and that keeps their interest. Whether 
it's creating colorful and artistic pictures with Turtle Graphics, 
making up funny faces with Facemaker,TM or helping America's 
favorite canine, Benji, save kidnapped scientists (and learn 
about the solar system in the process,) or any of the programs 
in our education library, HesWare gives your children a positive 
attitude toward learning and technology. 

It's not expensive to give your child a headstart on the 
future. HesWare programs are available for most popular home 
com~uters, including the Commodore VIC 20;M Commodore 64;M 
Atan~ and IBM~ 

HesWare educational software. Just one of the 

Pleases the 
~ 

Customer. 

ways HesWare is expanding the computer experience. And UIB 
expa~dingyour child'? horizons. Look for them at your IiBSr;S,eM 
favonte software retailer. 
Human Engineered Software, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005 
800-227-6703 (in California 800-632-7979) Dept. C20 

HesWare and Facemaker are trademarks of Human Engineered Software. VIC 20 and Commodore 64 are trademarks 
r" . + ; j ~ • ' ,.. ; . ... f .; 
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LETTERS 
Thanks to you and the people here in savannah at 

Software South, I have thoroughly enjoyed my first year 
with a computer. Converting programs from PET to C-64 
is a nice way to learn the inner workings of the machines. 

Tom Tennille ... 
savannah, Georgia 

In contrast with the self-congratulatory letters The 
Torpet continues to print in each issue, I find your 
magazine to be very much less helpful than several 
others currently available. And access to software through 
membership in your club is just as expensive and even 
more confusing than it is through Public Domain, for example. 

Shannon T. Morris ..-ro 
Big Pine Key. Florida 

As an owner of a Commodore CBM 4016, I, 
together with a lot of other Pet users, feel somewhat 
neglected with respect to software availability with Comm
odore's introduction of the VIC series of personal com
puters. The local dealers seem totally committed to VIC 
20s and C- 64s with Commodore Australia regarding us 
PET/CBM users as a hindrance to the marketing of more 
current machines and collectors of old warea. 

It was therefore a light in the wilderness when I 
found your advertisement in Compute and a restoration of 
my faith that there must be a few PET ICBM devotees 
still left out there. 

As a teacher of Technical Education in Australia the 
computer finds itself falling into the role of a teacher's aid 
in engineering studies, but software availability in the field 
(apart from Apple) in Australia seems to be non-existent 

Paul Reay N948 
Sydney. Australia 

I would like to take this time to express my ap
preciation for the LIST-ME program that I have found on 
several of the newer disks. Whoever took the time to en
capsulate the programs and explain them on the disks is 
a man (woman?) atter my heart My C-64 has the new 
ROM and some of the earlier programs produce no visible 
action, and the descriptions are invaluable. Thanks again to 
you and your staff for a job well done. 

Robert J. CokeI tNM87 
Monmouth. illinois 

I enjoy the club magazine and only wish I were 
closer to attend some of the meetings. Perhaps someday 
I might try writing an article for the magazine. I am a 
meteorologist with the National Weather Service in Musk
egon. We have converted over to computers for most of 
our forecasting needs. Keep up the good work and thanks 
for your copy program which enables those of us that 
can' make any meetings able to see and use the programs. 

Roger M. Galloway 1t4OB8 
MuaIIagon. Michigan 

I just received my latest Torpet magazine, and 
one thing for certain is I'm glad I joined the TPUG. The 
Torpet is worth the price of joining. 

T. W. WiIoughby §398 
Portland. Oregon 
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I enjoy your publication very much and think the 
new format is very attractive - keep up the good work! 

Tom Wren .2676 
McQueeney. Texas 

I am a discouraged TPUG member due to missing 
documentation or instruction for most of the programs 
have received to date from the TPUG library. 

Realizing that all information is submitted by mem
bers as a voluntary donation, there is no obligation to take 
the extra time to write the necessary documentation. But 
as a newcomer to the field, believe me it would alleviate 
so much discouragement! I feel like a child outside a 
candy store dying to get in, but have no key. 

I would really like to get documentation for: from V5-
-Wordpro-2, Vicword, Victerm; from V7--Vic Tape Index; 
trom MTS--List-me. 

Steve Woloz 10683 
Montreal, Quebec 

Thank you for a fine magazine. I really appreCiate 
Torpet and what all of you have done for all Commodore 
users. I would have got rid ot my fine computer if it were 
not for the beneficial information and software that you 
are providing tor such a modest contribution from us. 

Somehow I also wish that TPUG would be able to 
accept credit card payments from international members. 
This would be a real boon to us. Are we anywhere near 
there? 

If you are on your way to Singapore, do feel free to 
drop me a line. 

George lim Hock Seng 1=269& 
Singapore 

As the author of File Cabinet and a onetime partner 
in Progress Computers, I was greatly surprised to read the 
Editorial column of your July, 1983 issue. 

I lett Progress Computers in June of 1981. I under
stand that my ex-partner Chet Lewis then sold the entire 
rights to my program to two or three other companies. 

As you may be able to understand, I cannot support 
this program any longer. However, if you will put the 
people who have -lost money in contact with me, I will en
deavor to get them a copy of my program. 

By the way, your magazine seems to get better with 
every issue. Keep up the good work. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Kouri 
SACRAMENTO. CA 

(ad. note: we will send Mr. Kouri the addreaes that we 
have received to date. We appreciIde his gestureJ 



WHY EVERYONE 
UNDERSTAND COMPUTERS 
I predict that in the next few months 

we will begin to see a reaction against the 
curtent enthusiasm for widespread computer 
literacy. The push .will come largely from 
those who feel left out and threatened by 
the technology which they do not under
stand but there will be some very visible 
and very qualified experts who will also 
voice their reservations. 

The question- will be raised as to why 
In this ag,e of specialization everyone needs 
to understand computers. any more than they 
need to understand automobile mechanics 
or any other technology In order to be 
able to use it. Why should everyone learn 
BASIC or any other form of programming? 
One does not need to know how to 
program a computer in order to use it any 
more than one needs to be an auto 
mechanic in order to drive a car. This will 
be the line of reasoning. 

But there Is a difference. Digital com
puters are logic machines and have a 
close kinship to man and his reasoning 
faculties. In my day (I am telling you my 
age) the classical education required ~ne 
to learn Latin and Greek. not that one ex
pected to ever meet any living Romans or 
Greeks. It was the intellectual discipline it
self that was valued, 

Socrates proposed that students learn 
the discipline of Euclid's geometry before 
tackling phiiosophy. Today's universities have 
similar requirements and yet surprisingly (an 
early indicator of the reaction) some will 
not give credit for high school computer 
courses. I. on the other extreme. feel that 
computer courses should be required. 

The computer certainly requires as 
much intellectual and logical discipline as 
Euclid. Latin. or Greek and the teacher 
(the computer itself) is an infinitely patient 
teacher that never tires and always 
remains perfectly logical. When one adds to 
this the benefit of Individual Instruction and 
the ability to progress at one's own rate. 
how can there be caveat? 

But there still remain objectors, "Many 
of the students will have no practical use 
of the skills they are learning". they will 
say. Wrong. The skill they are learning Is 
not programming but logic and they have 
great need to learn logic, A society that 
places such stress on physical gymnastics 
will do well to place an equal emphaSis on 
mental gymnastics. one more part of the 
Greek triad. 

The fact that one has nothing to 
program does not mean they should not 
know how to program. Most students who 
learn to write English have nothing to say 
either. In fact. I know a fellow who speaks 
seven languages and has nothing to say in 
anyone of them. In our educational sys-

. tems we try to teach many to write in the 
hope that at least a few will have some
thing to write about. Let us do the same 
with computers. 

~~~...o"'.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r...o"'.r~.r.r.rJ.:lO"".r.r.r.r.r.r ....... .r ....... JOC 

.loO"".r~.r.r.r.r...o-....oo"" .............. ...o-~.r~.r.r ....... .r.r~.r ....... .r ....... ....oc 
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North wall of the computer lab at Our Lady of Help of Christians aeparate 
school in Richmond Hill Ontario. The class on the right is part of Mrs. Kam 
Meharchand's (standing with back to camera) 7th grade and the class at the 
back of the room is part of The English as a second language course. 
Facing the camera is Ursula Benders from Holland and to her left is Susan 
Turcek from Germany. 

A Model For A Grade School 
Computer Lab 

by Bruce M. Beach, Editor 
In many ways it was like a little United 

Nations. Now. if only the nations of the 
world could get along as well as these 
children. One thing that helps the children 
Is that they have a common language. It is 
called BASIC. 

The class that I was visiting was Mrs. 
Rose D'Agostlno's English as a Second 
Language (ESU - Reception Centre at Our 
Lady of Help of Christians Separate School 
in Richmond HilI. Ontario. In the classroom 
were first generation students from Sweden. 
Poland. Costa Rica. Italy. Germany. Hung
ary. Hong Kong. Korea. and Holland. 

The large laboratory was also simul
taneously serving Kam Meharchand's grade 
seven class. Since this day was a new 
class orientation day there was only one 
student at each terminal. There were also 
five Instructors in the room including RTC 
(see page 75) principal Peter Gouvis. RTC 
programmmer Gregory Beaumont. and Our 
Lady of Help of Christians principal. Paul 
Brand. 

Usually there would have been only one 
Instructor with each of the classes and 
there would also have been two students 
per terminal but experience had shown that 
at the start of a group's using the 
machines a very Intense ratio of personal 
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instruction was required. 

The students all received 15 to 18 
hours of instruction at a terminal In 
January and February. <The pictures shown 
here were taken In late January.> They 
were then examined again in June and 
they were still able to write simple 
programs and remember most of what they 
had been taught. 

While the computer laboratory Is used 
in the ESL course. and also In some Spe
cial Ed classes (for those students with 
learning disabilities). it is used mostly by 
Our Lady of Help of Christians for the 
grade 7 and 8 students. Two other schools 
also bus classes over to Our Lady of Help 
of Christians in order to use the computer 
laboratory. At still other hours of the day 
and evening. the lab is used by RTC to 
teach adult computer courses. These are 
very busy computers. 

The enthusiasm of the students was 
evident throughout the course. Some of the 
students. like their teachers. enrolled for 
additional enrichment courses with RTC. The 
school principal. Paul Brand. took two 
courses from RTC and three credit courses 
elsewhere. He says that he would like to 
have still further training but because of 
the course demand In the area he Is 



· FEATURE 
having trouble finding available space In 
additional credit courses. 

In addition to using the lab for gaining 
computer literacy the computers are also 
used as a motivational tool and for Instruc
tion in courses such as math. The prin
cipal. staff, and students are all so en
thusiastic about the program that they 
would like to see it further extended. 

~.oo--.oo--....o"'~""''''''~'''''''''''''''....o'''....o'''...oc>oc 
(Above) South wall of the computer lab showing part of 
"'the little United Nations" ESL cIas&. From the 
foragraunct. Johan Mannerheim (Swaden). Daniel Brodecki 
(Poland). Monika Hawryszko (Poland). Renata Smuakeiwicz 
(Poland). Sophia Mannerheim (Sweden). Agnes Budzyn 
(Poland). Marcella Verzuu (Costa Rica). standing behind is 
Paul Brand (principal of Our l.edy of Help of Christians 
and to his right are three of the other four instructors in 
the room for the orientation day (see story). 

(Upper right) Beth ~ of the Grade Seven class Ioolea 
0WIr the shoulder of Michael Burgio an ESL student from 
Italy, (lower right) Ursula Benders. ESL student from Hoil-
and. familiarizes herMIf with the c:omputer. Since this was 1O""~~QCCQOQQQOOOOOOCOClCiClClCl' 
an orientation day there was only one student assigned 
per terminal but on moat lab practice days there .... two 
students at each terminal 
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(Top left) Mrs. Kam Meharchand (a teacher from South 
Africa) works with Marie Gazeky a 7th grade student In 
the computer Iitarac:y course. (Above) Daniel BrodecIci 
(Poland) and Johen Mannerfteim (Sweden) shant their 
computer culture in common. (Bottom right picture and 
from left) Monilia HawryszIco (Poland- also seen on our 
CCMtr). with Wilson Tang (Hong Kong). Sophia Mannerheim 
(Sweden). and Marcela Verzuu (Costa Rical. The children 
were free to rnowt about the room and often shared ex
periences and helped each other. 



, EDUCATION 
AUDIO TEACH 

WITH COMMODORE COMPUTERS 
by Ron Byers Truro, MS. 

One of the things you may want your 
computer to do is to talk to your students. 
While this is possible through the use of 
expensive speech synthesizers, an easier 
solution for the average teacher may be to 
combine the audio instruction capabilities 
of a tape recorder with the control func
tions of a micro-computer. 

Through the use of the user port on 
your PET, VIC 20, or C-64 computer the 
switching on and off of external devices 
under program control is fairly simple. A 
POKE statement to the user port will tell 
the computer to communicate with an ex
ternal device. Another POKE can tell the 
device to turn on or off: your program and 
the computer's built-in clock can tell the 
device which to do and when to do it. 

Can you connect your tape recorder 
directly to the user port? Well ... not quite. 
However. don't despair. The interface to do' 
the job is quite simple to build. (This 
might be the time to search among your 
students' parents for an electronics en
thusiast with an itchy soldering gun trigger 
fingerJ A trip to a well-known electronics 
parts 'shack' with a few of your deflated 
dollars will provide the necessary hardware.' 
with the exception of the connector for the 
user port. This connector (eg. AMP 530654-
38205) should be available from your 
Commodore dealer. Refer to the 'Building 
the Interlace' section for construction details. 

Assuming that you have been able to 
build the necessary interface or have it 
built. the next step is to obtain the program 
from the TPUG Library. This program is 
really two programs in one. One part will 
be seen only by the teacher and the other 
by the students. The program you use Is 
designed to time your audio Instructional 
tape so that it will stop at the right places 
In preparation for the correct answers 
which you place In the program for each 
student's response. The instructions given In 

the leacher's part of the program explain 
how to do this. as in the print-outs shown. 

This program would be particularly 
suitable for spelling lessons. foreign lan
guage. or any Instruction which Is best 
done through an audio presentation followed 
by student responses. It may look compli
cated at first but it really Is not difficult 
after the first time. Just make a tape 
recording using many pauses for student 
responses. Each segment of your audio 
tape . must end with a question or specific 
request for student Input. Jot down the 
word(s) you want the student to type In 
when he/she gets to that point In the 
tape. You may wish to use a bell or some 
sound cue to indicate where the tape Is 
stopped for each section. however. the 
sound of the pause control being pushed 
may be all that Is needed. 

When you r:un the teacher part of the 
program. Just follow the Instructions and be 
sure to press 'E' promptly at the end of 
each of your messages and 'L' after the 
last message. Instruction C. must be fol
lowed exactly since this Is the part which 
creates the OAT A statements to make the 
student program work properly. I All of the 
data statements will be listed for' you and 
you must press CLRlHOME (don't press 
shift) and then press RETURN once for 
each line. Delete line 110 and the program 
will be ready to SAVE for student use. 

You might ,want to SAVE the student 
program at the: beginning of the other side 
of . your audio tape. Give It a name deter
mined by the content of the lesson. 

With the changes mentioned In the REM 
statements near the beginning of the 
program. this teaching aid will work on a 
PET. VIC. or C-64. As with any AN media. 
try the flntshed program yourself before 
class use. 
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EDUCATION 
NOTE FOR VIC 20: 
It may be possible to use this 

program In an unexpanded VIC if the lines 
below are left out and Instructions A, B 
and C from this article are used instead 
of having them on the screen. lines to 
omit Include the following: 20, 30, 700 to 
860, 1200, 1330, 1380, 1500, 1640, 1650, 
1660, 1720,1730, 1980 to 2120, and 2150 
to 2240 

Screens from Teacher's Program 

INSTRUCTIONS A. 

THE FIRST STEP IN PREPARING A TAPE FOR 
THIS PROGRAM IS TO RECORD YOUR MESSAGES 
ANDIOR QUESTIONS ON THE AUDIO TAPE 
RECORDER. 
WHEN RECORDING YOUR MESSAGE USE THE 
PAUSE CONTROL AT THE END OF EACH 
MESSAGE. 
EACH MESSAGE MUST END WITH A QUESTION OR 
SOME PROMPT FOR STUDENT INPUT. 
JOT DOWN THE WORD{S) YOU WANT AS THE 
STUDENT RESPONSE TO THAT MESSAGE. 
THEN RELEASE THE PAUSE CONTROL AND 
REPEAT THE PROCEDURE FOR THE NEXT 
MESSAGE AND STUDENT RESPONSE. 

YOU MAY ONLY MAKE 20 MESSAGES BUT THEY 
MAY BE AS LONG OR SHORT AS YOU LIKE. 

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED RECORDING ALL OF 
YOUR MESSAGE TAPE, 

PRESS 1r TO CONTINUE. 

INSTRUCTIONS B. 

AUDIO TAPE INTERFACE (BLACK BOX) 
MUST BE PLUGGED INTO THE USER PORT(NEXT 
TO THE CASSETTE INPun. 

THE MINI PLUG FROM THE BLACK BOX MUST BE 
PLUGGED INTO THE REMOTE INPUT ON THE 
AUDIO TAPE RECORDER. 
IT WOULD BE BEST TO TURN THE COMPUTER 
OFF AND DO THIS AND THEN LOAD AND RUN 
THE PROGRAM AGAIN. 

TURN BLACK BOX SWITCH ON. 

REWIND THE AUDIO TAPE. 

PRESS * TO CONTINUE. 

PRESS PLAY ON THE 
AUDIO TAPE RECORDER. 

. AND THEN PRESS 1o. 
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WHEN YOU ARE READY 
FOR ME TO LISTEN TO 
YOUR MESSAGE, 
PRESS B. 

WE WILL CALL THIS 
MESSAGE 1 

LISTENING TO MESSAGE 1 

PRESS E WHEN YOU HEAR 
THE SOUND WHICH SIGNALS 
THE END OF 
MESSAGE # 1 

TYPE THE WORD YOU WANT 
FOR THE STUDENT 
RESPONSE FOR 

MESSAGE # 1 

AND PRESS RETURN 

PRESS L IF THIS 
IS YOUR LAST MESSAGE. 

PRESS C TO CONTINUE. 

STOP TAPE. 
INSTRUCTIONS C. 
READ CAREFULLY. 
AFTER YOU PRESS C 
I WILL LIST THE DATA 
FOR THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
YOU MUST PRESS 
THE HOME KEY AND 
THEN PRESS RETURN 
ONCE FOR EACH LINE 

DON~ GOOF IT UP 
YOU ONLY GET ONE 
CHANCE TO DO IT! 
ALSO YOU MUST 
SAVE THIS PROGRAM 
BEFORE STUDENT USE. 
DELETE LINE 110 
BEFORE SAVING. , 

READ THIS AGAIN 
AND MAKE NOTES! 
THEN PRESS C . 



EDUCATION ' 

I 

Screens from Student's Program 

ASK YOUR TEACHER 
IF THE AUDIO TAPE 
IS READY. IF SO" 
BE READY TO LISTEN 
TO THE AUDIO TAPE. 

PRESS PLAY NOW. 

PRESS C TO BEGIN. 
(ADJUST VOLUME WHEN 

THE TAPE BEGINS). 

LISTENING TO 
MESSAGE # 1 

TYPE YOUR ANSWER 
AND 
PRESS RETURN 

SORRY! 

THAT'S NOT THE 
ANSWER I'M EXPECTING 

PRESS SPACE AND 
TRY AGAIN. 

BUILDING THE INTERFACE 

I 

Use of a dual IC board and an IC 
socket will simplify construction. The 7404 
and the relay can each be mounted on 
this and some extra holes should be avail
able for the transistor. diode. and resistor. 
A LED may be added to give a power-on 
Indicator. Depending on the size of the 
relay. It may be possible to use a cassette 
tape case as a box for the circuit. 
However. a larger box would allow the bat
teries to be mounted inside. 

Four penlight cells In a battery holder 
may be used as the power supply. This 
gives 6V rather than the recommended 5V 
but has worked OK so far. It should be 
possible to obtain the 5V from pin 2 on 
the C-64 although this has not been tried 
as yet. 

THE ANSWER I WANT IS 

PET 

TYPE THIS ANSWER 
PLEASE. 

RIGHl1 

WELL DONE! 

PRESS SPACE 

TURN OFF TAPE PLEASE. 

YOU HAVE 
FINISHED THIS 
PROGRAM. 
HERE ARE THE WORDS 
YOU MISSED: 
PET . 
VIC 

THANKS FOR YOUR 
EFFORTS! 

YOU HAD 2 ERRORS 
in 6 QUESTIONS. 

READY. 

PAATS UST 

Circuit board (dual IC). . .•.•..•••••.•.•• #276-159 
NPN Transistor. . .....••....•...•••.. #276-2D09 
Diode IN34A. ......•...• • ••...••••. #276-1123 
Digital IC hex Inverter (7404). . .......... #276-1502 
Dip socket (14 pin). . ...••......•..... #276-1999 
Switch (spat) ..•.....•....•.•.....•.. #275-0862 
Battery snap . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . #270-325 
Battery holder (4 M) . . ...........•....• #270-391 
Submini phone plug .......•.....•...... #274-291 
Resistor lK .••••.••••.•..••••••.•••.• #271-i>23 
SPOT Dip relay (5V) . . .•....••.•..••.••. #275-243 
-User port connector • . ........... tAMP 530654-38_ 
Hookup wire and suitable plastiC box. • . . . . • • • • . . • •• 

·Conslderable savings may be realized by 
ordering parts from a mall-order electronics 
supplier. 
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EDUCATION 
UIIer Part (viewed fnIm ..., 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 :::::::::::: 
ABC D E F H J K l M N 

~ 

14 
7404 

• 

1K 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

The 7404 is used as a buffer. It. 
together with the relay. isolates the com
puter from the device to be controlled. A 
logic 1 (high) from the computer will. after 
transfering the signal through two inverters 
in the IC. turn the transistor on and cause 
current flow through the relay. This in turn 
allows the tape recorder to play. 

When the computer is turned on the 
data direction register <DORA) which con
trols whether the data lines to the user 
port are inputs or outputs. is set for Input 
on all data lines (address $E843 or 59459 
decimal in the PET>. Near the beginning of 
the program, the statement POKE E. 255 
sets the DORA to output data. Data. If any. 
in the output register (ORA at address 
59471 decimal> will be sent out to devices 
connected to the user port. The interface 
is connected to·· pin "K" or bit 6. Therefore 
if the ORA is poked with a number which 
puts a 1 in binary bit 6. (eg. 64 decimal> 
the interface will turn the \ tape recorder 
on. A zero will turn it off. 

The program is written so that the 
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r'/'/ I 5VDC 

_I 
--

N.O. 

• , To tape ..-der 

• ) NmOte awitdI 

5V Dip Relay 

2N2222 

computer will stay in a loop for a period 
of time while the internal clock counts and 
walts for the teacher to indicate the end 
of each taped messsage. The numbers thus 
gen'erated are used in the student program 
to determine when to POKE the ORA for a 
o to stop the tape at the rIght places in 
the tape. 

HAM NOTE 

For the benefit of amateur radio 
operators who might read this. I will men
tion that this same interface may be con
nected to a transmitter key to send morse 
code from the PET keyboard. Use of the 
MORSE WITH PET program from Kinetic 
Designs PET library. 401 Monument Rd. 
# 171. Jacksonville. Fla. 32211 (or similar 
program) will provide send and receive 
capability. This program will come with a 
diagram for a simple Interface. also using 
one IC and one transistor. which will 
enable one to copy cw on the PET (see 
Kilobaud Magazine. November. 1978). By 
changing two POKE values It will work on 
the C-64 or expanded VIC 20 as well. The 
two Interface circuits may be packaged In 
the same box and use the same power supply. 
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ACCOLADE COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
HARDWARE 

Commodore 64 .......... $199.99 
1525-E Printer .......... $259.95 
1541 Disk Drive ......... $259.95 
BMC Color Monitor ....... $349.95 
Star Micronics 

Parallel Interface ...... ,$69.95 
Gemini 10 X 120 cps ..... $319.95 
Gemini 15 X 120 cps ..... $536.95 
24K Golden Ram ......... $145.00 
Vic Rabbit ....... ....... $39.95 
Wico Joystick ............ $22.50 
Wico Joystick "Red Ball" .... $25.00 
HES Sound Box .......... $12.50 

BOOKS 
Commodore Reference Guide .$19.50 
VIC Reference Guide ...... $16.50 
1 st Book of VIC ..•....... .$9.50 
2nd Book of VIC . • . . . . . . . .$12.95 
1st Book of Commodore 64 .. $12.95 
Tricks for VICS ............ $9.95 

SOFTWARE (COMMODORE 64) 
Avalon Hill Sierra on Line 

Frogger (disk) ........... $29.95 
B1 Nuclear Bomber ....... $12.00 
Midway Campaign ......... $12.00 Sirius 
Nuke .•................ $12.00 
Andromeda Conquest ...... $13.50 

Blade of Blackpoole .•..•• .$29.95 

Spinnaker 

Broderbund Software 
In Search of the 

Most Amazing Thing (disk) .$29.95 

Choplifter ............... $33.95 
David's Midnight Magic ... .. $33.95 

Synapse 

Sea Fox .............•.. $29.95 
Serpentine .............. $29.95 

Ft. Apocalypse ........... $26.95 
Survivor ................ $26.95 
Pharoh's Curse ........... $26.95 

HES 
UMI 

HESMON 64 . . . . . . . . . . . •. $29.95 
HES Writer 64 ......... .. $33.95 Renaissance ......•••...• $29.95 

Royal Prices in U.S. dollars 

Quick Brown Fox ......... $59.95 NO REFUNDS ON OPENED SOFTWARE 

ACCOLADE COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
4858 Coronado Avenue 

Dealer inquiries invited 
California re51dents add 6°10 Sales Tax 

Add $300 for 5hlpplnq and tlandllng (except hardware add 3% of pnce 
COD Charge $1 50 COO's Cashiers Checks or Money Orders only 

We rlccep! Money Orders Cashiers Checks 
San Diego, CA 92107 

(619) 223-8599 
personal checks must take 2 weeks to clear 

rorelgn urders paid In U S funds. add $500 for shipping and handllnq 
(or 5°1, of hardware price) 

The Time Accountant 
The Time Accountant package from Image Software 

provides lawyers. accountants. and other professionals 
with a convenient and accurate hourly-rate billing sys
tem. At a retail of $595.00. it has features not found in 
systems costing as much as $2.500.00! 

Fully Operational demo package $50.00 
(limited to 10 employees) 

$25.00 refunded on purchase of the program. 

InfoWodd 
Hardware ReqUirements: 

Commodore 8032 with 4040 drive or CBM 9060 

Software Report Card (11,000 transactions, 300 clients) (140,000 transactions and 800 clients) 

Time 
Accountant 

Performance 

Documentation 

EafieofU"e 
Error Handling 0 0 la 0 

What Infoworld had to say: 

''This is a smooth-running 
and fast time - accounting sys
tem. It will potentially overcome 
user reSistance, since it was 
clearly deSigned by someone 
who understands how a law of
fice functions." 
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Distributed in Canada by: 

.l]~1 • kobetek 
. systems 

__ fI limited 
1113 COMMERCIAL ST., NEW MINAS, N.S. 
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COMMODORE 64:: 
IF YOU ADORE YOUR 64-

YOU'LL ~ 

CANADIAN SOFTWARE SOURCE 

Compare C.S.S. prices ana amazingly FAST- delivery right to 
your door. 

Canadian $ 
Retail C.S.S. 

Paperclip 64 (Batteries) 
Home Accountant (Continental) (0) 
Jumpman Jr. (Epyx) (Car,) 
Jumprnan (Epyx) (lID) 
QUick Brown Fox (OeF) 
Forbidden Forest (CosmO (TID) 
Ant Eater (Romox) (Car.) 
Fire Command - Joystick 
Evolution (Sydney) (0) 
Acc't ReclPay (Timeworks) ea. (0) 
Frogger (Sierra) (0) 
PAL 64/POWER 64 (Proline) ea. (0) 
Temple of Apsha, (Epyx) (TID) 
Zaxxon (Oatasoft) 
8uscard + BASIC 4 (Batteries) 
Serpentine (Broderbund) (Car.) 
F ac@maker (Spinnaker) (0) 
Hey Diddle Diddle (Spinnaker) (D) 
Oelphl's Oracle (Battenes) (0) 
Hen Pecked (RomolC.) (car.) 
Stock Master 64 (Little Wlu,d) (0) 
Printers, Paper, DISCS 

$150.00 
$ 93.95 
$ 54.95 
$ 54.95 
$ 79.95 
$ 25.95 
$ 54.95 
$ 69.95 
$ 49.95 
$149.95 
$ 49.95 
$ 99.95 
$ 54.95 
$ CALL 
$200.00 
$ 54.95 
$ 47.95 
$ 40.00 
$150.00 
$ 54.95 
$ 49.95 
$ CALL 

$129.9.~ 

$ 74.95 
$ 42.95 
$ 44.95 
$ 68.95 
$ 21.95 
$ 39.95 
$ 59.95 
$ ~.95 
$ 99.95 
$ 36.95 
$ 79.95 
$ 44.95 
$ CALL 
$174.95 
$ 016.95 
$ 39.95 
$ 34.95 
$129.95 
$ 39.95 
$ 39.95 
$ CALL 

GIGANTIC SELECTION of over 200 more popular Commodore programs trom the top 
20 manufacturers + parlpherals and accessories. Write or phone for !REE catalogue 
or to place order. 

CANADIAN SOFTWARE SOURCE 
Box 340. Station ·W". Toronto. Onto 

M6M 589 
(416) 491-2942 

Ontano residents add 7% sales tax. Send certified cheque or money order. 
VISA & Master Card please include card number, expiry date and signature. Add 
$2.00 for shipPing and handling. 

*Delivl!ry by 1I.P.S, within 3 days of order date if stocked by local suppliers. 

C-64 T199/4A TIMEX VIC 20 ATARI 

CHILD 
. DEVELOPMENT 

SERIES 
(for the 3.5K VIC and 

16KATARI) 

ADD/SUB-$16.95 
Displays single or multiple 
digits with or w/o pictures, 
borrows, carries, scoring, 

and audio/video feedback. 

NUM ER-BECi-$16.95 
Number recognition, object 
counting, object grouping, 

and number/size/shape 
discrimination. 

B ........ _ ..... 

BECi is composed of professionals dedicated to 
providing non·trivial educational materials for the home 

computer. In addition to our own software, we carry a full 
line of evaluated hardware and software. Send $2 

(refundable) for our catalog. 

Send check or money order to 

BOSTON EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING, INC. 
78 Dartmouth Street Boston MA 02116 
(617) 536-5116 'MA res add 5010 tax . - . . . 

Moses™ 
THE ASSEMBLER OF THE AlES 

FOR THE VIC 20 and C-64 
Programs written with MOSES™ run fifty to 
hundreds of times faster than programs written 
in BASIC. MOSES is written in MACHINE 
LANGUAGE! which makes it better and faster 
than other assemblers written in BASIC. 
MOSES is an Ultra Sophisticated assembler 
that makes 3 passes, not just one or two Uke 
other assemblers. 

MOSES is MENU DRIVEN 

MOSES is MENU DRIVEN. Included is a power
ful machine language MONITOR which allows you to 
access cassette or disk storage. 

VIC 20 
VIC OWNERS! 

For a Umited time only you wiD receive a FREE 
kit t9 upgrade your VIC 20's outdated 6502A 
proce$sor to a new, enhanced 65C02A micro
processor. The 65C02A is totally compatible 
with all VIC 20 software and peripherals, uses 
only 1 % of the energy. and has 27 powerful new 
instructions to make programming easier and 
f~ster. Best of all, MOSES takes advantage of 
all 27 new instructions. (a $24.95 value FREE 
with your purchase of MOSES.) 

MOSES for 64 (disk) ......••.•.•...•..• $39.95 
MOSES for VIC 20 .......•....••.••... $59.95 
MOSES for VIC 20 w/8k RAM ......••.•.. $59.95 

-And • REAL buy
DELUXMON 

For VIC or 64 (cartridge) ..•..••.•••..• $29.95 

a •• lAM lor VIC 20 
It's finally here! This highly versatile ram car· 
tridge aDows you to store or write programs in 
two separate 32K banks that are bank·seIect· 
able with software-NO SWITCHES to mess 
with! This product is power stingy and uses 
less than 200mA of current. A must for any 
programmer! 

64K RAM for VIC 20 only $169.95 Ust 
Prices in U.S. dollars 

~ler Inqwrtes Welcome. 

1111~r~-S' 
1832 TRIBUTE RD •• sarrE 213 

SACRAMENTO. CA 95815' 916 92()'3656 
-
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Rent a Club Modem 
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$20 per month 

For the Vic 20 

PET 

and C-64 

Toronto Vicinity 
TPUG Members 

THE SPACE WAYS HAVE BEEN CLEARED FOR 
INTERGALACTIC MINING. CAN YOU OUTWIT 
THE TRACER DROIDS LEFT BY THE ANCIENT 
PEOPLE OF THE SHEN, TO GUARD THEIR 
"GOD" THE LODESTAR? IF SO ••• ITS YOURS! 

(416)492-9518 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS 
to 

Help you develop your skills and the power of your computer, 

These complete development systems for the VIC 20 and the Commodore 64 computers are tools 
for the professional and learning aids for the developing programmer. A must for anyone who wants 
to understand the internal workings of the computer or who wants to design fast·action graphics or 
other powerful machine language programs. 

The Full·featured Assembler, Screen editor, Loader, Decoder and Debugger are accompanied by a 
tutorial on machine language, graphics programming and sound generation programming. The book 
also guides you through step· by· step instructions for the use of the tools and contains the most 
complete memory map available. A complete list is included of all the internal programs in ROM and 
the means by which you can call them from your own programs. Sample programs are fully 
explained. 

All programs support disk, tape and printer output. A special limited· feature version is available for 
the 5K VIC 20. 

Ask for Develop-20 and Develop-64 at your local software store. 

TORPET September 83 

To order direct send $4995 us funds plus $200 p&h to 
French Silk, PO Box 207 Cannon Falls, MN 55009 
VISA/MC charges accepted (please Include expiration 
date) Please speCify Develop·20 or Devetop·64 and the 
5K versIOn for the VIC 20 If so desired Programs are 
distributed on cassette or diskette Please speCify your 
preference 

Dealer enquiries invited. 
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EDUCATION 
COMPUTER MAGIC 

by Joel Ellis 
The key to the success of the VIC in a 

school ·lIbrary Is open access. This small 
rural Michigan school system is by no 
means "behind the times." There are spe
cial computer classes with PET computers. 
a word processor for the business classes. 
and a large Burroughs computer servicing 
the administrative needs of the school. 
These computer uses. however. have limited 
application to student use except by secon
dary curriculum design. 

The school library serves the entire 600 
students from K - 12. on a limited budget.. 
The purchase of a library computer was 
out of the question. 

Through a book sale. the students 
earned a VIC 20 and cassette tape re
corder for sole use in the IIbr~ry. None of 
us had any idea the enormous Impact a 
free access computer would have on this 
student body. This computer belongs to the 
students. 

The senior boys took it first. set It up. 
opened the little Instruction book and began 
programming. The room was hot with ex
citement. challenged brain waves and 
frustration. When programs didn't work the 
crowd of students four deep would cry. 
"Let me do Itl" It was a teasy little eighth 
grade girl (a VIC owner) who opened the 
door. She made a tape for the school VIC 
that began with colorful Sing-song graphics 
that amazed the children from the smallest 
to the oldest. Then she Included four 
"games" that had an all school appeal. 

As librarian. I was concerned the VIC 
would become the draw. making the library 
a video den hangout. We found Compute 
magazine and subscribed to THE TORPET 
and thought we would try to maintain an 
educational profile constantly encouraging 
"educational" programs. It turns out that the 
VIC is the educator. the subject Is 
COMPUTER. the technique Is exploratory. 

Very young students will cautiously ap
pro~ch the little "friendly" machine and ask 

Hillsdale, MI 
meekly. "How do you turn it on?" Soon a 
name Is flashing across the screen. and a 
little glow of excitement and accomplish
ment radiates from the "user". Then an 
older student will approach and show the 
younger one a few tricks whiCh draw more 
eXCitement and more viewers. 

One of our "differently abled" students 
. who requires a walker and takes time to 
manipulate his hands to his demands 
refu$ed to come near the VIC for a long 
time. Then one day. when the library was 
more quiet than usual. he carefully tried 
what he had observed for several weeks. 
The little computer has plenty of time for a 
slower manipulation. The success of that 
youngster that day has bloomed into a full 
scale programmer today. and he's not even 
In the middle school yet. 

There are times when I wish the VIC 
were not so popular. but then It Is not my 
computer. Some days after several classes 
of early elementary children have been In 
the room for their regular library time. I'll 
glance up from a well-used library room to 
find the VIC flashing a message to me. 
"Relax. Mr. Ellis. Take a deep breath. 
StretCh. Very Good: 

The ,most rewarding experience of the 
free access VIC was recently with a very 
bright eighth grade student. This boy had 
demonstrated erratic behaviorr in the months 
preceding the VIC's arrival. which Included 
skipping school and a sulking attitude. He 
was Immediately drawn to the computer and 
went through the steps of programming 
growth rapidly. His personal behavior was 
changing. He became friendly again. ac
cepted by those who had turned away from 
him. Every day. between classes he was In 
using the computer or aSSisting someone 
,who was. 

Gradually his curiosity took over. What 
does this mean. or how do they get It to 

. do that? One week 'after the idea for his 
own program began to overtake him· he 
spent every available minute (even those 
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- EDUCATION 
stolen from classes) working out the Idea connecting into, a beautiful fiber of ac
on the computer. Yesterday. while a group compllshment. An educator's ultimate reward. 
of second graders busily gathered books 
from the shelves. the soft hum of happy 
little humans was broken by an exuberant 
shout. "I GOT ITI I DID MY OWN 
PROGRAMI IT WORKS!!" Brain cells rapidly 

I highly recommend the accessible. un
restricted computer for every situation where 
young. curious minds are encouraged to grow. 

••••••••••••••••••••• 
Farquharson Features ... 

by AI Farquharson 

Other Delightful Stories or 
About Bits & Bytes 

I used to get confused about this. 
A bite from an apple Is just a piece to 
eat and chew up. while a bit Is some
what smaller (?) . Actually computers do 
chew their food. but In S.16. or even 
32 pieces at time. All digital computers 
use a stream of bits which flow end
lessly through the machine like water 
from a tap. Occasionally someone turns 
off the tap. 

For "S-blt" micros. eight zero's and 
one's from 00000000 to 11111111. In 
any combination. become the basic 
vocabul~ry for the computer: a WORD 
OR BYTE: HENCE any S-blt combina
tion Is fed to the computer's "brain" as 
a series of eight bits such as 
01001010. The computer then decides 
what this means and does something 
with It. or maybe nothing. It may just 
Idle. For you and I. a .b.!! Is either a 
zero or 1. and eight of them make a ~ 

The secret Information found above 
applies to any S-blt micro-computer. 
Now more: a 4SK Apple equals a 32K 
PET. A Commodore C-64 may have a 
total of 64K for us. WOWI Confusion 
galore. Let me explain. 

ROMS 

NO.no. Charlie, this is not the 
Royal Ontario Mus~um. We went there 
last week, next to the Aardvark Gallery . 

Try Bead Qnly Memory. Comput~ns_ 
are full of chips and no potatoes. A 
chip contains little cells something like 
the Idea of a honeycomb. but Infinitely 
smaller and actually made from silicon. 
They come in 2K. 4K. and SK packs. 
Now for the next lie: a K naturally Is 
NOT 1000. Nuts! Actually lK pronounced 
ONE KAY contains 1024 memory 
locations. Stupid .... but honestly. I didn't 
Invent the thing. Handily. 1024 divided 
by 256. Is 4. I knew you wanted to 
know that! You didn't? Actually I don't 
care either. One important fact you 
should remember: this kind of memory 
Is there for good. You may read it. but 
poking to ROM is useless: It cannot change. 

RAMS 

All you farmer types from upriver. 
forget It. We have no ewes or other 
animals In this place. RAM means 
Bandom Access Memory. But you 
know that It really means the Royal 
Albanian Mountain. Random Access 
Memory Is the reverse of ROM. you 
may peek and poke to It. but It goes 
to sleep and never wakes up again 
when the computer Is turned off. When 
turned on. no useful Information Is 
found In RAM. Sometimes the computer 
puts Information In RAM when the com
puter does wake up. but not the sort 
of stuff which you put In there while It 
was last on. 
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NEW PRO DUCTS 
COMMODORE INTRODUCES HOME 

EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
FOR THE VIC-20 

TORONTO--Education programs for the 
VIC 20 home computer/video game--a new 
and valuable aid for children's education-
was announced today by Commodore Computers. 

"The Computer Educator System was 
designed primarily to assist children at 
various grade levels with their school work 
by providing a fun and stimulating learning 
series to help them become more involved 
in education." said James Copland. Nat
Ional Sales Manager. Consumer Division. 
"Many adults. however. will also learn a 
great deal from these programs.' 

The Computer Educator Programs offer 
series in science. language. social science 
and math. The science series is developed 
to appeal especially to people from the 
third to the tenth grades. The language 
series Is designed to improve grammar. 
spelling and vocabulary. The social science 
series helps Impart a greater understanding 
of key events that have shaped world his
tory and Important facts regarding world 
geography. The math series Is aimed at In
creasing students' general proficiency In 
mathematics. 

"The year 1983 Is Commodore's 25th 
anniversary In Canada where It was founded 
In Toronto. We Intend to celebrate this 
occasion by Introducing more new hardware 
and software products than ever before. 
especially for the 200,000 VIC 20 units we 
expect to make In Canada and sell 
worldwide this year". said Copland. 

The VIC 20 computer educator systems 
come In packs of six tapes each with 
course books where relevant. for a sug
gested retail price of $69.95 per pack. 

In more detail. the series content Is as 
follows: 

SCIENCE SERIES 

BOOK 1: ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 

Grades one through six. These 
programs deal with the life sciences and 
explore the planets. the atom. cells and 

other Interesting SCience phenomena. at the 
lowest level. 

BOOK 1: PHYSICS 

Explores electricity through specific 
programs relating to resistors. capacitors 
and power. Motion and force are also ex
amined as is the subject of levers. 
Generally. this Is an Introductory program 
to high schooi physics. 

BOOK 1: CHEMISTRY 

This book Introduces the student to chemi
cal phenomena. For the first time he will 
learn about the elements. Ions and com
pounds. We also Introduce the student to 
chemical equations in . preparation for a 
more extensive study of this subject In high 
school. 

BOOK 1: ENOUSH 

Elementary English: grades one through six. 
is designed to develop good basic reading 
and writing skllls--speiling Is emphasized. 

BOOK 2: English 

Intermediate English; deals with the 
sentence and its parts and Is designed to 
build a better vocabulary. The student Is 
also Introduced to Shakespeare. 

BOOK 1: FRENCH 

This Is an elementary course In 
French. Since the basis of a foreign lan
guage requires an extensive vocabulary. all 
six tapes In this book are designed to In
crease the student's proficiency with French 
and deals exclusively with vocabulary. Some 
exercises are French to English translations 
and some are English to French. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE SERIES 

BOOK 1: SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Grades one through six. examines 
Canada. the North American continent. the 
North American explorers and the founding 
nations. 
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NEW PRO DUCTS 

BOOK 1: ELEMENTARY GEOGRAPHY 

This book is designed to familiarize the 
student with world geography. with specific 
emphasis on Canada and North America. 

BOOK 1: HISTORY 

Introduces the student to Early Man; ex
amines the Egyptian. Greek and Roman 
Empires. It takes the student through the 
Middle Ages to 1500 B.C. Basically the 
programs trace the development of man 
from his earliest beginnings through the 
Middle Ages. 

BOOK 1: ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS 

Grades one through six. is an Introduction 
to basic mathematics. The four elementary 
operations in mathematics are addition. 
subtraction. multiplication and division. This 
book deals specifically with these.as well as 
their application to fractions and percent. 

NEW COMPANY TO OFFER COURSES IN 
MICROCOMPUTER EDUCATION 

OSHAWA--Mlcroplace Inc.. a Canadian 
owned and directed company. Is the first to 
provide a chain of microcomputer education 
centres across the province. and they are 
planning to provide the service nationwide 
In the near future. 

In June. the company Is opening 24 
microcomputer education sites across 
Ontario which will Instruct upwards of 
12.000 people this summer. Each of these 
will offer 14-hour beginner. Intermediate 
and enriched courses with extensive hands
on·· experience on the Commodore 64. 

Centres have been established by 
Microplace directors Bob Leth. Peter Taylor 
and Bruce Tuck in Barrie. Belleville. 
Brampton. Burlington. Chatham. Erin Mills. 
Etoblcoke. Hamilton. Kingston. Kltchener-
Waterloo. London. Mlsslsssauga. Oakville. 
Oshawa. Ottawa. Peterborough. Sarnla. Sault 
Ste. M~lrle. Scarborough. Sudbury. Thunder 
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BOOK 2: ADVANCED ELEMENTARY 
MATHEMATICS 

Grades six through ten. In this book 
the student is Introduced to algebra and 
geometry and. while these· programs are 
designed only as an introduction to these 
subjects. they nevertheless represent a sub
stantial step forward In the student's 
general knowledge of mathematics. 

BOOK 3: 

For students grades eight through 
eleven. Is an Introduction to algebra. 
Algebra Is really an extension of arithmetic. 
While the same operations can be used In 
algebra. In arithmetic. numbers always have 
specific values while in algebra there Is no 
need for a specific value. This book deals 
with basic algebra and the operations that 
are fundamental to this subject. 

Bay. Toronto and Windsor. Each site has 
two instructors. and 13 Commodore 64s. 
disk drives and colour monitors. 

"Mlcroplace Is providing what Is an es
sential service in today's technological 
SOCiety. In co-operation with those In 
education. we want to equip children with 
microcomputer skills. We also want to 
demystify this technology for adults and 
have them realize the potential this exciting 
technology offers.· said Peter Taylor. 

·Classes are arranged so that begin
ners and Intermediates will work on a 
buddy system. The enriched classes will 
have one system per student.· said Taylor. 
"That way. there will be a good student 
teacher ratio. students will get plenty of 
time to work on the equipment. and they 
can work with each other as well as using 
the instructors for resources.· he added. 

The courses are designed so that 
beginners get an Introduction to computer 
terminology. equipment and operating prln-



NEW PRO DUCTS 
clples. They also learn the fundamentals of 
BASIC programming. The intermediate level 
reviews the beginner course and expands 
on the fundamentals. Emphasis will be 
placed on graphics and other more ad
vanced applications. 

The enriched course is less structured 
and Is Intended to further stimulate and 
challenge those who have mastered the two 
previous levels or who enter the course 
with substantial microcomputer expertise. All 
of the courses are open to anyone ten 
years of age and older. 

"In addition to the 14-hour, Monday to 
Thursday. morning. afternoon or evening 
courses. we are giving students two com
plimentary hours on a microcomputer. 
These can be used on Friday or Saturday 
for practice, experimentation or completion 
of a previous project." said Taylor. Extra 
hours can be purchased. 

Mlcroplace purchased more than 300 
Commodore 64s and peripherals as a 
result of a questionnaire Included with their 
registration form. "We asked If people had 
any preference as to the type of computer 
they wanted to work with, and the majority 
Indicated a desire to work with the Com
modore. 64." said Taylor. "Consumer demand 
was clear. and we made our decision on 
that basis as well as our assessment of 
comparable equipment In the market." he added. 

"Mlcroplace's staff of 100--many of 
whom are students In the University of 
Waterloo co-operative program--have a 
thorough knowledge of microcomputers. To 
this, the company training program adds 
the communication skills necessary for ef
fective teaching: Taylor said. "Just as Im
portant, they are all enthusiastic about 
sharing their knowledge of this new tech
nology." he added. 

Mlcroplace Inc.. will be expanding the 
popular education centres across the 
country, with emphasis In the fall being on 
business applications. The next step may be 
to franchise the chain) For further details 
on the Mlcroplace Centre nearest you, call 
1-800-263-3727, or outside the province 
call (416) 571-2837. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 

Peter S. Taylor 
Director 
Mlcroplace Inc., 
P.O. Box 162 
OSHAWA, Ontario 
CANADA 
L 1 H 7Ll 
1-800-263-3737 

<>OOOO<><><><X> 
GET BACK TO SCHOOL WITH 

COMMODORE'S EDU-PACK 

Commodore Computer is offering great 
value in a back-to-school VIC 20 Edu-Pack 
for only $299.95. 

The Edu-Pack includes the VIC 20 
microcomputer. a datasette recorder and a 
six-cassette package of educational 
software. Also included is a Commodore 
sport bag containing a limited edition three 
ring binder with four notebooks. a day timer 
and a pencil case with 11 Faber Castell 
markers. pens and pencils. 

The Commodore back-to-school VIC 20 
Edu-Pack is available from authorized Com
modore Computer dealers for a limited time 
only. 

Contact your local dealer for further 
information. 

Prices in U,S. dollars 
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NEW PRO DUCTS 
THE LAST ONE 

This is "THE LAST ONE". the program 
that writes programs. 

This is a new product that can truly be 
called a revolution in programming. 

THE LAST ONE is a program code 
generator that produces ready-to-use 
programs that are customized to the user's 
requirements without the user having to 
write a single word of code. 

What this means Is that anyone who 
has a clear idea of what they want ~ 

program to do. can produce bug-free 
programs in a mere fraction of the time 
that it used to take. 

To use THE LAST ONE. you do not 
have to understand BASIC. You do not have 
to spend hours. days and ",!,eeks coding 
your requirements. You do not have to 
spend hundreds and thousands on buying 
commercial software which. by definition. 
can only perform the tasks for which it has 
been written. 

THE LAST ONE means that you can 
easiiy produce your own software. designed 
to answer your needs. and to be updated 
as often as you require. at no extra cost. 

THE LAST ONE is menu-driven. That 
is. you. the user. are shown a list of op
tions on the screen. written In plain 
English. and from those options. you select 
and build a FLOWCHART. 

Selecting some options will lead to the 
user's being shown sub-menus which ask 
for more detailed or specific information 
and so. in this way you continue until you 
are satisfied that your flowchart answers 
your requirements. 

At this point. by selecting the -CODE 
PROGRAM- option. THE LAST ONE will go 
through your flowchart line by line. asking 
the user for such Information as screen 
layout design. branch destinations and so 
on. until THE LAST ONE has a complete 
picture of 'your precise requirements. 
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Your program Is then coded without any 
further effort on your part whatsoever. and 
the result is a fully coded program that 
runs independently of THE LAST ONE. 

The code generated includes error-trap
ping routines and the code is naturally. 
bug-free. 

Finally. you change or amend your 
finished program easily and without fuss. 
THE LAST ONE automatically produces trace 
documentation providing the answers to all 
the questions asked while creating the 
program. In this way. you can update and 
change your program using the absolute 
minimum of time and effort. and Isn't that 
what it's all about! Available for the 8032 
computer. 8050 disk. Suggested retail $495.00. 

DES-Data Equipment Supply Corp .. 
8315 Firestone Blvd .. 
DOWNEY. CA 90241 
(213) 923-9361 -NEW GRAPHICS SYSTEM FOR COMMODORE 

MICRQS 

HAS FULL NAPLPS COMPATIBIUTY 

GraphEase. a new computer graphics 
system developed and released by LlMICON 
Inc .. of Toronto for use on any Commodore 
microcomputers with at least 32K. Is a 
reasonably priced. very powerful package 
which is fully compatible with NAPLPS. the 
international computer graphics standard of 
the telecommunications. computer and 
telephone industries. 

GraphEase breal~s many of the limita
tions imposed by other graphics packages. 
and has the following features: 

32.000 colours under user control 
picture resolution of 256 x 256. 512 x 
512. and higher 
1/10 second or faster animation 
usual GraphEase picture requires only 1 K 
to store 
only 32K needed to run GraphEase. all In 
memory 
pictures can be drawn in about one 
quarter of the time It would take with· 
many other systems. 



NEW PRO DUCTS 
NAPLPS - North American Presentation 

Level Protocol System - is the link between 
computer and video-graphic technology and 
will be used for defining. storing and 
transmitting all computer-generated 
drawings. Thus NAPLPS will be the basis 
for systems designed to produce: 
· Computer-Aided Design drawings 
· computer animation 
· computer drafting 
· special effects systems for film and television 

electronic publishing layout and distribution 
advertising artwork 
computer game graphics 
computer typesetting and colour separations 
computer art 
all other video-text applications 

And GraphEase Is the first complete. 
reasonably-priced NAPLPS system. 

Among the markets for NAPLPS and 
GraphEase are educators. engineering and 
industrial designers. publishers. computer 
dealers. computer game authors. commer
cial artists. audio-visual experts. govern
ment officials and commercial broadcast 
and cable television producers . 

Each GraphEase upgrade includes a 
software diskette. a GraphEase ROM. an 
RS232 interface with null modem. an 
NAPLPS or TeUdon decoder with 02 ROMs 
and a GraphEase users manual. GraphEase 
needs only a compatible microcomputer and 
a colour television or RGB monitor to be run. 

A related software product from LIM ICON 
called TELECALC II automatically transforms 
standard VISICALC print flies into GraphEase 
graphics. TELECALC II Is completely user
proof. but still allows the expert user com
plete flexibility to edit files. change colours. 
add text and insert additional graphiCs If 
they wish. TELECALC II is completely com
patible with GraphEase. and is available for 
use on Commodore 4032 and 8032 
microcomputers. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. CONTACT: 
L1MICON INC .. 
144 Hampton Ave .• 
TORONTO. Ont.. M4K 222 
CANADA 
(416)-465-4058 

........ recipe program cruhed 8nd she aaya no dinner 'till she gets It on Nne! 
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by Jim Butterfield 

I must confess that I can't understand the logic 
of swappil"'g programs. 

Sure: you have a spare cat you don't need, and 
your friend has a shoe polishing kit.. go ahead and 
swap, you'll both benefit. But programs are different 

I can see the situation where each of the two 
parties have written a program. You've written a 
telephone list, and I've written a simple game ... why 
not swap? 

But even then, it flies in the face of good sense. 

You can give away a program -- and still have 
it If it's yours - Of if it's public domain - you incur 
no loss. Maybe, as the saying goes, he who steals 
my purse steals trash ... but I'm out one purse. On the 
other hand, he (or she) who gets a copy of my 
program may also get trash.. but I have lost nothing .. 

Occasionally, I run across someone who has an 
attractive program. And when I ask, "Is that public 
domain? May I have I copy?", I get the reply, What 
can you swap me for it?" My answer: "Nothing. All 
my programs are in the TPUG library". So I don't 
get a copy of the program. 

This amazes me. The other person may have 
dozens - or hundreds - of my programs. But I'm not 
going to get the new program, because I have noth
ing to swap. 

A few years ago, I received a letter from 
Oregon, asking if I had any music programs. The 
writer had bought a commercial package and inter
face, but didn't have much music. I put together a 
cassette of all the music I had_ a dozen programs 
or so. 

About a month later, a letter came from north
ern California. It said, "I got a copy of your music 
programs from XYZ in Oregon. I have some music 
programs of my own. What programs do you have to 
swap me for them?" Again, I had to reply, "None - I 
sent them all to Oregon, you have them all now". 

The whole swapping thing makes no sense to 

me. The name of the game is sharing, not swapping. 

Let's look back at the origins of the club. Supp
ose I - and several other programmers - had said to 
TPUG, ''You don't get programs from us unless you 
can swap us something equally good". Suppose that 
TPUG said to its members, ''You don't get a program 
until you submit a program of equal quality". We'd 
have a pretty weak operation. User groups don't work 
that way. Thank heavens 

I tear that the swap syndrome encourages 
pr:ogram theft 

Some poor beginner who isn't skilled in program 
writing is coerced by swappers into giving a program 
as a swap. What is he or she going to give? The 
pressure is to buy a program and give away a copy. 
And that's wrong, wrong, wrong. 

Sometimes I send people programs. I usually 
refer them to the club, but occasionally I need to 
send a program or two directly. I don't expect any
thing in return; in fact, sometimes my return address 
is not on the package. Some people reply and say, 
"Thank you", which is OK. On a couple of occasions, 
people have replied by sending me bootleg copies of 
commercial programs. They shouldn't do that I have 
a feeling that these people have been brainwashed 
into the "swapping"thing. They think that they must 
give something in return .• even if it's illegal. They 
shouldn't. 

Let's get off this swapping bandwagon. 

Any programs I have, provided they are not 
copyrighted or commercial, are freely available to 
anyone who wants them. They are in the club 
library, for that matter. 

How about your programs? Surely you don't 
think that they are too good for the club? Throw 
them into the pot _ make them available. 

The whole business of having a club is to share 
ideas, experiences _ and programs. Let's share -
not swap. 

I 

§ . 

~c~ __ .,.ccccC' Butterfield BOX~IOCOOOOOlIM:IC:IOCIOCIIOOOOIlOCIOCMM""'" 
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VIC-20 
COMMODORI64K 

CARDBOARD/6: 6 Slot Expansion . . . VIC . 
CARDPRINT: Parallel Printer Interface for Vic or 64 
CARDRITER: Light Pen with 6 good programs, Vic or 64 . .. . 
CARDADAPTER: Play Atari VCS Games on your Vic .... . 
CARDBOARD/3S: slot exp.·fused·switched·reset button. VIC 
CARDETIEll: Use standard cassette recorders on VIC/64 . .. 

- NEW FROM STAR MICRONICS -
10 COLUMN THERMAL rRINTER 

NOW. A PRINTIR THAT YOU CAN AFFOItO. 60 cps, Friel'" F .... , 
IIotk GrqoIics, a; Dnctioool Prim Hood, ASCi + E_ "'"""' .. . 

ONLY $179.99 PI",II .00ShiP0>in9ondIlClndo;"II 

GEMINI· 1 0 PRINTER ONLY $329.99 PI", 110.00 S + H 

-HES-

$7U. 
$64." 
531.9' 
$74." 
531.9. 
$31.9. 

GRID RUNNER: Avoid Droids Weapons and Annihilate them . $2'." 
AGGRESSOR: Space Battle - Nine Levels ...... . . . . VIC n .. .. 
TURTLE GRAPHICS: Easy to learn Computer Lang Vir /64 $33 ... 
HES WRITER: Surprisingly Complete Word Processing Cart .. U'." 
PIRATES PERil: Adventure - Sensational Sound & Animation. n .... 

WE HAVE COMMODORE'S COMPlETE EDUCATION LIBRARY 
FOR THE PET/CBM-64. OVER 600 PROGRAMS ON 50 DISKS. 
ONLY $9.991 DISK. SEND $2.00 FOR lB PAj; 

- SYNAPSE-
: VOl oma s st lost Treasure :6 . . 29. 

SUIVIVOI: Multi·Player Cooperative Space Adventure. 64 •... .. n •. 
SHAMUS: Four levels of 32 R.ooms. Adventure Game. 64 .. '.' : . .. $2 •• ' 
n. APOCALYPSE: Fly Helicopter & Capture Fuel & Weapons. 64 .. . n •.• 
PIOTECTOIII: Get Your Peaple ta SAfety as Volcanoes Erupt • • 64 • • n •. ' t -TRONIX- I 

OiPION: Prtdatory World of killer Worms. Dragons. Traps. Vic .•. hut 
DEADLY SlIES: Guide Helicapter thru Smart Bombs. Anti·Aircraft. Vic $33." 
GOLD FEVEI: A Fortune Awaits. But So Does Grave Danger. Vic .. ... $33 ... 
SIDE WINDEI: Fast Action Arcade Type Game. Req. BK Exp .• Vic .. . . $24." 
SWAIM: The Fastest Arcade Game You've Seen. Casso Vic . . ..... • $24.' 
GALAalC lUTZ: 15 Different Enemy Patterns. Casso Vic . .. . ..... $19. 

I - COMMDATA- I 
PAUCUDA: Eat Smaller Fish. Watch 4 Octopi. Vic/64 Cas ......... $17." 
APE CIASE: Jump or Climb Various Structures. Avoid Bombs. 64 .... $17.' 
CENTIOPODS: Defend Against Pods. Buzzers. Missiles. Soucers. 64. $17. 

- MISCELLANEOUS-
QUICK BROWN FOX: Professional Word Prooessing Cart VIC/64 $4 •• " 
TOll TEXT 2.0: Casso - Basic Word Processor ... VIC $1 •• " 
TOTL TEXT 2.5: Casso - Advanced VVord Processor - Req. BK Exp . . $27." 
TO'l'l lABEL: Casso - Mailing List . VIC/64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sl6,99 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT: Cass.-Notekeeping for Teml Pape!s. et: .. $24.99 
ROAD TOAD: Casso - Like Frogger ......... .. . VIC $lUt 
MlWPEDE: Cass. - Like Centipede ... ... .. Vic . . .. $16." 
SOICEIEI'S APPRENTICE: Super· Graphics Utility Kit. Disk 64 . . . .. $st." 
WIITEI'S ASSISTANT: Powerful Disk Based Word Processor. 64 . $"." 
FlUNG ASSISTANT: Data Management for all your needs . . 64. . .. $"." 
SPRIADSHEET ASSISTANT: Visi·type software. for the 64 . . . . . . .. $tt." 
COMMODORE LOGO: Similar to Apple logo .64. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $14. tt 
VANILLA PILOT: Easy to use language. VIC or 64. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $27.tt 
PET EMULATOI: Run many PET programs on 64. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $27 •• 
GALACTIC CONQUEST: Req. 8K Exp. - StrategiGame -:':1 to 6 $'." 
MARTIAN RAIDER: Intergalactic ships in attack on Mars Vic .. $16." 
SHARK TRAP: Snare the shar\(s with atomic net or die . Vic . . $16.tt 
MUl n·~OUND SYNTHESISER: Com;se your own kind of music $16." 

CAIAlutoi: Llke.oefenaerVic~l?~~~.~ .. ... .. . .... . . . $17.J 
(OlIGO (~: ~ike Donkey Kong VIC/64 .. ... . .;..;..;.;.o..;.;c.;. • • ••• $17." 

E3AaJIz.ao":cu~twCU«l =~~~~~~ccw:=.":J 
I~'} ~r:=" 

. ,../ """"'- Prices in U.S. dollars 

PROGRAMS 
WITH 

THE WORKS 

COMMODORE 64, VIC 20, 
VVriting good programs is not an easy task. Introducing 
INSIDE BASIC. a series of well documented programs 
which include: program overviews. suggested 
changes. line-by-line descriptions. listings. and vari
able charts. Learn the workings of a well-designed 
program in order to create your own. There's some
thing for everyone-games. business applications. 
and educational programs. 

KENTUCKY DERBY-$19.95: All the fun of a day at the 
races including hi-resolution graphics. You and your 
friends can have hours of enjoyment betting on your 
favorite horses and winning big bucks! You can even 
change the names of the horses for more fun. 

FORM GENERATOR-$19.95: The preparation of forms 
can be a mess. With this easy-to-use program you can 
generate anything from labels to invoices. 

TASK ORGANIZER-$24.95: This useful program keeps 
you on top of your work schedule. Enter new tasks and 
projects with deadlines and track them through 
completion. Automatically lists jobs in priority order. 

QUIZ ME-$14.95: This is the ideal program to demon
strate the computer's ability to present materials. ask 
questions. and score you. After learning this one. you 
can make a quiz for any subject. 

All( YOUR DWlR OIl OIIDII DIIICT: Specify program. bfand ~ computer. 
cassette or disk (add S5.00 tor disk). Send check Of money Ofder-add S2.00 
shipping and handling. C.O.D. and credit card Ofden call (215) 825-4250 (add 
$1.50 service chorge). PA. NJ residents odd 6'1. soles tax. 

Commodore 64 and VIC 20 are registered trademarks ~ Commodore Business 
MaChines. Atari 400/800/1200 are trademcwl<s ~ Atari. lnc. 

Prices In U.S. dollars 
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PRICES SLASHED! 

Expansion Products For Vic 20™ 

3K RAM EXPANSION 
8K RAM EXPANSION 
16K RAM EXPANSION 
24K RAM EXPANSION 
MONITOR CABLE 
THREE SLOT EXPANSON BOARD 
SIX SLOT EXPANSION BOARD 
AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACE 
IEEE INTERFACE 
RS 232 INTERFACE 
PARALLELIN.TERFACE 
MOBILE ATTACK GAME 
MOBILE ATTACK (DISK) 
MOBILE ATTACK (CASSETTE) 

SUGGESTED 
RETAIL 
$36-:S5 
~ 
~ 

~29.-95 

~ 
$31 :95" 
$69.-95 
$34.-8S' 
$99:9"5 
~ 
~ 
.$34:'S5 
~ 
~ 

SALE PRICE 
$24.95 
$34.95 
$54.95 
$89.95 
$ 9.95 
$19.95 
$48.95 
$24.95 
$69.95 
$34.95 
$59.95 
$24.95 
$16.95 
$16.95 

Prices in U.S. dollars 

LIMITED TIME OFFER 
Offer Expires When Inventory Is Exhausted 

All Products Have Manufacturers' Lifetime Warranty 

CALL TOLL-FREE 
MASTERCARD 

1-800-527-5285 
• VISA 

BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER -

MICRO SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT. INC. 
111 D5 SHADY TRAIL • SUITE 1 D4 • DALLAS. TEXAS 75229 

(214) 357-4434 

VIC 20 IS A TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES. INC. 
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SUPER DISK 
Floppy Disk Drive For 

VIC - 20 & Commodore 64 
Super Disk2 is a Commodore compatible disk drive design

ed to interface to the various Commodore computers such 
as the PET1, VIC-201 and the Commodore 641• The disk drive 
is compatible to the model 4040, 2031, 1540, and the 1541 
disk drives and recognizes programs generated on any of 
these disk drives. The capacities are comparable to those 
found on the Commodore drives, and Super Disk2 
recognizes the full instruction set of the Commodore drives. 
Super Disk2 offers RAM area within the disk unit, a serial and an 
IEEE bus interface. PRICE INCLUDES IEEE CARTRIDGE 

Introductory Offer .. <. $395.00 
Also Available: 

Prices in u.s. funds 

Gemini-10 w/lnterface $399. V3K RAM 25. 
CPI Parallel Interface 65. V8K RAM 45. 
Expandoport 3 VIC 25. V16K RAM 75. 
Expandoport 6 VIC 75. V24K RAM 105. 
Expandoport 4 C64 65. CIE (IEEE for C64) 95. 
CATALOG OF OTHER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON 
REQUEST. We accept: VISA, Mastercharge, and A E 

Southwest Micro Systems, Inc 
2554 Southwell- Dallas, Texas 75229 

PHONE 1-800-527-7573 
In Texas call (214) 484-7836 

1Trademark of Commodore Int. 2Trademark of MSD 
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64~ 
• HARDWARE· 

TEN KEY PAD $79.95 
o thru 9 keys, plus 7, /, " +, -, ., and ENTER keys. Easy installation. 

No software required. Works with any program. Also works on the VIC-20 

AUDIO/VIDEO CABLE $9.95 
Hook your monitor & stereo up to your 64. Instructions included on 

how to run external sound into the sound chip for processing. 

• SOFTWARE· 
ADD $'.00 FOR DISK VERSIONS 

SPRI1E SHAPER" 
See the multi-color Sprite take form as you design it. 

Easy to use program forms the Data and Poke for you. 

$14.95 

SOUND SHAPER" $14.95 
Try different sellings of ADSR, waveforms, and fillers for each 

of the three voices by simply pressing function keys. 

QUAUTY COMPUTER 
801 S. VICTORIA SUITE 105 

VENTURA, CA 93003 Prices In 
(805) 656-1330 U.S. dollars 

MASTERCARD. VISA • Dealer Inquiries Invited 

PRO-LINE 
_ ••• IIISOFTWARE 

A CANADIAN COMPANY 

designing, 
developing, 

manufacturing, 
publishing 

and 
distributing 

microcomputer 
software 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
AUTHOR'S SUBMISSIONS INVITED 

CALL OR WRITE 

(416) 273-6350 
PRO'LINE 
..... I/SDFTWARE 

75', THl QU[f NSWA Y fAST UNIT 8. 
MISSISSAUCA. ON T ARlO L 4Y 4C.S 

It's rUne lor ," .,' 
. rOft BOr'1'WJllf£I: .~ 
for the VIC 20 ™ and COMMODORE 64 ™ 
WORD PROCESSING AND MAILING LIST & LABEL 

now available with CHICKSPEED 
FAST PRINTING • LIGHTNING LOADS • SIMPLE COMMANDS 

TOTL.TEXT 2.0 + CS VIC + 8K expansion 
TOTL.TEXT 2.5 + CS VIC + 16K expansion 
TOTL.TEXT 2.6 + CS Commodore 64 
TOTL. LABEL 2.1 + CS VIC + 16K expansion 
TOTL.LABEL 2.6 + CS Commodore 64 
TOTL TIME MANAGER 2.1 VIC + 8K expansion 
TOTL TIME MANAGER 2.6 Commodore 64 

$25.00 
$35.00 
$40.00 
$20.00 
$20.00 
$30.00 
$35.00 

All programs work with 40/80 column (VIC) and 80 
column (64) adapters-compatible with tape or disk 
systems -shipped on cassette tape- available 
on disk $4.00 extra. 

a_llty You Can Alford 
ADal..", .. at Jl0'" 'oca' .... '.r 

or bJl plto_ or.r 
time management, scheduling, reports 

RESEARCH ASSISTANT 2.0 VIC + 8K expansion $30.00 ~k\,. 1(U'" ~ \TL 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT 2.0 Commodore 64 $35.00 . 1 

key word cross-reference research tool 
TOTL.BUSINESS 3.0 VIC + 16K expansion $85.00 ) 
TOTL.BUSINESS 3.6 Commodore 64 $95.00 fi' \i .. ~ software inc. 
One Megabyte Fuzzy Diskette $25.00 ", -, 1555 Third Ave., W.lnut Creek, CA 94596 

business programs require disk and are shipped on disk ~ 

computer novelty pillow '\ ,.. ~ •• Can (415) 943-7877 

Prices In U.S. dollars Commodore 64 and VIC 20 are registered trademarks of Commodore Electronics, Ltd. 
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EDUCATION 
RAMBLINGS ON EDUCATION 

By David Bradley 
The first time I saw a computer was on 

a Friday afternoon. I was just about to 
leave school when I saw the PET. It took 
only a moment to decide that I could 
sacrifice a bit of my weekend to have a 
closer look. Since then I have sacrificed 
more than one weekend on my computer. 

At that time I was in the midst of a 
year of sleeping through a very uninspiring 
class called "DATA CONCEPTS" (now called 
"INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS")' The way 
the system worked at the school was that 
you had to take this class if you wanted to 
take any of the other computer-related 
subjects in grades 11 and 12. I can't be 
sure. but I think the main reason for this 
course was to discourage the students from 
continuing in computers. and to have a 
place to put the business teachers who 
didn't really care about teaching but were 
doing it so they would have something to 
do with themselves in between stock reports. 

To be completely honest. the only 
reason I looked at the computer in the 
school was because somebody was playmg 
a game on It. At the time I was on the 
border of being a video game fanatic and 
was looking for a way to get to play all 
the games I wanted. without having to pay 
for them. It wasn't long before I had 
rented a PET for a week. I wanted to see 
If I was actually going to use the machine. 
I spent the entire week playing games--I 
was hooked: 

Before long I had my own computer (a 
C~64>' and was playing games on it when
ever I could. But I soon tired of the 
games. and began to wonder how they 
worked. So I began going through them 
trying to figure out what did what. That is 
how I started to learn BASIC. 

By the start of the next school year I 
was getting pretty comfortable with BASIC 
and was hoping for some practice in it as 
I started grade 11 -COMPUTER SCIENCE". 

Toronto, Ont. 
But we were learning FORTRAN and the 
"DATA PROCESSING" classes were learning 
BASIC on the school's newly acquired com
puter lab. So the only BASIC practice I got 
that year was at home teaching myself. 

During the spring of that year I got in
volved in the world of Bulletin Boards and. 
by the summer. was running one out of my 
home. Through the BBS I met many. many 
people who were much more knowledgeable 
than myself. and I continued to learn from 
them as well as through my own personal 
studies. 

By the end of grade 11 I had taken 2 
so-called computer courses. but neither had 
dealt with BASIC. I decided to enroll in the 
grade 11 ·COMPUTER PROGRAMMING" class 
(formerly called "DATA PROCESSING"), On 
the first day we were Issued text books and 
were informed that we· would need to know 
that book like the back of our left hand if 
we expected to pass the course. 

A quick examination of the book told 
me that I already knew everything that the 
book covered. so I sat back and prepared 
to breeze through an easy credit. That is 
how it was for me. but many of the others 
in my class. for a variety of reasons. did 
not find it so easy. 

One major reason was that they had 
never learned to type. Thus many people 
dropped out very early in the year. not be
cause they were frustrated with BASIC. but 
because they were having so much trouble 
finding the keys on the~eyboard. I may 
very well have ended up the same way ex
cept for the fact that because I thought it 
would be an easy credit. I had taken 
·PERSONAL TYPING- in grades 9 and 10. 
Looking back. I am very glad that I did. 
and I think that any high school that does 
not offer typing In all grades is robbing 
students of a very valuable asset. 
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It took me a while to figure this out. 

but I found that most of the people In the 
class were just like I was when I got Into 
computers. They had no interest whatsoever 
in programming. They wanted to play 
games! As soon as our teacher turned his 
back, half the class would be engrossed In 
a game of some kind or other. I think that 
teachers would find their classes much 
more attentive if. instead of assigning 
programs from the text book that none of 
the students are Interested in. they tell the 
students that they are going to write some 
kind of game. 

One teacher had an interesting ap
proach. Every day his room would be open 
before and after school for students to 
work on assignments. But there was a 
strictly enforced "NO GAMES" rule in effect 
at ALL times. This was later relaxed to: 
·You can play any game as long as YOU 
WROTE IT." 

Another thing that discouraged many 
was the fact that if a piece of equipment 
went down for any reason. it was not likely 
to be fixed for at least 2 months. The 
teacher would usually tell the students sit
ting at that set of computers that it was 
working that morning and that they must 
have damaged it. This would go on and on 
for weeks until finally the teacher would 
have some reason to use the equipment. 
Then he would find it didn't work and ask 
the class when this had happened. 

For example. there is an Epson dot 
matrix primer in each set of computers. In 
January of this year. the bottom pin broke 
off one of the printers. On the last day of 
school in June it was still broken and I'll 
bet it will still be broken in September. 

From what I have seen and heard. 
there are a lot of teachers teaching com
puter courses that are not yet really com
fortable with computers. Having the teacher 
sit at home with a manual is no solution 
as most teachers already have a lot of 
school-related work to do at home. The 
only way to get teachers now in the system 
to know their stuff, is to take those inter
ested teachers, give them a year off 
regular teaChing, give them a computer 
system to use at home, and have them go 
to school. 
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Another approach would be to have the 
computer courses fall under the technical 
department and instead of training existing 
teachers. get professionals from industry. 
send them to teachers college for a year. 
and then let them loose on the schools to 
teach what they know best. 

One thing that seems strange is that 
exams in computer programming are written 
on paper while all the students' class ex
perience has been on a computer. I know 
several students who were doing quite well 
up until the exam but then they got shot 
down. In class they would debug by running 
the program and looking at the symptoms 
on the screen. On the exam they had to 
do it on paper. They were lost and their 
marks were unjustly low. I. too. found the 
exams difficult and had to go through them 
at a snail's pace for the same reason. 

Over the past couple of years there 
has been much talk throughout the schools 
about the "BIONIC BEAVER". a Canadian 
educational computer that would soon be In 
every classroom in the province of Ontario. 
When the development of this computer was 
announced, many school boards decided to 
wait for the BEAVER, and stopped buying 
hardware. 

From what I have heard. when the 
BEAVER is released (if indeed It is ever 
released). a class set will cost about 
$50.000. A class set of Commodore 64s 
costs $12.000 right now. I ask you. which 
is better? A class set of BEAVERS In 2 
years for $50.000 or 4 class sets of 
Commodore 64s today for $48,000? 

In short. computer education could be 
much better than it is tOdayl • 

A Ylimakl 

Don't be alarmed if someone tells you 
there is a QUICK BROWN FOX running 
in their computer. It's probably chasing 
the RABBIT cartridge. More critters are 
in the computer ads now than on 
Noah's ark. 
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COMMODORE COMPUTERS USED 
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(Valley Forge. PA. March 15. 1983) tional sales. Klndercare. the largest natlon
Preschoolers are stepping into the future wide childcare facility. started using the 
as they use the Commodore PET and the Commodore PET to teach preschoolers in 
Commodore 64 to develop BASIC skills. The June of 1982. at eight centers In Mlnn
children. ages 3 to 6. atten,d. Kindercare eapolls. As this advanced educational 
Learning Centers in three dties. Minn- technique proved to be successful. the 
eapolls. Minnesota; Houston. Texas; and program was expanded to 35 centers In 
Montgomery. Alabama. where an innovativ~ Houston. , . 
computer learning program is available. 

Since the preschoolers do not yet 
read. they are given directions by a 
natural voice recording played on a tape 
recorder connected to the computer. The 
children who use a light pen to answer 
questions. are being taught pre-math and 
pre-reading concepts. memory skills. 
colors. shape. and concepts such as over/under. 

Working with Fisher Scientific. Inc.. a 
Commodore Dealer specializing in educa-

. The program has ' been accepted with 
enthusiasm by both parents and students. 
The Commodore computers have proved to 
be so reliable and successful as a teach
ing tool that in January of 1983, the 
program was expanded once more and the 
Commodore 64 was installed In 11 centers 
in the Montgomery. Alabama area. 

Contact: 

Diane Ottinger (215) 687-9750. 
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PET EDUCATION 
TWO USEFUL TPUG 

PROGRAMS 
by Ed Crossman 

To those of us who do not live close 
to Toronto. one of the primary benefits of 
belonging to TPUG Is the availability of all 
those programs. I would like to share with 
you a description of two such programs 
that have helped me out of a jam on more 
than one occasion. and could prove useful 
to you. 

BANNERIR 

N.Logan, Utah 
CROSS WORD is to create a crossword 
puzzle after you have fed it the proper in
formation. For example. you would enter In 
pairs. a descriptive phrase. ·source of 
radiation" and the appropriate matching 
word. "sun". After entering up to 19 of 
these pairs. the program takes over and 
does the rest. 

First it figures out the proper place
ment of all of the matching words Into the 
standard crossword puzzle configuration. 

As a behavioral scientist. I often attend This is really exciting to watch, as the 
meetings where the results of our experi- program tries to fit each word Into the ex
ments are communicated to other sCien- Isting pattern of words on the screen. After 
tists. One method for doing this is a the program has gone through the entire 
poster session in which we paste our list of 19 words. It tells you whether It has 
charts and graphs on a large piece of been unable to properly locate all words. 
cardboard for all to see. In the past I have At that point. you can instruct the program 
used two inch press-type letters to label to try again using a different arrangement 
these figures. but it is difficult and time of words. or you can accept the puzzle as 
consuming to line up the letters with the it Is currently shown on the screen. Next. 
proper spacing. BANNERIR to the rescue! the program gives you two printouts. The 

The purpose of this program Is to 
print (on your printer) large letters In 
either one or two separate lines. It also 
prints large numbers as well as the PET 
graphic symbols and even works with my 
Epson MX-80 prlnterl Some of the options 
Include: control over the horizontal and 
vertical size of the letters (specify whole 
numbers). compressed print. upperllower 
case. and centering on the printed page. 
For creating giant messages BANNER/R Is 
Ideal. and undoubtedly you can think of 
many other uses than the one I have 
described. I don't know who wrote 
BANNER/R. but It is available on the 
APR/82 TPUG disk. 

CROSS WORD 

Here is one whale of a program that Is 
fun to use and a teaching tool that can be 
helpful In the classroom. The purpose of 
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first Is a hardcopy of the crossword puzzle 
with all of the words printed Into the exist
ing squares. This is the' teacher's copy. 
Then It prints out the student's copy with 
the squares left blank for the student to 
fill in. I was unable to use my Epson 
printer (had to borrow a CBM 2022) for the 
hardcopy. since the program uses PET 
graphic symbols to print the squares. 

I use CROSS WORD as an enjoyable 
teaching aid to teach new concepts and to 
improve my s~udents' spelling. You can 
probably think of other uses. The program 
was written by Don Wood and Neal Reid 
for the 40-column screen. but I use It on 
my CBM 8032 after first running the 
program CBM 4032 v.l.. I wish the authors 
would expand the program for the 80-
column screen so that a larger puzzle 
could be created. Both CROSS WORD and 
CBM 4032 v.l are available on the APR/82 
TPUG disk .• 



NEWp J; .. l..::rgNEW 
8.4 . 8.4 

lb. Education Orcuit, Inc. 
PO Box 333. Londlng. NJ 078S0 
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Wl-tEN WE USE il-fE' DIREU 
MODE OJ: A COMPUTER J 

WE ARE CO'lMONICATlNG 

BASIC COMPU'TERS C~N -BE USEO FJS CAl.£:ULA1~1 
FOR A VARIE'TV a= <l'MPLEX 

,nLl\.II __ ' .. CALCOlFJTIONS. 

· .. 

8ROCKE"lS ( ) CAN RLSO 
BE USED 10 ~RTE 

CRLCULAiIONS. R 

StmEMENT CAN BE 
GUIlE" L£NGTHv' 

II: YOU 1'YPE' ?5+~ 

ON YOUR 9:REeN ~ND 
FRESS RETURN I 'taJ'LL 
RECElVE AN RNSWER. 

~ERC ARE' ALSO 
RBBREVIRTIGlS 10 
OBTRIN SQURRE ~ 
RND OJ"HER sue ... 
RE&OEST5'. 

ALWRVS USE &JOlES. 
September 

HE'RE ARE". A coUPu:: 

SQ\l=~ROOT 
A~ = R8SoUJTE \A.oc 

4t 



C-64 EDUCATION 
EDUCA TION DISKS 

(C)E 1 & {C)E2 
by G. R. Walter Proton Station, ON 

These two disks contain educational 
programs submitted by PONZO of WATERLOO 
(who ??). They are programs which teach 
you how to program your C-64 in BASIC 
and Machine Language. and how to create 
and use SPRITES and the various graphics 
modes that the C-64 is capable of. 

"TUTORIALS.C " El has the following 
programs : 

OUST ME El" 
"PONZO TUTOR-l .64· (teaches BASIC) 
"PONZO TUTOR-2.64" (teaches BASIC) 
"PONZO TUTOR-3.64" <teaches BASIC) 
"PONZO TUTOR-4.64" (teaches BASIC) 
"PONZO TUTOR-5.64" (teaches Machine 

Language) 
"PONZO TUTOR-6.64" (teaches Machine 

Language) 
"PONZO TUTOR-7.64" (teaches Machine 

Language) 

"TUTORIALS.C 
programs 

·UST ME E2" 

E2 has the following 

·SPRITES TUT-l.64" (teaches how to 
create/use sprites) 

·SPRITES TUT-2.64" (teaches how to 
create/use sprites) 

"GRAPHIC TUT -1.64" (teaches how to get
fuse the various graphics modes) 

"GRAPHIC TUT-2.64" (is an example of 
HIRES mode programming) 

All of the programs use the same techni
que for teaching you. They show you 
something about your C-64. then they give 
you an example or two (which they work 
through with you so that you understand 
what is happening>' In addition. in the 
'teach BASIC' sections you usually are then 
given an opportunity to actually tryout 
what you have learned (ie. you exit the 
program. experiment with what you have 
found out. and then re-enter the program 
which you exited by pressing the "@" [at-
sign) - not by typing RUN !) 

These programs all work with the C64-
UNK by RTC. 

(Note - some of the figures (eg. top 
of memory =32768) are the PET figures. 
not the C- 64 figures. In this instance. the 
slip-of-the-keyboard doesn't matter. but It 
Is of Interest.) 

Here is a brief summary of what each 
of the programs teaches you: 

PONZO TUTOR-1.64 explains how to do 
arithmetic on your C-64. PRINT the results. 
start writing programs. use the GOTO. 
GOSUB. INPUT. FOR/NEXT statements. and 
several other statements. commands (eg. 
LIST) and functions. It shows you how 
numeric (ie. numbers only) variables work· 
and how you can use them. You learn how 
to use the [DEUINST] key for editing lines. 
By the time you are done with this 
program. you should know how to write 
simple little programs involving numbers 
that work. 
PONZO TUTOR-2.64 shows you all . of the. 
various cursor controls (eg. [HOME]) and 
how you can use them. String <vartables 
<Ie. "anything" can go into these) are 
taught. along with most of the functions 
used to manipulate string variables .. 
READing DATA is explained. as are the 
IF/THEN statements. among others. It also 
explains how the GET statement works and 
what the keyboard buffer is. By the time 
you are done with this program you will 
have done a program which draws bar graphs. 
PONZO TUTOR-3.54 requires a Machine 
Language Monitor to be loaded (a good 
one is Jim Butterfield's SUPERMON64.Vl on 
(C)Dl - C-64 DEALER DISK). BITs and 
BYTEs are explained. and you are shown 
how to PEEK and POKE. Certain key loca
tions in the C-64 are explained and you 
learn how to use them (eg. the C-64's In
ternal clock [variables TIME and TIME$]). 
How to read and write data flies to tape 
and disk is explained. as is how you use 
Random Numbers. Several other minor 
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C-64 EDUCATION 
things (such as b.~STing a program on a 
printer) are gone into. The Machine Lang
uage Monitor is introduced. 

PONZO TUTOR-4.64 shows you a simple 
memory map of the C-64 and explaiins the 
significance of some of the memory loca
tions (eg. top of memory pointer is .. . 
etc.). You find out how programs and string 
variables are stored in memory. Then you 
are given a little quiz on what you have learned. 
PONZO TUTOR-5.64 introduces you to 
machine language: looping. the various ad
dressing modes. and several of the commands. 
PONZO TUTOR-6.64 teaches you more by 
showing you example routines from the 
BASIC ROMs (eg. NEW) and by explaining 
exactly how they work. 

PONZO TUTOR-7.64 shows you the entire 
6510 command set. The Status Register is 
explained and you are taught how to wori\ 
with it (eg. CLearing flags and SEtting 
flags) and how to test it (eg. Branching on 
flags>' 

SPRITES TUT -1.64 teaches you how to 
create sprites. work with them. and use· 
them In programs. In short you find out all 
you ever want to know about sprites! 
NOTE - In my version of SPRITES TUT-
1.64 there is a syntax error in line 10065. 

TPUG probably has fixed this error by now. 
but if you happen to have one of the ear
lier versions with the error still in it the fix 
is to LIST 10065 and delete the "EADY." 
you will find at the end of that line. You 
would then reSAVE "SPRITES TUT-1.64" to 
your disk. 

SPRITES TUT -1.64 introduces mu Itl-color 
sprites and how to create. work with and 
use them. 
GRAPHICS TUT -2.64 explains several of 
the various graphics modes that the C-64 
is capable of (eg. multicolor mode. hires 
mode. etc.>. You are shown how to start 
utilizing these special modes. 

GRAPHICS TUT -2.64 is a HIRES mode 
programming example/demo. If you list this 
program you can learn a lot from it. by 
comparing what the program lines are. and 
what they do. You will see some of what 
you learned In GRAPHICS TUT -1.64 put into 
action. When you QUIT this program the 
next program in the series is loaded - • 
>GRAPHICS 3" - or at least the attempt is 
made. because .... THE PROGRAM IS NOT 
ON THE DISK !?!?I 

If you are a beginning C-64 program
mer and would like to get better. then the 
(C)E 1 and (C)E2 disks would be a valuable 
addition to your library. • 

More on ... Line Speed Fallacy 
by George Culbertson Spanish Fork, Utah 

David William's article on page 43 of 
the June '83 TORPET shot down one of my 
beliefs. that using small line numbers and 
putting GOSUBs early in the program 
yielded a faster running program. 

I don't doubt that David knows much 
more about PETs than I do. but I put his 
Idea to the test and my results refuted his 
conclusions. I used the following simple program: 
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o REM TEST 
1 A=TI: X=O 
2 X=X+l: GOT07 
3 Y=l 
4 Y=Y*l.364 
5 IF Y (less than) 1000 THEN 4 
6 e=TI; PRINT"TI=";B-A: END 
7 IF X (less than) 1000 THEN 2 
8 GOTO 3 

TORPET September 83 

I got the following timings in jiffies: 
Increments of 1: 825 
Increments of 256: 873 
Increments of 1000: 885 

My PET has Updated ROMs plus Dlsk
O-Pro· which probably runs slower than 
without the ·Dlsk-O-Pro·. but the latter 
makes renumbering easy. 

So I guess I'll hang onto my fallacy. 
as David calls it. 

P.S: I also ran a similar prog~3m with 
one COSUB to a low line number and one 
COSUB to a high line number--with similar 
results .• 



B o F T w A R E 
fh'6'E: 

Commercial Applications For Sma,t,,,B~siness Compul~rs 
L i ,!:;! f J,)l .. f :~ . 

,~;irt"f Uti I If.'; ,'f.J 

• General Ledger 
• Accou nts Receivable 
• Inventory 
• Job Costing * 
• Payroll 
• Property Management * 
• Micrograph 

/(..'1.:11 llll ... , 

I.f,fto.// L '('ilj! 

• Law Office Acct. If':/'""I CUf ,,) Jill 
J'lt !J{jt~!U;{-1I"' _____________ ' 

lI..Jf..J/.i fEr. f(ll, ~(;'. /~~-.-1~ ~--

--BEACON sOflWML, I1(Jh/' 11 Featuring: Provincial Payroll 
Lil . lJ~Gl '-

'-U~:;I iO ~;; A comprehensive payroll package 
1,~"/j}At: 
"";( for small businesses with up to 200 

705 Progress Avenue, Unit 17, 
Scarborough, Ontario M1 H 2X1 
(416) 431·3200 

employees. Cheque printing and T4 -'1.,,~ 

FORMERL Y BPI MICRO SYSTEMS INC-

QuaUty Software For CoDlDlodore@ CODiputers 
Vic-208 CommodoreS Pet4064S C-12SS B-7()()8 

SHIFIY (c) By Kavan 
Watch the maze change as you pass through 
the revolving doors. Can you keep ahead of the 
bandits? "Shifty is really nifty" and a lot 
tougher than it looks. .Machine language. 
Keyboard or joystick. 11K +. 
Cassette .............................. $20.00 

Prices in U.S. dollars 

This and other great games and programs are available from DES-SOFT. home of 
___ BONZO--,--HOPPER. lASER COMMAND and many other programs for Commodore Computers. 

See yotII' LOCAL DEALER for our 'Programs 
Dealen invited Soh .... Di8trlbatloa Av.llable Authors W •• ted 
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, VIC-20 NEWS FLASH! CBM-64 

IN laESnNG SOFTWNJE 
GIl.UOOS NOW 

AVAILABLE FOR elM .... 
After • JIUf'~ dev.loponenl; GRAF

DOS •• ~ new disk operating 
ayIIem win .... life easier for 
Ibouaonds of disk owners. No longer do 
you haVe to usc: the cumben,ome wedge. 
GRAFDOS provides over 40 new com· 
monds for boIh OOS and BASIC. Below 
is a list of new commands: 

DOS COMMANDS 

LOAD"file name" 
SA VE"filename" 
RUN"liIe ..... " 
BLOAD"filename" 
BSA VE"filename" 
RENAME 
DELETE 

CATalog 
INIT 
WATCH 
OFF 
STAT 
CHAIN 

BASIC COMMANDS· HIRES 

PLOT FI:IP 
HGR WCHAR 
SCREEN DRAW 
ALT COPY 
NORM PIC 

LOR 
LCOL 
LPLOI' 

KEY 
SOUND 
HOME 
11tAP 
rexT 
BASI': 

LORES 

PSAVE 

HLIN 
VLlN 

MISC. COMMANDS 

VTAB 
HTAB 
HIMEM 
SP£ED 
EXIT 
CTRL-G 

As an oddod' bonus. GRAFOOS 
includes lbo, MINI·MON. • powerful 
lIIachine I .... uage monitor and mini

assembler with 20 commands! (See 
<kscriplion bj:low.) 

The disk also comes with sample 
programs and demos including a mu~ic 
generalor! 

This.\.is a OOS lhal every CBM-64 

owner should have on every disk! 

ORDER NOW! ONLy....... $39.95 

MINI·MONITOR 
NOT SO MINI! 

A po~erful machine code monllor 

which is not so mini has 20 commands 
to:, 

Disassemble 6502 code 
Examine memory 
Text dump 
Move memory 
Hunl memory for a siring 

Fill memory with any byte 
HEX - DEC conversion 
Edit code 

Mini-assembler 
Switch kernal (0 RAM 
Switch BASIC 10 RAM 

1be only thinl_ mini in this monitor is 
the price! VIC-20 version requires 8K 
expansion. 

C_ ........................... $15.95 
DIok ............................... $19.95 

CORnnodo,,_ 64 .................,$ 242.95 
VIC 20 .......................,$ 99.95 
1541 Dri'Ie •••••••.•••..•••..••.• 335.00 
16K RAM • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • " . • • ..S 65.95 

Scientlic Micro 
6-IIot buffered 

expansion w-pur 
Serial printer .. .. • 

Interface ./cabl_ 

Arndek Color I ....... .. . 
NEe 12: Color .. 
Taxan 12: Amber 
USI 1"Z' Amber 
CJTOH Prowrtter I 
~ML-8~ •••....••••.•• 
DiIIbIo 620 • • • • • • • • 

...• S 
• •• ,$ 

89.00 
44.95 

.S 299.00 
,$ 299.00 
•• 131lOO 
.8 141.95 
.S 399.00 
,$ 401.50 
,$ 995.00 

Smith Corona lP-1 • . • • • • • . • • . . .S 599.50 
WICO Joystick • • • • . • • " • • • • . • • " .,$ 20.00 
PoIntmuter ~ •...••• " .••• ".,$ 12.00 

PROTECT YOUR INVFSTMENT 
WITH ATTRACTIVE DUST COVERS! 

After investing several hundred dollars 
in a computer or disk drive, protect it 
from harmful dust or liquid spills. Dust 
covers are made of durable, water resis
tant, brown can \las 

F .... computer or disk' .......... $7.95 
Old style dataseUe ............... $5.95 
Ne .. slyle datasett ............... $5.95 

MORE BOOKS BECOME 
AVAILABLE FOR VIC·20 

. Our selection of books is becoming 
larger with speCIal discounts for our cu~-
tomers! OUR 

! f~T PRICE 
KIDS AND THE VIC 1':1 <)5 15 4.~ 

VIC 20 USERS GutOE 15 <)5 11 95 
VIC' GRAPHICS 12.'j'l; 995 
VIC' REVEALED 12 Q') q 95 
STIMULATING 

SIMULATIONS 650 4.q~ 

1 SPEAK BASIC 
TOMY VIC , 45 6.75 

SUPER FAST GAMES FOR 
THE VIC 20 

New aliens have been found invading 
thousands of VIC's. They come in all 
shape~ and size~ terrorizing VIC owner:. 
everywhere. Now, you too, can shoot II 
out with these menaces! 

OUR 
lIST PRICE 

SCORPION .N Qj 2995 
DEADL Y SKIES carl 39.95 2995 
GOLD FEVER 39.95 29.95 
CRATER RAIDE.R 34 95 26.95 
CYCLON 34 Q5 2695 
SIDEWINDER 8K 29 ~5 1995 
SWARM 2995 1995 
GALACTIC BUTZ 24.95 16.95 
QUACKERS 15.95 11.95 

Cardco printer interface 
CUsette interface 
3-s1ot expansion 

SEPTEMBER .198~ 
PEN P.A.L. HELPS 
PROGRAMMERS 

P.A.L.. which stands for Program
mers Aids and Logs, is a perfect comple
ment with the Users and Reference 
manuals. It provides 95 pages of color 
coded tear~out worksheets including: 

REFERENCE charts 
CHARACTER work,heels 
SCREEN layou!> 
EZ GRAPH graphic aids 
FLOW CHARTING aids 
TRICKS AND HINTS 
TAPE CASSEITE log book 
BASIC dictionary 

Thi~ IS sure to become a MUST item 
for every programmer. Regularly $9.95, 
our price is only $7.95. 

STELLAR TRIUMPH 
A great new. all machine code game is 

now available for your CBM-64 
Features excilJOg hires color graphics 
and spectacular sound effects. A two 
player game ...... ilh many variations ~uch 
a~ reverse gravlI)'. bounce back. speed 
control, and more. Prepare yourself into 
an all·out space battle. 

From H.A.L Labs 
tape or disk $24.95 

INTERESTING SOFTWARE 
21101 S. Harvard Blvd. 

Torrance. CA 90501 
(213) 328·9422 

VisaiMC/CheckiMoney Order· Add $2.00 
CA residents add 6%·°10 sales tax. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

•. " .•.• $ 
.,$ 

• .$ 

55.00 
"0.50 
"0.50 

Data 3) 40180 Video Pall 
80 Video-PaIl (64) 
Z80 Video Pall (64) 

· .S 214..50 
• .$ 286.00 
• ,$ 128.95 

Software 
Quick Brown Fox 
Tronix Swarm ••• 

Sidewindr 
Creative QlopIifter 

AppIe-panic •• 
UMI 0Utw0rId •••• 

Satellites & Meteorites 

HES Hesmon •... 

• •• 
• .S 
.,$ 

.S 
,$ 
.$ 
.S 

. " • ,$ 
VIC Forth .... S 

Micro-ED Math Bid •.•••••••.•••••• S 
VAP INVADERS • • • ,$ 

The Data Base • • • • • • . . • " • • . • . • • • •• 
VIC 20 & c-&4 

54.00 
19.95 
19.95 
2B.95 
2B.95 
3295 
32.95 

31.50 
46.95 
6.95 

12.95 
65.00 

Q H.witn 
2441 Menul 

Nititllli Wholesale of Ilbuli. 
NE, Albuq . .r. N.Mu. [SOS) 183- 0984 

1-100 -121- 9211 

Prices sullj.ct 
to chug. 

without notice. 

Prices In U.S. dollars 
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TM 

O N LV by APROPOS 
The MEMORY yourVIC-20® .will need 

FEATURES 
• A full 27k bytes of RAM 

(added to VICs 5k 
equals 32k.) 

• Fully switch able in sections: 
BlK 1 switches 8k 

(Adr. 8192to 16383) 
BlK 2 switches 8k 

(Adr. 16384 to 24575) 
BlK 3 switches 8k 

(Adr. 24576 to 32767) 
BlK 5 allows/disallows your 

8k ROM (games) 
(Adr. 40960 to 49152) 

RAM switches 3k (Adr. 1024 to 4095) 
• May be used with Super Expander® 

games or ANY other VIC-20 
compatible cartridge. 

• Built in RESET switch. 
• Fuse protected. 
• Totally self-contained. 
• 2 duplicate extension connectors for any device 

normally plugged into the expansion port. 
(BlK 5 is switched to connectors) 

• Very low power usage. (.150 amp max.) 
• High reliability gold plated connectors. 
• 6 month parts and labor warranty. 
• Factory service. - Extended service always available. 

THIS SUPERB PLUG-IN GIVES YOUR VIC-20 
REAL POWER AND EXPANDABILITY 

FOR ONLY $149.00 Shipping included 
1 0 DAY SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

WE ARE NOW OFFERING "RAMAX Jr." (19k), 
which is identical to RAMAX in EVERY way, except the 
top 8k (BlK 3) is not incorporated. Our introduction 
price is $129.00, shipping included. 

WE SERVICE: WHAT WE SELL 

TO ORDER: 
Send Check or Money Order For the Total 

Calif. residents add 6% tax. 
Phone orders: CALL (805l482-3604 24 HRS. 
For credit card orders, Incluae all information on card. 

or contact your local dealer. 
Foreign orders, add $15.00. 
All items shipped from stock. 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME • 

-~ 

Prices in U.s. dollars 

,SOFTWARE 
DR. FLOYD 

Psychoanalysis by computer? - well, not quite, but Dr. Floyd will 
carry on a conversation with you using psychoanalytic techniques 
giving the appearance of artificial intelligence. Requires 16k RAM 
or more. 
$14.95 shipping included. 

WORDPLAY 
"WORDPLAY" is a collection of programs which allow the user to 
make original stories, write a form of Japanese poetry, play the fun 
game of Animal (children love this one), and create largon. A 
bonus secret message (cypher) program is also inc uded. In a 
word, "WORDPLAY" is a bargain. 
Requires 16k RAM or more. 
$14.95 shipping included. 

TYPE FOR YOUR LIFE 
With more challenge than an arcade game, leam to type up to 75+ 
words/min. (User selectable, but no FOOLING AROUND allowed). 
TEXT IS WIDELY VARIED SINCE IT COMES FROM THE 
PROGRAM TAPE. Action color graphics with sound fix your eyes 
to the screen (a"y from your fingers - clever!) Your man rows 
your boat upstream as fast as you can type. Maintain speed and 
destroy the S8a"Monster; slow down and he will get you. Runs on 
the unexpanded VIC. 
$14.95 shipping included. 

All software is on high quality cassettes 
and is replacement guaranteed . 

VIC-20 & SUPER EXPANDER are registered 
trademarks of Commodore Business Machines. Inc. 

350 N. Lantana Ave., Suite 821 

--APROPOS TECHNOLOGy~~~~m~an_lIo_,cA~9~_1~O ____ ~ 
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Smith-Corona introduces the first printer * 
with real charncter at the unreal price of $1095. 

The Smith-Corona DaisyW'heel Printer 
Until now, if you wanted to include a reasonably

priced printer as part of your computer or word processing 
system, you had to use a dot matrix printer. Daisy wheel 
printers were just too expensive. 

Not anymore. Now Smith-Corona* offers a daisy 
wheel printer at such an incredibly low price, you can't 
afford not to include it. That means that even the 
smallest installation or business can now have letter quality 
printing capabilities at every work station. 

The Smith-Corona printer operates with micro
processor-controlled daisy wheel technology, and is 
available with industry standard serial or parallel data 
interfaces. 

Best of all, it produces results identical to those of our 
very finest office typewriters - printing with real character. 
So it can be used to create letters or documents that have 
to look perfect. As well as financial statements, inventory 
reports, direct mail campaigns - anything that requires 
quality printing. 

And it's easy to use- just turn on the power, load the 
paper and away it goes. (It works equally beautifully with 
letterhead bond or fanfold paper.) There are drop-in ribbon 
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cassettes and a choice of easy-to-change, snap-on daisy 
print wheels for a variety of fonts. 

So why not get your hands on a real bargain: letter
perfect printing at an amazingly low price. Because, 
thanks to Smith-Corona, a printer with real character is no 
longer expensive. 

Ask for it by name. S °th Co mt - rona 
·suggested relail priu DIVISION OF 8616® (CANADA) LIMITED 

r-------------------------, 
Please send me more information on the Smith-Corona daisy 

wheel printer. 
Namlee ____________________________________ __ 

Titl.e.e ____________________________________ _ 
Company Nam'c.e ______________________________ _ 
Business Addres,,,-s ____________________________ _ 

City'---------Prov. ____ Postal Code. _____ _ 
Type of Busines,,,-s ____________________________ _ 

Mail coupon or call: 
Education Director, 

Smith-Corona 
29 Gervais Drive, Don Mills, Ontario M3C 1Zl 

(416) 449-0164 T L _________________________ ~ 



MICROMON 
by Bill Yee 

Attention VIC users! Have you been 
trying to do more with your VIC than just 
BASIC programming and games playing? Is 
the relationship with your VIC getting a little 
stale? Well. here is a powerful new utility 
that will open another dimension in your 
VIC. It provides all the basic support that 
is needed for assembler language develop
ment. Assembly language is the language 
of the "pros" and is the only language 
used for fast action-packed game programs. 

The utility is a machine language 
monitor called VIC Micromon Vl.3 which 
was developed over the last year. It has a 
single line 6502. assembler. disassembler. 
machine language debug. data editor. data 
convertor .datastorage and retrieval. and 
EPROM programmer 1/0. A total of 37 
commands are provided by a monitor that 
is exactly 4K bytes in size. This allows the 
monitor to be used in a VIC with just 3K 
bytes of RAM expansion. I have supplied 
TPUG with two versions of the monitor. The 
first named "MICROMON lit $OEOO· loads 
into $OEOO-$lDFF for a VIC with only the 
3K memory expansion. The second called 
"MICROMON lit $3000· loads into $3000-
$3FFF for a VIC with the 8K memory expansion. 

The monitor is loaded with the non
relocating form Of the LOAD command. Be 
sure to specify the name of the version 
required for your particular (3K or 8K) 
memory expansion. For disk the command 
is LOAD "file name" .8.1 and for tape is 
LOAD "file name" .1.1. Access the monitor 
at $OEOO with a SYS3584 and at $3000 with 
a SYS 12288. Response will be a title. user 
image. and period prompt. 

Due to the fact that BASIC and some 
kernal routines use workspace at the top 
of memory. the first command upon ac
cessing the monitor should be a recon
figuration of memory. This is done with the 
.1 (Initialize memory and screen) command. 
If you have the monitor at $OEOO. use .1 
0438 OEOO IE. The reason 0438 is used in-

Winnipeg, Manitoba 
stead of 0400 is because the monitor 
defines the tape buffer as being from 
$0375 to $0434. If you have the monitor at 
$3000. use I 1200 3000 10. 

If you have 16K of memory expansion. 
you may wish for a version located at 
$7000 to $7FFF. Well. with a little bit of 
work you can have your wish. YOt) can use 
the monitor commands to generate a new 
capy at $7000 to $7FFF.with all of the ad
dresses relocated. The following example 
starts with a copy at $3000-$3FFF and 
ends with a copy at $7000-$7FFF. The 
copy at $3000 is not changed and can be 
executed to do the relocating commands. 

.T 3000 3FFF 7000 

.N 7000 7003 4000 3000 3FFF 

.N 7015 7E6D 4000 3000 3FFF 

.N 7FB5 7FFE 4000 3000 3FFF W 

Once you have done these commands. 
there are 6 locations which must be in
dividually changed. Use the Memory display 
and colon commands to make the changes 
shown in Table 1. 

LOCATION OLD VALUE NEW VALUE 
7018 35 75 
702A 33 73 
7392 3C 7C 
7650 35 75 
76E7 35 75 
7897 33 73 

Table 1: Individual changes to relocate 
from $3000 to $7000. 

The last location in the monitor Is only 
used to make the 4K checksum be evenly 
divisible by 256. This -makes It easy to 
verify the Integrity of the program. The 
copy at $ 7000 to $ 7FFF has a last byte 
value of $4E at $ 7FFF to give a checksum 
of $1500. 
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VIC 
After completing the last change. exit 

with the E command to BASIC and use a 
SYS28672 to access the new copy at $ 7000 
for check out. If OK. save it to disk with .S 
7000 8000 "MICROMON @ $ 7000· 08 or to 
tape with .S 7000 8000 "MICROMON @ $7000'. 

What next? I'll bet that some of you 
are now wishing that it could be put on 
EPROM. Well. if you build the EPROM 
programmer whose schematic is shown on 
figures 1 and 2. you can use the EPROM 
commands in the monitor to "burn" your 
own copies. There is no self-modifying 
code so the monitor will run just as well 
in EPROM. 

For the more advanced VIC enthusiast. 
It is only a minor step to getting an 
EPROM version located at $AOOO in the 
games cartridge area. I've already included 
the required calls to kernal routines for in
itialization on power-up. First. you must 
relocate your copy of the monitor to 
$AOOO-$AFFF then make the additional 
changes shown 'In Table 2. 

LOCATION 

AOOO 
AOOl 
A002 
A003 

VALUE 

09 
AO 
C7 
FE 

Table 2: Additional individual changes 
for cartldge version. 

After making a copy on EPROM and in
stalling as a cartridge. the monitor will be 
entered immediately after power-up of the 
VIC-20. Use the .E command to exit to 
BASIC. Once in BASIC. always use 
SYS40981 to re-access the monitor at 
$A015. 

Following is a list of the VIC Micromon 
V1.3 commands shown with examples. It 
should be sufficient to get you started on 
assembly language development on your 
VIC-20. I hope that many of you will enjoy 
powerful monitor. 

COMMANDS 

Assembler 

A period prompts the user for a com
mand. All the commands consist of a 
single character. One or more operands 
m<;ly follow depending on the command. 
Here are examples of each available command. 

.A 2100 Lox #$12 : COMMENT 
Assemble and display address. machine 

(use colon only if comment> 
code. and Instruction . 

. A 2100 AO 12 LOA #$12 

.A 2102 

Break Set 

.B 2102 0010 

Compare Memory 

.C 05FO 05FF 0600 

Disassembler 

.0 2100 2102 

(hit RETURN to exit) 

(Walk on 17th pass of $2102) 

($5FO-$5FF compare to $600-$60F) 

(second operand optional) 

Disassemble and display address. machine code. and instruction • 

. , 2100 AO 12 LOX #$12 
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'f 2102 CA DEX 

Exit Mlcromon 

.E 

Fill Memory 

.F 2000 27FF 00 

Go Run User Code At Full Speed 

.G 

.G 2100 

Hunt Memory For Up To 32 Byte §tring 

.H COOO DFFF 'CBM 

.H COOO DFFF 43 42 40 

Initialize Memory And Screen Pointer§ 

.1 1000 lEOO lE 

Jump To Micromon Subroutine 

.J 2100 

load 

.l 4000 "DATA FilE" 08 

.l 4000 "DATA FilE" 01 

Memory Display 

(clear linkages & exit to BASIC) 

(zero $2000 to $27FF) 

(execute user image PC location) 

(start execution at $2100> 

(look for character string CBM) 

(look for byte string 43 42 40) 

(initialize as unexpanded VIC-20> 

(call subroutine at $2100> 

(load from disk into $4000> 

(load from tape into $4000> 

.M C23B C243 (second operand optional> 

Display address. 8 bytes In hexadecimal. and ASCII translation. 

.. C23B 52 45 54 55 52 4E 20 57 RETURN W 

.. C243 49 54 48 4F 55 54 20 47 ITHOUT G 

New locater 

.N 7015 7E6D 4000 3000 3FFF 

.N 7FBS 7FFE 4000 3000 3FFF W 

Offset Branch Calculate 

.0 2103 2102 FD 

Print Switcher 

.P CCBB 

.P 

.P 0000 

(relocate instruction addresses) 

(relocate word addresses) 

(set command=CC & control=BB) 

(switch output to screen or port) 

(clear port and output to screen) 

Note: For VIC printer. use OPEN4.4:CMD4 then access Micromon. 

Quick Trace 

.Q 

.Q 2100 
(execute user image PC location) 
(start execution at $2100> 
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Register Display 

.R 

Display user image with title strip. 

PC IRQ SR AC XR VR SP 

OE4E 1'91 32 33 00 00 F7 

Save 

.5 2100 21FF "file name" 08 

.5 2100 21FF "file name" 01 

Transfer Memory 

.T 05FO 05FF 0600 

~ 

.V 2100 "file name" 08 

.V 2100 "file name" 01 

Walk Code 

.W 

.W 2100 

VIC 

(user image on entry at $OEOO> 

(save $2100-$21FF to disk) 

(save $2100-$21FF to tape) 

($5FO-$5FF copied to $600-$60F) 

(verify against file on disk) 

(verify against file on tape) 

(execute user image PC location) 

(start execution at $2100> 

Do single instruction step then display user image as SR. AC. XR. VA. SP. then next 
Instruction address. code. and disassembly. Hit RUN/STOP to stop walk. Hit J to ex
ecute subroutine at full speed with walk on exit from subroutine. Any other key does 

. single step. 

Exit To BASIC 

.X 

ASCII Conversion 

."A 

."A 41 650100 0001 

Binary Conversion 

.%0100001001011001 

(linkages exist on exit> 

(ASCII. hex. decimal. & binary> 

Display binary value In hexadecimal. decimal. & ASCII characters . 

. %0100001001011001 4259 16985 B V 

Decimal Conversion 

.#16985 

Display decimal value In hexadecimal. ASCII characters. & binary . 

. #16985 4259 B V 0100 0010 0101 1001 

Hexadecimal Conversion 

.$4259 

Display hexadecimal value In decimal. ASCII characters. & binary . 

. $4259 16985 B V 0100 0010 0101 1001 
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Addition 

+ 6000 7000 0000 

Subtraction 

- FFFF 7000 8FFF 
-
Checksum 

.& COOO CFFF 20FC 

Command End Tone 

. ( 

VIC .. ' 

(tone at end of next command) 

Hit return to shut off tone between commands. 

.) 

User Image Modify 

.; 2102 1191 32 12 00 F7 

Machine Code Modify 

., 2100 AO 12 xxx 

(tone disabled) 

(output from R command) 

(output from 0 command) 

Use cursor to mOdify code in line'. RETURN writes memory. reads memory. disas
sembles. and displays as follows for the example . 

. / 2100 AO 12 LOX #$12 

Memory Data Modify 

.. 2110 40 41 (output 8 bytes from M command) 

If e bytes input. ASCII conversion and next address is displayed. 

Screen. scrolling will occur when output from O. M. or $ command is displayed and 
cursor IS moveo either to top or bottom of screen. 

Program 2716 EPROM 

Warning: To avoid destroying EPROM. do EPROM insertion or removal 

u*",*","'Always with EPROM programming voltage OFF (switch at +5>

*"'*"''''*'''Always read EPROM before turning on programming voltage. 

• 7( 5000 57FF 00 

Read 2716 EPROM 

. £. 0600 09FF 04 

Compare 2716 EPROM 

.=0500 05FF 00 

($5000-$57FF programmed into EPROM 
starting at page 00 in EPROM) 

Clast 1 K of EPROM into $600-$9FF) 

(l st 256 bytes of EPROM compared) 
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"oto< \~~E»&;' STep - 30011200 Baud 
Standard Terminal Communications Package 

Don't sente for non-standard Communications Protocol I 
Access Micro Net. Source. Bull~1in Boards, local Main· 
frame. etc 

• Complele Package -Includes RS2321nler· 
face Board and software-(does not include 
modem) 

• Commun,cales ,n Induslry Siandard ASCII 
\ • Upload/Download lo/from Disk 

• Automatic File Translation 
,. Can be controlled trom keyboard or user sup

phed basic or machine language program 

Specify 3.0 or 4.0 ROMS or 8032 Commodore Compuler 
4040 or 8050 or PEDISK II Disk or CBM64 on 1541. 

Price: $129.95 

ATARI AND PET 
EPROM PROGRAMMER 

Programs 2716 and 2532 
EPROMs. Includes hardware 
and software. PET = $75.00-
AlARI (includes sophisticated 
machine language monitor) = 
$119.95 

J 

~t~ VIC RABBIT CARTRIDGE 
AND CBM 64 RABBIT CARTRIDGE 

NEWFEATUREI 

... 
IIMIIT Cassette . ." 

DATA FILES11 " I 

"High Speed &. 
L08$;9~9s;ve!"' """ '-./ . 

(in~~:-~:~::Ii~g. for VIC 

Don't wa.te your life away waiting to LOAD 
end SAVE programs on C .... tt. Dec~. 
Load or Say. 8K in approximately 30 seconds! 
Try II-your Un-Rabbilized VIC or 64 lakes 
almOlt 3 minut.l. It'l not only fast but VERY 
RELIABLE. 
Almost ,. f •• t •• 1S ... 1 Disk Drive! Don't be fool~ 
ish - Why buy the disk when you can get the 
Rabbit for much, much lesl' 
AI!owI one 10 APPEND Basic Programsl 
Easy 10 Inllan - lUll plugs In. 
Expanllon Connector 'on rear of the VIC Rabbit. 
Works with or without Expanllon Memory. 
Work. wilh VIC or 84 C.ssette Deck. 
12 Commanda provide other neat f.atures. 
FI.t Data File • • two data file modes. 
Allo Avalleblelor 2001. 4001. and 8032. 

TRAP 65 
TRAP 65 'S a hardware dev,ce that 
plugs inlo your 6502's sockel. Prevems 
execulion of unimplemenled opcodes 
and provides capability 10 exlend Ihe 
machines' instruction set. 
For PET/APPLE/SYM 
Reduced "om $149.9510 $69.95 
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More than Just an Assembler/Editor! 
Now for the "64" .. 

Irs a 
Professionally 
Designed 
Software 
Development 
System 

MAE 
for 

PET 
APPLE 
ATARI 
~ 

New 
Price 

$99.95 
Blast off with the software used on the space 
shuttle project! 
• Designed to Improve Programmer Product ivity 
• Similar syntax and commands - No need to relearn 

peculiar syntaxes and commands when you go 
from PET to APPLE to ATARI 

• Coresident Assembter/Editor - No need 10 load 
the Editor then the Assembler then the Editor, etc 

• Also includes Word Processor, Relocating Loader. 
and much. more 

• Options: EPROM Programmer. unImplemented 
opcooe circuitry 

• STILL NOT CONVINCED' Send for tree spec sh88t! 

5% INCH SOFT 
SECTORED DlSKmES 



C-64 GAMES 
SEVEN GAMES 
FOR THE C-64 

by Vince Sorensen 
When I first got my C-64. the only 

game that I could find for It was called 
Froggee. It's a fun game. but there's only 
so long you can keep playing the same 
thing over and over. I almost went back to 

Regina, Sask., 
3. OMEGA RACE COMMODORE BUSINESS 
MACHINES 
Box 500R 
CONSHOHOCKEN. PA 19428 

my VIC. but happened to run into another or 
TPUG member who had a C-64. and was 
saved. He directed me to a place that sold 
more C-64 games than one could imagine. 

3370 PHARMACY AVENUE 
AGINCOURT. ONT. M1W 2K4 

Here are the results of my quest. 

1. GRIDRUNNER 
HES 
71 PARK LANE 
BRISBANE. CA 94005 

Rating: 8 

This is a Centipede-type game set in 
space. and It's better than most available 
for the C-64 or VIC 20. It is exactly the 
same as the VIC GRIDRUNNER. except you 
travel over 40 grid lines. not 22 .. It's a 
very fast game. and has that one feature 
that's a must: It is very easy to catch on 
to. but can keep you challenged the better 
you get. Its only fault Is not even Its own: 
there are just too many Centipede-type 
games out there already. 

2. CENTROPODS 
COMM-DATA 
320 SUMMIT AVE .• 
MILFORD. MI 48042 

Rating: 8 

Again. It's Centipede in space. This 
time. even the name says -Hello. I'm Cent
Ipede" Unfortunately. It's not quite as play
able as the arcade game. or other versions 
of that same arcade game. The beginner 
finds It Impossible to make any progress. 
and frustration drives him to do one of two 
things: quit or give up. It's a shame. be
cause everything on the screen moves 
smoothly. making it a realistic game. Stili. 
it's only worth a 6. 

Rating: 7 

Going through the list of software for 
the C-64. I noticed that there seemed to 
be a trend in program design. Either VIC 
software was quickly converted in order to 
grab a piece of the rapidly expanding C-64 
market. or it was slapped together from 
scratch for the same reason. OMEGA RACE 
was made the former way. but it is distinct 
from other games in that it is not as good 
as the copied VIC version. Perhaps the 
version that t saw was a prototype (the 
salesman said it was specially imported). 
but I still have to tell you about the bugs. 
This game rates a seven only because It 
is fast. playable and player-friendly. 

4. WIZARD OF WAR 
COMMODORE 
<Address above) 

Rating: 7 

WIZARD OF WAR is similar in that 
despite Its faults. It i,s fast and fun to 
play. The graphics. however. rate special 
mention. They are very poorly done. to put 
it simply. The game also lacks some of the 
better features of the arcade game. includ
ing two-player-option. and radar. This would 
be excusable In an arcade game ripoff. 
but not In a licensed, official version. Stili. 
It's a seven. 
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C-64 GAMES 
5. APE CRAZE 
COMM*DATA 
(Address above) 

Rating: 6 

In this Donkey-Kong type game. you jump 
to avoid the bombs. The first level. not 
even vaguely like Donkey Kong. consists of 
hopping onto floors of bricks with holes to 
let the bombs and you through. The second 
level is nearly identical to the arcade 
game. with you walking over some sort of 
trapdoors. making them disappear. APE 
CRAZE has some major faults. The graphics 
are poor. without even the use of sprites. 
Like CENTROPODS. the beginner finds it 
impossible to play. and there are only two 
levels. even if you get that far. I can only 
justify a six with the reason that it is the 
only Donkey Kong-·type game I have found 
for the C-64. 

6. KICKMAN 
COMMODORE 
(Address above) 

Rating: 9 112 

As you've probably noticed. I've been 
saving the best for last. Commodore has 
finally "done themselves proud". I've never 
seen such a novel theme before. on either 
the VIC or C-64. The graphics are high 
quality. the play fast. The beginner finds It 
easy to catch on to. the expert finds It 

A Ylimaki 

It read like a Harlequin ROMance ... As I 
entered the room. I was drawn to her with 
a passion. The feeling must have been 
mutual. She was winking at me. What was 
this magiC attraction 1 felt for her? 
Was it her BAUD? her HEX appeal? 
... 1 adore my 64! 
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challenging. The object Is. depending upon. 
the level you're on. to pop or catch. or 
kick to keep up. the balloons. If I had to 
pick my favourite C-64 game. this would be 
It. 

7. CYCLONS 
SYNTAX SOFTWARE 
33 ELMHURST AVE.. SUITE 502 
WILLOWOALE. Ont.. M2N 6G8 

Rating: 9 

A close runner-up to KICKMAN Is Syntax'S 
CYCLONS. It Is a shoot-em-up-In-space 
game. something I am not usually thrilled 
by. It has some neat gimmicks. including 
optional ricochet ranking and (don't crash 
on the) terrain features. You can even 
choose the level of play. from beginner to 
expert. The graphics are shockingly good. 
and the playspeed Is perfect. The game 
starts off with the best game music I've 
heard on the C-64. an orchestral STAR 
WARS theme. My only complaint Is that you 
must thrust In the direction you want to 
fire in. This means that in close quarters. 
you almost always end up getting killed. 
half the time with your own shot. A speed 
control hint: Try POKEing 56325 with dif
ferent numbers. This game is a definite nine. 

Well. there you have it. My favourite 
seven games. the reasons why they are 
good and why they are not. They certainly 
helped brighten up a dim start on the C-64. 

IN 'FINAjNCIAJ.. WV~N' 
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Basic Utility for the 
~mmodore64 

PoWER64 
-easy to learn 
-easy to use 
-program faster and 

more efficiently 
with better results 

-MOREPOWER 
included FREE 

Powerful Progr.ammer's Utility 
by Brad. empleton 

Manual by Jim Butterfield 

$99.95 from your local Commodore dealer. 
For your nearest dealer call: 

(416) 273-6350 
PRO·LINE 
_ ••• IIISDFTWARE 

755 THE QUEENSWAY EAST. UNIT 8 
MISSISSAUGA ONTARIO L 4Y 4CS 

The UnKeyboard 
, ! I J, I, r 1 lll.' 

*USE IT AS A GAME CONTROLLER 
*USE IT AS A "MOUSE" 

ATARI·· PADDU:: 
CCM'AllBLE 

STURDY LUCrrE 
DRAWING ARM 

FREE PROORAMS 

2 PROORAMMABLE 
FUNCTlON KEYS 

liTHE HELPING HAND" 
GRAPHICS TABLET 
DRAWING BOARD 

SECTORE'S 
DISKETTES 

SENTINEL diskettes SS/DD $32.50/box 10 
SENTINEL diskettes DS/DD $45.50/box 10 

DYSAN diskettes SS/DD $36.00/box 10 
DYSAN diskettes DS/DD $49.95/box 10 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

Epson MX,FX,RX-80 
Epson MX 100 

PAPER SUPPLIES 

$ 9.75 
$15.75 

9 1/2" xII" 1 part 30M 2850/ctn. $29.50 
9 1/2" xII" lpart Micro Perf 700/pak $ 7.79 

10 RoskellCres. 
Downsvlew , Ontario M3J lEI 

(416) 630-1673 

Y I SA MS1'ERCARD 

SS/DD = single side double density 
DS/DD = double side double density 

TYCOR® AC 
POWER LINE 

FILTERS 
1 . Decreased service calls 
2. Decreased board repair 
3 .. Decreased memory error 
4. Decreased memory loss 
5. Decreased re-run time 
6. Decreased supply cost 

a. discs 
b.paper 
c. tapes 

7. Information reliability 
8. Improved employee moral 
9. lightning protection 

TORONTO BRANCH: Phone (416) 496-0406 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 
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RTC 

NOW WITH 80 COLUMNS 
WITH DATA 20 OR WITHOUT $ 12 goo 
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, , 
RTC 

ANNOUNCES 

COLOR 80 
"80 COLUMNS WITH COLOR 

FOR TH E COMMODORE 64 
FOR ONLY 

34.95 

SCRATCH PAD 64 DATA BASE $79.95 
AND MAIL LIST 

TO OWNERS OF SCRIPT 64 $50.00 

FOR DETAILS ASK YOUR LOCAL COMMODORE DEALER 

10610 BAYVIEW (Bayview Plaza) 
RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO, CANADA L4C 3N8 

(416) 884-4165 
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POWER 64 
Basic Utility for the 

Commodore 64 
• Easy to learn 8 
• Easy to use 
• Program faster and more 

efficiently with better results 
• MOREPOWER included FREE 

Powerful Programmer's Utility 
by Brad Templeton 

Manual by Jim Butterfield 

VIC-20 SOFTWARE 
CD001 Froggee 
CD002 Centipod 
MD001 Snakman 
CM401 Paratrooper 
CS007 City Bomber 6. Minefield 
NU2003 Krazy Kong 
NU2006 Rescue from Nufon 
SYN002 Crabs 
SYN003 Cyclones' 
CS013 Astroblitz (K) 

BOOKS 
Best of Transactor Vol I. 
Best of Transactor Vol. II. 
Pet Graphics 
Library of Pet Subroutines 
PET Basic 
VIC 20 Prog. Reference Guide 
Programming the PET/CBM 
Elementary Commodore 64 
C64 Prog. Reference Guide 
VIC Revealed 

PAL 64 
Assembler for the 

Commodore 64 

8 • Easy to learn 
• Easy to use 
• Fast 
• Comprehensive manual 

Personal assembly language 
by Brad Templeton 

also available for the Commodore 
4,000 - 8,000 - 9,000 series 

JOYSTICKS 
WICO Command Control 
WICO Red Ball 
Commodore Joystick 
Atari Joystick 

$39.95 
$44.95 
$19.95 
$20.95 

• All Joysticks will fit VIC 20 or Commodore 64 computers 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

CS017 Choplifter (K) 

$29.95 
$29.95 
$29.95 
$29.95 
$39.95 
$25.95 
$24.95 
$18.95 
$23.95 
$59.95 
$59.95 
$69.95 
$69.95 
$39.95 
$59.95 
$49.95 
$49.95 
$44.95 
$39.95 
$24.95 
$24.95 

Compute's first book of PET/CBM 

$12.00 
$16.00 
$23.95 
$23.95 
$19.95 
$29.95 
$39.95 
$17.95 
$29.95 
$18.95 
$19.95 

Cheque, Money Order. VISA, Master Card 
accepted. Ontario residents add 70/0 sales tax. 
Add 5% for shipping (minimum charge $1.00). UMI1604 Spiders of Mars (K) 

UMI1636 Cloud Burst (K) 
ORM004 Crossfire 
HESC307 Shamus (K) 
Introduction to Basic I 
Introduction to Basic II 
Sidewinder 
Galactic Blitz 
Martian Raider 
Shark Trap 
• ReqUires 3K expo (KI Cartridge 

COMMODORE64S0FTWARE 
Power 64 
Pal 64 
Road Toad (Formerly Froggee) (disk) 

(cassette) 
Wall Street (disk or cassette) 
Cosmic Split (disk or cassette) 
Supercycles (disk) 
Cyclons 64 (disk) 

$99.95 
$99.95 
$34.95 
$29.95 
$29.95 
$39.95 
$29.95 
$34.95 

COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
C10 Cassette Tapes 
C20 Cassette Tapes 
Cassette Boxes 
Verbatim Disks M0525-01 
Memorex Disks 013481 
K10 Disk Storage Box 
Flip Sort Storage Box 
Printer Paper 
15 Ib 9'12 x 11 2850 sheets 
20 Ib 91f2 x 11 2200 sheets 

$1.00 ea. 
$1.25 ea. 

25 ea. 
$49.90110 
$39.90/10 

$5.95 
$39.95 

$39.00 

$40.00 

i:LCCI :coniC) 2001 LTD. 
5529 Yonge Street, Willowdale, Ontario M2N 5S3 
Tel: (416) 223-8400 
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VIC . 

A GAME INPUT ROUTINE 
--interrupt driven--

by Terry Herckenrath Toronto, Ont. 
Include this G.LR. in your new or exist

ing program when you want VERSATILITY, 
SPEED or both. 

The G.I.R. will accept Input from either 
the KEYBOARD or the JOYSTICK. This is 
specified at run time. so you can give the 
user the choice. 

The input can either be MOMENTARY 
(the input defaults to CENTRE if no direc
tion is indicated from the Keyboard/joystick) 
or LATCHED (the input remains fixed until 
another direction is Indicated from the 
keyboard/joystick - NO CENTRE position). 

When Input is to come from the 

instead of 'END'. to remove the G.LR. from 
the interrupt handler. 

The G.LA. uses the value of memory 
location 155 to determine where the input 
Is to come from. So before the program 
starts to use the G.LR. you must put the 
proper value in memory location 155: 

o 
1 

65 
128 
129 
193 

- Momentary input from keyboard (default) 
- Momentary input from joystick - no diagonals 
- Momentary input from joystick - with diagonals 
- Latched input from keyboard 
- Latched input from joystick - no diagonals 
- Latched input from joystick - with diagonals 

When you select input from the keyboard. 
JOYSTICK. the G.LR. will either allow or the G.LR. will check the following keys: 
disallow DIAGONAL directions. 

The G.I.R. Is linked to the VIC's Inter
rupt handler. so that the inputted values 
are always up-to-date when you use them 
In the program. this allows the user to 
Indicate a change in direction even when 
the program isn't ready yet to check the 
Inputted values. This is not possible when 
you handle the input from BASIC. 

The routine as shown below is designed 
to be appended to an existing BASIC 
program (see note). After it is appended. 
RUN 10000 (see note) will POKE the actual 
G.I.R. In place. at the end of the BASIC 
program. Statements 10000 and on can 
then be deleted from the program. A copy 
of the G.I.A. Is Included on the May 1983 
VIC tape. 

Before you can use the G.LA. in your 
program. the following statement must be 
executed from within the BASIC program to 
link the G.I.R. to the VIC's interrupt handler. 

SYS PEEK (46)*256+PEEK (45)-30 

To end the program. use SYS 65234 

P for UP 
L for LEFT 
; for RIGHT (semi-colon) 
. for DOWN (period) 
SHIFT for FIRE 

The G.LR. will set the value of memory 
locations 156. 158 and 159 to pass the 
u~er's Inpust to the BASIC program: 

156 - Fire button/key O-no 1-yes 
158 - Vertical direction a-up 1-centre 2-down 
159 - Horizontal direction a-left 1-centre 2-right 

The BASIC program then simply 'peeks' 
these memory locations to find out what 
the user wants. 

NOTE: To append the G.I.A. to an existing 
program. you must do the following: 

- clear screen 
- enter in direct mode: 

PRINT PEEK(43) PEEK(44) 

jot down the two numbers that are 
printed on the screen 
- enter In direct mode: 
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10000 1% =PEEK(46) * 256 + PEEK(45) + 4 

10001 READ J% :IF J% >=0 THEN POKE I%,J% : 1% =1% + 1 : GOTO 10001 

10002 J% =1% I 256: 1% =1% - J% * 256 : POKE 45,1% : POKE 46,J% : CLR : END 

10010 A =10015 : B =10048 

10011 PRINT"[CLEAR] [DOWN] [DOWN] [DOWN]" A : IF A <=B THEN PRINT "A =" A+l ":B ::" B n:GOT010011 n : 
PRINT ''[HOME)'' 

10012 POKE 631,13 : POKE 632,13 : POKE 198,2: END 

10015 REM USE SYSPEEK(46)*256+PEEK(45)-3O TO LINK G.I.R. TO INTERRUPT HANDLER 

10016 REM TO END PROGRAM WHEN G.I.A. IS USED: USE SYS65234 INSTEAD OF 'END' 

10020 REM USE POKE155,O FOR MOMENTARY INPUT FROM KEYBOARD 

10021 REM USE POKE155,128 FOR LATCHED INPUT FROM KEYBOARD 

10022 REM USE POKE155,1 FOR MOMENTARY INPUT FROM JOYSTICK- NO DIAGONALS 

10023 REM USE POKEl55,65 FOR MOMENTARY INPUT FROM KEYBOARD- WITH DIAGONALS 

10024 REM USE POKE155,129 FOR LATCHED INPUT FROM KEYBOARD- NO DIAGONALS 

10025 REM USE POKE155,193 FOR LATCHED INPUT FROM KEYBOARD- WITH DIAGONALS 

10026 REM PEEK(1S8) =VERTICAl: O-UP 1-CENTER 2-DOWN 

10027 REM PEEK(159) =HORIZONTAL: O-LEFT 1-CENTRE 2-RIGHT 

10028 REM PEEK(156) =~IRE BUTTON\KEY: O-NO 1-YES 

10029 REM FOR KEYBOARD INPUT USE KEYS: P-UP L-LEFT ;-RIGHT .-DOWN SHIFT-FIRE. 

10030 REM ### RUN 10000 ### APPEND G.t.A. TO BASIC PROGRAM 

10031 REM ### THESE DATA STATEMENTS MUST BE THE FIRST OR ONLY ONES IN THE PROGRAM ### 

10032 REM ### IF NOT, YOU MUST TEMPORARILY 'REM' THE OTHER DATA STATEMENTS ### 

10033 REM ### RUN 10010 ### DELETE THESE DATA AND REM STATEMENTS FROM PROGRAM ### 

10035 DATA 165;1ti5;l06, 176,69,162,0, 110, 141,2, 144, 1,232, 134, 156, 162 

10036 DATA 1,165,197,201,13,208,7,134,159,202, f34, 158,240,41,201,21 

10037 DATA 208,7,134,158,202,134,159,240,30,210,22,208,7,134,158,232 

10038 DATA 134,159,208,19,201,37,208,7,134,159,232,134,158,208,8,36 

10039 DATA 155,48,4,134,158,134,159,108,18,3,162,1,160,127,140,34 

10040 DATA 145,160,255,44,32,145,140,34,145,48,1,232,173,17,145,44 

10041 DATA 124,255,208,1,202,160,1,44,155,254,208,1,200,44,175,255 

10042 DATA 208,1,136,44,202,255,208,4,169,1,268,2,169,0.133,156 

10043 DATA 227,ln,208,4, 196,'76,240,44,134, In,132, 176,36, 155,112,20 

10044 DATA 224,1,240,16,192,1,240,12,165,159,201,1,240,4,162,1 

10045 DATA 208,2, 1 60, 1,36,155,16,8,224,1,208,4,192, 1,240,4 

10046 DATA 134,159,132,158,108,18,3,173,20,3,141,18,3,173,21,3 

10047 DATA 141,19,3,120,165,45,56,233,213,141,20,3,165,46,233,0 

10048 DATA 141,21,3,88,96,-1 
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NEW PRO DUCTS 
NEW COMMODORE PROGRAM "IBIS· 

ALLOWS TEACHERS TO DEVELOP 
COMPUTER-AIDED INSTRUCTION (CAl) 
PROGRAMS WITHOUT BEING PROGRAMMERS 

IBIS - Interactive BASIC Instructional 
structure - is a newly-released program 
that writes educational software in BASIC 
for Commodore computers. 

Designed for use by teachers who want 
to develop CAl programs but don't want to 
become programmers: all the teacher has 
to do is design the screen exactly the way 
the students should see it. IBIS actually 
scans the screen and instantly produces a 
program which will display that screen. 

IBIS allows the teacher to design 
screens of textual information a-frames) 
and screens of multiple choice questions 
(Q-frames). Each frame appears in the or
der it is entered. and each can use all
text or text-graphic mode. 

The BASIC program that IBIS produces 
includes provisions for students to page 
forward or backward. Incorrect answers will 
cause the program to page back one screen. 

A major benefit of IBIS is that It 
reduces programming time by a factor of 
10 to 20 times. It will allow people who 
have no knowledge of programming to 
produce CAl lessons that will run correctly 
on the first try. Also, because the program 
that IBIS produces is written in BASIC. it 
can easily be modified. 

IBIS runs on all Commodore computers 
equipped with BASIC 4.0 and at least 32K 
<I.e. 2001. 4032. 8032. SuperPET). It is 
supplied in a binder containing a 4040 dis
kette. an 8050 diskette. a protection key 
for the cassette port and full documentation. 

IBIS is available from Commodore 
dealers. A Commodore 64 version of IBIS 
is also being considered. 

Contact your local dealer for details. 

Company: Smoky Mountain Software 
54 West Main Street 
BREVARD. NC 28712 
(704) 883-2595 

Bible education program for Commodore 
64. BIBLE TRIP uses color graphiCS. 
sound. and animation. Your space ship is 
caught in a time warp and you find your
self in Palestine during the first century. 
The computer gives you assignments to lo
cate Bible characters. Do you know where 
they live? Do you know how to get there? 
How well do you know your way around 
Palestine? Your knowledge of Bible history 
and geography will help you accomplish 
your mission in the least number of moves. 

For 6th grade thru Adults. 

Price $9.95 for tape. $14.95 for disk. 

Company: Smoky Mountain Software 
54 West Main Street 
BREVARD. NC 28712 
(704) 883-2595 

THE GRADE MANAGER. for VIC 20 
and Commodore 64 computers. provides 
teachers with the same features found on 
systems costing thousands of dollars more. 
It will alphabetically sort student lists. keep 
track of assignments. weights. grades. and 
calculate averages for an entire term. It 
will report (to TV screen or printer) assign
ment summaries. student grades and 
averages. and incomplete assignments. T&J;>8 
and disk versions available. Disk version Is 
menu-driven. VIC 20 requires 8K memory 
expansion. Printer is optional. 

Price: $29.95 for tapes. $34.95 for disk .• 

A Yllmakl 
With all of the microchips going Into 
modern weaponry some future Julius 
Caesar will likely say ... 1 come. I.C.. I 
conquer. Oh well. when in ROM do as 
the ROMans do. 
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COMMODORE-64 

C-64 DOWN UNDER 
by Steven Damold 

Three months ago the Commodore 64 
arrived in New Zealand. Like most new 
computers. the C-64 had some teething 
problems. In fact. the first two months were 
a shambles. 

Problem number 1 was the modulator. 
The first batch of C-64's had UHF 
modulators. which don't work on New 
Zealand television sets. Dealers, therefore. 
had to convert the modulators to VHF (not 
an easy job) or use the C-64's only with 
monitors. The dealers were not amused. 

Problem number 2 was the disk drive. 
You would think that. since the C-64 uses 
tried-and-true VIC peripherals. there would 
be no problem here. However. the only 
disk drives in New Zealand were 1540's. No 
1541's. or ROM chips to upgrade 1540's 
were expected for several months. Dealers 
soon became adept at poking the screen 
blank before using the disk. The customers 
were not amused. 

Problem number 3 was software. Until 
recently there simply were no programs for 
the C-64. Some dealers bravely tried to 
use PET programs. Others were content to 
point at advertisements for C-64 software 
overseas. Nobody was amused. 

Put these problems together and it's no 
wonder that a lot of dealers left the C-64 
on the shelf. Why bother fiddling with 
modulators, disk drives and programs when 
there are Atarls. VICs and 88Cs to be sold. 

Despite this inauspicious beginning. the 
C-64 has sold well. The Initial batch of 
500 has sold out. and dealers are gearing 
up to sell a lot more, now that the teeth
ing problems are over. Thankfully. recent 
C-64's have arrived with VHF modulators, 
and upgrade ROM chips for the 1540 
drives are now available. Some software. 
too, is beginning to dribble Into the country. 

Perhaps 500 doesn't sound like very 
many computers. However. New Zealand is 

Alexandra, Otago, N.Z. 
a pretty small country. and computers are 
relatively expensive here. For example. an 
Atari 400 is $995. a VIC 20 is $595, and 
a C-64 is $1295. Several things contribute 
to these high prices: the small volume of 
the market. transport costs. Importers' 
markups and sales tax. Incredibly. the sales 
tax on computers in New Zealand is 40%. 
That's not just for microcomputers. even 
the buyer of a mainframe pays a whopping 
40%. 

The Commodore 64's main competition 
comes from the BBC microcomputer. which 
has a very high profile in New Zealand. 
Not only has the BBC micro been heavily 
advertised on television. it received a lot 
of exposure from a television series on 
computer programming produced by BBC 
television. Moreover, the BBC micro Is one 
of the few computers approved for use In 
New Zealand secondary schools. In con
trast. no Commodore computer has been 
approved for schools. and Commodore does 
not advertise on television. In fact. only one 
other company advertises home computers 
on television: The New Zealand agent for 
Atari and Sinclair runs a commercial which 
pushes both the 400 and the zx-a,. 

The BBC is quite a nice computer. It 
matches many of the C-64's features (e.g. 
sound) and even beats it in some areas 
(e.g. hi-res graphics). However. overall. the 
C-64 is a slightly better machine. Add to 
this the fact that the C-64 sells for two
thirds the price of the BBC. and the C-64 
should win easily. However. only time will 
tell whether the New Zealand consumer agrees. 

So far I have the only C-64 In 
Alexandra (population 5000>. There are also 
three PETs and about a dozen VIC 20's. 
One of the PET owners is frantically trying 
to sell his PET in order to get a C-64. 
but he's not had much luck. Lots of other 
PET owners around the country have the 
same idea. and the price of second-hand 
PETs has plummeted. 
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COMMODORE-64 
Clearly the PET is on the way out. 

Home users are moving to the colour com
puters. and business users are moving to 
the 16-bit machines. PET material has all 
but disappeared from local computer 
magazines. The PET's decline was in
evitable. but it's a bit sad nevertheless. 

On a more cheerful note. it's en
couraging to see how many software com
panies are supporting the C-64. Infocum Is 
a case in point. I am very keen on 
Adventures. and for years I have longed to 
run ·Zork" on my PET. However. although 
Infocom made versions of "Zork" for many 
brands of computers (even NECD. it never 
released one for the PET. Alasl But now. 
Infocum has released "Zork" for the Comm
odore 64. and I am happily working my 
way through the nether regions. 

"Zork" is an excellent adventure. It has 
a very large vocabulary. and its descrip
tions are rich and varied. The plot Is 
cleverly intertwined with puzzles. laughs and 
surprises. I highly recommend it. However. 
"Zork" is not for novices; It's far too 
demanding. There are no hints. and the 
maze is the most vicious I have ever en
countered. Inexperienced adventurers will 
find "Zork" very frustrating and should reatly 
begin with a more straightforward adventure. 

I have just submitted several Comm-

... 'D2:1::I!EaEI:».X:I!::l!ED:lc. 

MICRO SHOP 
Quillan 

/ 
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odore 64 programs to the TPUG library. 
Among them are two adventures: "Neilan Is 
Thirsty" and "Atlantis Adventure". "Neilan" Is 
designed for children. but it also provides 
an excellent instroduction to adventures for 
complete beginners. "Atlantis" is more ad
vanced. but it contains plenty of hints to 
help the inexperienced. Both of these ad
ventures are thoroughly debugged and 
should provide many hours of enjoyment. 
They may not be as challenging as Zork. 
but they certainly are a lot cheaper. 

·Zork" is available only on disk. This Is 
necessary because the adventure is too 
large to fit in the computer all at once. 
However. I am a bit concerned that so 
many other programs being sold for the 
C-64 are available only on disk. Certainly 
it is easier to protect a disk from copying 
than it is to protect a cassette. However. it 
would be a great pity if the C-64 were to 
become too disk orientated. The Comm
odore cassette system is quite reliable and 
sophisticated. There is no need for the 
average home user to buy a disk drive. 
However. if all the best software Is to be 
available only on disk. then a prospective 
purchaser will face a much higher cost for 
an effective system. One of the reasons 
why an Apple II Is so expensive is that it 
would be unthinkable to get one without a 
disk drive. I hope this doesn't happen to 
the C-64 .• 

OK ... Now what does It pick for 
the dally double? 



B-SERIES 
The New Business Computer 

by Gord Campbell 
NEW BASIC COMMANDS 

There are at least a baker's dozen of 
enhancements to the BASIC language of the 
'B' series. 

Disk Handling: 

· CATALOG' and 'DIRECTORY' may be fol
lowed by selection criteria. such as: 
· CATALOG DO. "b5-

. to list ail files on drive zero. which begin 
with 'b5'. or 
· DIREC-:ORY 01. ""'=r 
to list ali relative flies on drive one. 

· 'BlOAD' is used to load machine-la
nguage programs and continue. In addition 
to unit and drive. the load-address and 
bank <see below) may be specified. For example: 

BlOAD"obj.flle" ON U9. 01 ON B1. P512 
will load the object file from drive 1 of 
unit 9. into memory in bank 1 beginning 
at location 512. 

'BSAVE' is to save machine-language 
programs. You may specify high and low 
addresses as well as the usual disk op
tions. For. example: 
· BSAVE"obj.file"on B1. P40960 to P45057 
will save $aOOO to $bODD onto the default 
unit and drive. 

· 'DClEAR' will initialize a drive. Watch out 
for this one - it's in the ROM's but not 
the draft manual. Example: 
· CLEAR 01 
to Initialize drive 1 of unit 8. 

Error Handling: 

'TRAP' Identifies a routine to handle er
rors. For example: 

-. TRAP 9000: REM error-handler at 9000 
Note that one of the things you can 'trap' 
Is the stop key - without any peek's or poke's. 

Toronto, Ont. 
There are three new reserved variables 

for error-handling. 'ER' is the error code. 
while 'EL' is the line-number where the er
ror occured. ERR$ (note the length of the 
name) is an arra~ of error and other mes
sages. For example. ERR$<l) says 'too 
many files'. while ERR$<l9) is the power-on 
message. 

· 'DISPOSE' wili eliminate unwanted NEXT 
or RETURN addresses from the stack. Eg.: 
DISPOSE GOSUB 

· 'RESUME' will clear the error condition 
and continue processing. It may be followed 
by a line number. or the word NEXT. For 
example: 
RESUME NEXT: REM IGNORE ERROR 

The error conditions which are 
recoverable include even syntax errors. but 
exclude 'out of memory' conditions. 

Print Formatting 

· 'USiNG' says that there is a formatting 
expression. For example: 
PRINT USING "#,###,###.##-"; N 
will format a number up to 9.999.999.99 
with the sign on the right. The formatting 
expression must be a literal. and may con
tain the above symbols. plus: 
. pius-sign to request that the sign always 
be printed 

'$' - to request a floating dollar sign 
four carets to request scientific notation 
equal-sign to centre a string 

greater-than to right-align a string 

'PUDEF' allows for re-defining the fill 
character (default is space). the comma, 
the deCimal-point. and the monetary sym
bol. Example: 
· PUDEF""' .• M" 
switches the decimal and comma. fills the 
field with asterisks. and uses 'M' as the 
currency symbol. 
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VIC 20 GAMES 
Miscellaneous Commands 

'KEY' will list the content of the program
mable keys, or set one key to a desired string. 

'BANK' says what memory bank to use 
for subsequent PEEK. POKE. BLOAO. 
BSAVE, and SYS commands. For example: 
BANK 1: REM SET TEXT BANK 

'DELETE' deletes a range of lines from a 
program. Eg.: 
DELETE 1000-1999 

. 'ELSE' follows an IF statement. For example: 
IF S THEN PRINT "BAD" ELSE PRINT "GOO~" 

. 'INSTR' identifies the position of a sub
string within a larger string. Eg.: 
PRINT INSTR("gordon", "or") 
will print '2' 

Summary 

The added BASIC words will definitely 
make it easier to write high-quality busi
ness programs,. 

GAMES FOR THE VIC 20 
by Derick Campbell 
AMOK - The thrilling robot game in the 
arcades is brought to your VIC via 
cartridge or tape. Four different types of 
robots come in screen after screen to at
tack. You watch in awe as they come 
towards you relentlessly, shooting violently. 
the only thing missing is video blood. 
Shucks! Great VIC game to have, with 
sound and programmed characters, but 
don't pay too much for it. The evil bounc
ing ball is missing in this home version. 
but who cares? I never did like him anyway. 

RATING: B+ 

MOTOR MOUSE - The cats are com
ing! Watch out mouse, these cats have 
brains and they haven't had a meal In a 
long time. Get-the-cheese-and-run style 
game with added attractions like mouse 
squishers which threaten to send your little 
mouse out of existence as you take the 
cheese home. The sound will drive any 
mouse out of his mind so this is one 
game where a volume control helps. 

RATES A 

SNACK MAN Pac Man lovers 
rejoic(j! This game has the ghosts and the 
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food, all you have to do is apply Pac 
Powerl The new selection of food makes a 
great change from cherries, pretzels. and 
other boring Pac Snacks. Some of the 
selection includes: christmas trees. musical 
notes. cherries(ho-hum). and many other 
delights. This great game uses sound and 
programmable characters. It can be played 
a lot without becoming boring. but don't 
over do it or it will. 

RATES : A-

FAOGGEE - This popular frog is a 
hit on the VIC now too. All the action 
anybody can handle comes in a neat pack
age with sound. programmable characters. 
and great colour. Don't get squished by the 
cars. hop on that Iilypad, that's it! He 
made it! Does not get boring. The only 
things wrong with this game are the non
smooth movement of the frog on the water 
obstacles and the bonus not resetting on 
each new frog. 

RATES: A 

Excuse me, have to go play some 
games on my VIC. Bye! • 



Why electronic spreadsheet programs? 
Electronic spreadsheet programs allow the user to create a gridsheet, 
spreadsheet, worksheet, or any other table of information, using the 
memory of the computer as pencil and paper. The computer display or '-
terminal acts as a window through which the user views the information ~ " ~ 
as it is entered. Textual information (such as headings~ numerical values, r . 
and formulas can easHy be entered into the spreadsheet. "" G ~~ V 

GS.!ii"··. (.19, ~~~~~~ ~bJ - ". 
QClI::J I:01l 0 g lUll DCI .. E1 gnDn= 

=j,;;Ij£10egaClI!!lI3BII&II&I3~ 

CJ am &;l 1:1 a a D C ~ D D n I!CI l-~ ~': 

O~-~~ 
~ ~, 

For Commodore 64 ~ ~ \:, C-. "-
/?" . For Commodore VIC 20 V 0 -,OJ ~ -:J 
~ For Commodore PET/CBM 40 columns ,,~ ~ p C-. "-

" For Commodore CBM SO column/SuperPet ~ ~ "-

BUSICALC Your Computer Drone for Repetitive Calculations ~ ~ 
The outstanding advantage of using a computer is that it acts not only 
as a pencil and paper but as a perfect eraser and an automatic calculator. 
The user can quickly and easily make any number of alterations to the 
data within the table. The BUSICALC will evaluate any formula using the 
data that has been entered. Further, it retains the formulas and displays 
the resulting value. With BUSICALC controlling the entry of data, provid
ing a comprehel)slve memory, and performing arithmetic, the preparation 
of a spreadsheet is faster and more accurate than if it were prepared 
by hand. 

BUSICALC With the Sting Removed from the Prices 

~~~'\ 
~~ 

BUSICALC 20 .. __ ..... - - - ........................ only $49.00 for the VIC 20 
BUSICALC 64 .................................... only $69.00 for the CBM 64 
BUSIC~LC 40 ................... only $79.00 for the original 40 column PET/CBM 
BUSICALC SO ......... only $89.00 for the original 80 column CBMs and SuperPets 

fot BUSICALC AVAILABLE NOW FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER 
(800) 227-9998 

FOR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER 

California, Canada, Alaska and Hawaii please call (415) 965-1735 

Sk~'les Electric Works 
231G South Whisman Road 
Mountain View, CA 94041 

~." , . 

~ 

Europe ~ contact Supersoft, Winchester House, Canning Road, Harrow Weeldstone, Middlesex, England HA3 7SJ, Tel. 01 8811188 

Prices in U.S. dollars 
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~ 
LABORATORY INTERfACES 

FOR COMPUTERS 

ANALOG AND DIGITAL 
INPUT/OUTOUT 

The BUSSter interfaces provide 
analog and digital connections 
between any computer with an 
IEEE-488 or RS-232 interface 
and real world events. Each 
BUSSter product is self-contain
ed, with its own case and power 
supply. They allow data acquisi
tion while your computer is busy 
with other tasks. Built-in timer 
operates from .01 seconds to 48 
hours. 

• BUSSter A64 -
64 channel digital input module 
to read 64 digital signals. Built-in 
buffer .................. $495.00 

• BUSSter 864 -
64 channel digital output module 
to output 64 digital signals . 
......... .. ... .. ........ $495.00 

• BUSSter e64 -
64 channel digital input/output 
module to input 32 and output 32 
digital signals . Built-in buffer 
............... . ........ $495.00 

• BUSSTER P16 -
16 channel analog input module 
to read up to 16 analog signals 
with 8 bit resolution (1,4%). Built-in 
buffer... . ....... $495.00 
• BUSSter D~2 -

32 analog channel version of the 
016 .......... ~'"r ' ....... $595.00 
Add the suffix -G for IEEE-488 
(GPIB) or -R 'f;lr.RS,232. 

. -.~ . , 

All pricesare;!VSA only. Prices 
and specifications' subject to 
change without no~ice. 
30 DAY TRIAL-
Purchase a BUSSter product, 
use it, and if you are not com
pletely satisfied, return it within 
30 days and receive a full refund. 

US Dollars Quoted 
$10.00 Shipping & Handling 

MASTERCARD / VISA 

I~I Pnces In U,S. dollars 

Connecticut microComputer, Inc. 
INSTRUMENT DIVISION 

36 Del Mar Drive 
Brookfield , Ct.06804 
(203) 775-4595 TWX: 710-456-0052 
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ARE YOU A 
SMART BUYER! 

Por $89.95thisisa smart buy if you're looking fora place 
to store your computer, peripherals, and accessories without 
spending a fortune. 

The CS 1632 computer storage 
cabinets compact yet functional 
design fits ahnost anywhere while 
housing your computer monitor, 
joysticks, software, books and 
peripherals all for only $89.95. 
The slide out shelf puts the 
computer at the right height and 
position for easy comfortable 
operation. 
The fold up locking door keeps 
unwanted fingers off the key 
board when nO.t in use. 
To store joysticks just tutn them 
upside down and slide them into 
the inverted storage rack. 
Twist tabs on the back of center 
panel allow for neat concealed 
grouping of wires, while power 
packs rest hidden behind center 
panel on shelf. 

The slide out software tray has room for 14 cartridges or cassettes 
and up to 30 diskettes. Most brands of software will fit between the 
adjustable partitions with a convenient hook for the spare key at rear. 
Stand fits Atari 400 &0 800, Commodore 64 &0 VIC 20, Tt 99/4A 
andTRS-80. 
Cabinet dimensions overall 36" high x 33-7/8" wide x 16" deep. 
Cabinet comes unassembled. Assembly requires only a screwdriver, 
hammer, and a few minutes of your time. 
Choice in simulated woodgrain. ofwarm golden oak or rich natural 
walnut finish. To order CS1632, send $89.95 to, H P.o. Box 446 West Linn. OR 97068 rft'TE[j For Fast Phone Orders Call 

Toll Free J.IOO.M7-3100 
-"41'4M:- Inside Oregon Call (103) 63106667 

Name __________________________________ ___ 

Address __________________________________ __ 

Gty State Zip ____ _ 

o Golden oak finish 0 Natural walnut finish 
o My personal check. cashiers check or money order is enclosed. o BiD my VISA # Exp. Date ___ _ 
o BiD my Mastercard # Exp. Date ___ _ 
Card Holders Signature'--________________________ _ 
Immodiat. shipmerIt ifin lIad .. If personal check is sent. oIIow -..I 2 _. 
Prices subjoct 10 choniI«- Shipmen! subjoct 10 avaiIIbiIiIy. CAbinet shipped _ in 

2 cartons. ShIps UPS fit. collect fOB PonIond. Orqon Prices in U.S. dollars 



SOFTWARE FOR 

VIC * COMMODORE 64 * PET 

FROM KING MICROWARE 

- Ul TRABASIC with turtle graphics and sound 

NEW I -SMARTEESaction packed maze game 

-so COpy fast efficient single disc copier for the 1541 
....................................................... 

VIC TINY PILOT SYNTHY-64 
64-BUDGETEER GRAPHVICS 
VIC BUDGETEER VIC VIGIL 
PET TINY PASCAL VIC HIRES 
VIC CRIBBAGE TINY BASIC COMPILER 
64-CRIBBAGE VIC JOYSTICK PAINTER 
SKIER-64 SCREEN DUMP 
64 QUICK-CHART VIC I-CHING 

SPRITE-AID 
...................................................... 

Why not cash in on the good programs that you have written? 

We are actively seeking SOFTWARE AUTHORS. 

We are paying above average royalties for all programs that we accept 

SUbmit. your copy on tape or disk, for VlC-2D or C-64 with detailed operating insbvctions. 

If you wish program returned please enclose sufficient return postage. 

* ......................... ** ..... * .... 
Write for our FREE Catalogue Dealer Inquiries Invited 

r-----------------~ I JUST RELEASEDI I 
I I I WORDS & CALCS I 

- -I Electronic spreadsheet for the C-64 I 
: that allows text. permits formulas. etc .. : 

- only $49.95-
~-------_________ J Suite 210. 

5950 Cote des Neiges 
Montreal. Quebec H3'S 1 Z6 

Canadian Manufacturer and distributor for ABACUS Software Products 
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\O~ VIC-" and Com.nodore 64 
ARE YOU A 

SMfJII BUYER! 
M I JINITN for $89.95 is a smart buy! 
Record Keeper 

• Keep records for home, school, club, or office 
better and more qUickly than by hand 

• Hold 50-500 records on tape or disk 
• Have the plug in ease of a cartridge 
• Put addresses, books, and more in order 
• Track appointments, meetings, valuables 
• Print any number of reports and labels 
• Do checkbook, class or sports statistics 
• Make lists for letter writing software --------------------

Available NOW in Spanish (Mini-Jini Archive Instante) 
Available now, in plain, simple English. 

French and German versions available soon 

"A winner ... Learn Mini-Jini Record Keeper in 20 minutes" - Commander Magazine 
_· __ ·_------'1 

"Super duper data base for VIC-20 and Commodore 64 - Software International 

Application Templates for ... 

1. General Demo (69 pre-defined files) 
amateur radio 
paper route disk only 
etc 

2. Organize the HAMSHACK <12 flieS> 

3. Classroom Planning <10 files) 

plan lessons 
analyze tests 
keep attendance 
library records 

4. Party Ptan (10 files) TEMPLATE 

birthdays DISK OR TAPE 
ch rlstenl ngs 
proms $14.95 
graduations 
weddings 
anniversaries 
etc. 

• Visa - Mastercharge - C.O.D. 
• Dealer inquiry welcome 
Immediate shipment if in stock. If personal check is sent. allow additional 2 weeks. 
Prices subject to change Shipment subject to availability. Ships UPS In coUect 

Anyone who keeps records can use 

the Mini-Jini Record Keeper 

For the UNEXPANDED· VIC 

Administrators 

Agencies 

Bond Clippers 

Check Writers 

Collectors 

Educators 

Families 

Greeting card writers 

Hobbyists 

Libraries 

Medical persons 

Organizations 

Party Planners 

Postal services 

Salespersons 

Schools 

Store owners 

Teams 

Writers 

JINI MICRO· 
SYSTEMS, INC 

P.o. Box 274 • Riverdale, N.Y. 10463 
PHONE: (212) 796·6200 

Commodore 64 and V1C-20 are reglste~d trademorks Of Commodore fleclronlcs ltd Prices in U.S. dollars 
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BOOK REVIEW 
Innovative Computing & Tricks for VICs 

by Michael Quigley Vancouver, B.C. 
Considering the popularity of the VIC 

20. the number of quality books available 
for it is pretty smail. Innovative Computing 
by Clifford Ramshaw (Melbourne House. 
1982. price around $15.00> does little to 
change that situation. 

This book contains 30 programs--mostly 
games--for the unexpanded VIC. Its author. 
according to the jacket. is "recognized as 
one of the most creative programmers of 
computer games: 

On the whole. the book is a big disap
pointment. Experienced programmers will 
find most of the games too simple. The 
version of Squash. for example. makes 
some ·of the public domain Pong and 
Breakout games look like Spiders of Mars 
by comparison. 

People with less experience will face 
&nother kind of disappointment. thanks to 
errors In the listings. which occurred In 
practically everyone of the programs which 
I completed. Most of these errors affect the 
graphiC displays. and since the point of 
many of these programs seems to be how 
one can make very intricate displays with 
the VIC symbols. one can expect con
siderable frustration here. unless you're the 
kind of person who likes to play detective. 

Over haif of the games are concerned 
with death and destruction. as their titles 
suggest: Space Fight, Dragon's Lair. Earth 
AttaCk. Bomber Attack. Nuclear Attack. 
Invasion. Selge. One of these. Assassin. 
deserves some kind of prize for bad taste. 
Its synopsis asks: "Have you ever wanted to 
be a lone sniper. hidden from view. but 
able to see your targets? Well. now here's 
your chance as you play assassin in this 
exciting new game! Not only are people 
your target but cars. trucks and 
aeroplanes: Supposedly this will appeal to 
all the Oswalds and Hinckleys of the world. 
Ironically. this is one of the better games, 
despite some Illiteracies In the screen 

messages ("This contract has ran out."; So 
your a dead man!!"). 

Another recent book for the VIC which 
actually makes Innovative Computing look 
good is Tricks for VICs (Elcomp Publishing. 
1983. cost about $'2.50>. This book. which 
is printed in West Germany. is ·published 
as a service to VIC 20 personal computer 
users worldwide." 

Although the book's cover says its 
author Is Sam D. Roberts. it is actually 
written by Winfried Hofacker (an example of 
Xenophobia. perhaps?). While the book is 
not a complete waste of time. its typeset
ting is mediocre and there are numerous 
errors in grammar and spelling. There are 
some programs for "3.5K RAM" and others 
for °8K RAM". Does 8K here refer to the 
basic SK VIC piUS 3K expander? One of 
these 8K games--Bird Attack--doesn't work 
at all. while another Motodrom (a car race) 
is too hideous for words. 

In addition to games. there are several 
hardware projects which are described in a 
kind of gobbledygook English which makes 
them all but inaccessible to the average 
VIC owner. 

In short. this is no "friendly" book. and 
should be approached with caution .• 

A Ylimakl 

Things I'd like to see: 
- an I.C. plant in upper New York State 
called Buffalo CHIPS 
- a weight reduction program called 
METRICALC 
- a new computer called TOLLHOUSE 
because it is loaded with CHIPS. 
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r------------------, 
I PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER • * * * PRINTERS * * * 

" I with I 

"STOP THIEF EPROM" ,....PR-IN-TE-RS--------
1Iiiiiit 

: EPROM replaces existing Commodore ROM MANNESMANPttI TAli.Y 

•1 $39.95 ~;:,~n Tally ~~ parallel Interfaces 
Okidata 2K buffer and tractor 

I When you power on your name, address and FlO Printrnaster Reverse field graphics 
phone number (up to 80 characters) appear on Prowriter Front panel programming 

I screen to verify ownership. You must then input Centronics Microcomputer controlled 
I your invisible password (up to 9 characters) to ~na TP-1 MT 1601 $849 
I access your system. D;;S;; MT 160L $1.095 

I Now available for BASIC 4.0 8032, 8096, and Line printers Correspondence Quality 
I Super PETs. Available soon for BASIC 2.0, FAT 40 MT Spirit $599 
I and 4032. Under development for VIC-20 and C-64. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• I 
I 

No soldering required. Easily installed in a 
socketed location. 

Send name; address; area code and phone num
ber; and desired password to: 

INFOSYSTEMS Limited 
P.O. Box 2001 

Sackville. N.B. EOA 2CO 
Canada 

COMPUTERS 
ALSO 

Xerox 820 " Monitors 
Epson HX-2O Ribbons, cablea, etc. 
Epson QX10 Papers and diskettes 

All eqUipment fully warranted in Canada. 
Immediate delivery. leasing available. 

I Dealer Inquiries Invited 
I No Inventory Required 

Guardian Data Products Inc. 
4699 Keele St. Unit 15 

Downsvlew. Onto M3J 2N8 

(416) 665-4920 L _________________ _ 
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Educational software for the COMMODORE 641M and VIC 201M 

PIN BALL MATH 
ADD 

SUBTRACT 
MULTIPLY DIVIDE 
Each has 3 levels 

8 
U 

24 

143 
27 

+ 95 
15 

I'M6' Co_"e u.s. $19.95 
PM64D Dilkelle u.s. $2495 

179 
- 53 

16 

n 
41 I 2993 

287 
-n 

EJ 

TOUCH TYPING TUTOR 
12·PAGE MANUAL 

19 LESSONS-Watch your TV screen 
to learn proper finger placement. 
PRACTICE-Learn your word/min. 
rate typing pseudo words. 
TEXT-English words for timed test 
of any duration. 

, ~ , 

i_"~I\" " ., ",' 

j'i .. .. ", 

!~ .... -.:", 
,I ~---"I .• \1 

; " \\ 
I ') 

nT64 Cassette u.s. $19.95 
nT64D Diskette U.S. $24.95 
nT5K VIC 20 Co_tte U.S. $19.95 

TAYLORMADE SOFTWARE 
P.O. Box 5574 -1IJS4. 

Shipping U.S./Conodo $1.50 
Foreign U.S. $4.00 

Prices in U.s. dollars 
Lincoln, N E 68505 

(402) 464-9051 
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MUSIC 

A MUL TIPLE SID MUSIC SYNTHESIZER 
by Dr. F. Covitz 

The MaS Technology Sound Interface 
Device (SID>. type 6581. is a single-chip. 
three-voice sound synthesizer. directly com
patible with 650X microprocessors. Each 'of 
the three voices can have. under program 
control. a separate waveform selected from 
triangle. sawtooth. pulse (with variable duty
cycle). or noise. and each voice can have 
its own attack. decay. sustain. release 
(ADSR) amplitude envelope. in which attack 
rate. decay rate. sustain amplitude. and 
release rate are defined by 4-bit values. 
Frequencies may be set to a preCision of 
16 bits with the smallest frequency step 
being ca. 0.06 Hz. The chip has overall 

Lebanon, NJ 
volume control (4 bits). three filter modes 
which are additive. (high-pass. band-pass. 
and low-pass). variable resonance (4 bits). 
and a cut-off frequency settable to an ac
curacy of 11 bits. Each voice (as well as 
an external audio input> can be routed 
through the filter under program control. 
Other special features include ring 
modulation. synchronization and two 8-bit 
analog to digital converters. The chip at 
the time of writing is not commercially 
available although It is in wide use in the 
Commodore CBM-64 personal computer. The 
29-register set and package pinouts are 
shown below: 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION 

ADDIIIIS 1110. DATA IlEG NA.E REG 
At As At At .. (HEXI D. Da Voice, TYPE 

0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1', F. 1', F. '3 Fz F, I 1'0 FREOLa WRlTE.()NL Y 
0 0 0 0 0, F'5 F,. 1"3 1"2 1'" 1"0 F. I F. FREOHI WRITE.()NLY 

2 0 0 0 0 02 PW, -, PW, pw. PW3 PW2 PW, : PY'o PWLO WRITE.()NLY , 0 0 0 , , 03 - - - - PWII PW'o PW, ! PW8 PWHI WRlTE.()NLY 

• 0 0 0 0 Gl NOISE nn. /Y1 /V'.. TEST ;~ 5YNC I GATE CONTROL REG WIUTE'()NLY 
5 0 0 0 , 05 ATK3 ATKZ ATK, ATKo DCY, DCYz DCY, I DCY. AnAelVO£CAY VVRITE'()NLY , 0 0 0 06 5TN, 5TNZ STN, STNo RLS, RLSz illS, I ALSo SUST AIN/RELEASE WRITE.()NLY 

7 0 0 , , , 07 F, F. 
v ... z 

I' F. 1', Fz 1', I'D FREO LO WRITE.()NL Y 

• 0 0 0 0 lIS 1'" F,. 1'" 1"2 I'll F,o F. 
, 

1', FREOH' WRITE.()NLY 

• 0 0 0 , ot PW, pw. PW, pw. PW3 PW2 PW, , 
PWo PWLO WRITE.()NLY 

,0 0 0 0 011 - - PW" PW,o PVo.. : pw. PWHI WRlTE.()NLY 

" 0 0 , , os NOISE nn. /VI /V'.. TEST ;~~ SYNC, GATE CONTROL IIIEG WAITE.()NLY 
,2 0 0 0 DC ATK, ATKz ATK, ATKo DCY, DCY2 DCY, I DCYo An~CAY WRITE.()NLY 

" 0 0 OD STN3 STN2 6TN, STNc RLs, RLS, RlS, ! RLSo IUST"'N~ WAITE.()NL.Y 

_s ,. 0 0 DE F, f, 1', F. 1'3 1'2 1', Fe FAEOLO WRITE.()NLY 
,5 0 , , , OF f" F" 1"3 F,z 1'" 1',. F. i F. FREOHI WRlTE.()NLY ,. 0 0 0 0 ,0 PW, PW, pw. pw. PW3 PW2 PW, I PWo PWLO WAITE.()NLY 
17 0 0 0 " - -II ~10 pw. -. PWHI WRITE.()NLY ,. 

0 0 0 ,2 NOISE nn. /VI /V'.. TESl ;:;~ SYNC i GATE CONTROl. REG WR:~E.()Nl Y ,. 0 0 oj , ,3 ATK] ATK2 ATI<, ATKo DCY~ DCY, DCY, DCY. A Tt ACKIOECt." WRITIi.()NLY 

20 0 0 0 ,. STN3 STN, 6TN, STHo RLS, fV,.~ ALS, I ALSo SUST A.HIllELEASE _'TE.()NLY ,,-
2' 0 0 , ,5 - - - - - FCz Fe, FCo Fe LO WRITE.()NLY 
22 0 , 0 ,. FC,o Fe, Fe. FC, Fe. FCs FC. Fe, Fe HI WRITE.()NLY 

23 0 , , 17 RES3 AE~ RES, RESo FILTEX FILT 3 flLT 2 flLT 1 RES/Fll T _ITE.()NLY 

24 0 0 0 ,I 3 OfF HI' BP LP VOl; VOL, VOL, V°Lo MODENOL _ITE.()NLY 

Misc:. 
a 0 0 , ,. I'X, I'x. PXs PX. PX, PX2 PX, Plio POT x AEAO.()NLY 

a 0 0 ,A PV, PV,_ PV, pv. PV3 PVz PV, PVo POTY REAO.()NLY 
27 0 , , ,. 0, 0, D~ O. 0, OJ 0, 00 OS~IRANOOM REAO.()NLY 
21 0 0 'C E, Eo Is ~ E, E, f, Ee ENV, REAO.()NLY 
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MUSIC 
PIN CONFIGURATION 

Voo 

AUDIO OUT 

EXT IN 

Vee 

POT X 

POTY 

8581 Dr 
SID 

De 

05 

O. 

03 

~ 

0, 

In this article. will describe a 
hardware/software system which Interfaces 
an a SID chip board and a microproces
sor-controlled music keyboard to a MTU-
130 (6S02-based) computer. The software 
emulates a dual tape recorder system which 
permits an arbitrary number of sound-on
sound passes: a total of 24 voices can be 
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active at the same time. Information can 
originate simultaneously from the keyboard 
and either or both 'tape recorders', The 
digital information stream can be keyboard 
depression/release events. or switch and 
slide-pot settings available from the 
keyboard. which can be used to control the 
voice characteristics. 

THE MULTIPLE SID BOARD 

The 8 SID chips interface easily Into a 
6502-based system. Power requirements are 
approx. 600 ma at +5 VDC and 200 ma at 
+ 12 VDC (both regulated and well-filtered). 
The data lines of the SID chips connect 
via an a-bit tri-state bus tranceiver 
(74LS24S) to the system data bus. The low 
5 bits of the system address bus can be 
directly (or through a tri-state driver) con
nected to the SID AO-AS pins. The next 
three address bits go through a one-of
eight decoder (74LS13a). the outputs of 
which fan out to the individual chip enable 
pins. and when NAND'ed through a 74LS30 
(and inverted with a 74LS04) form and 
enable input for the data bus tranceiver. 
The upper a system address bits (inverted 
when necessary) need to be combined to 
form either an active high or an active-low 
board select signal. Thus the a SID chips 
occupy 1 full memory page (256 bytes), 

The audio output pins are connected 
through capacitor decouplers to provide an 
AUX OUT signal to an audio amplifier. A 
somewhat simplified circuit diagram is 
shown below: 

t 
12345678 

GRAPHIC DUMP 

OF DISPLAY 



MUSIC 
THE MUSIC KEYBOARD 

The music keyboard Is based on a 61 
key (5 octave) Pratt/Reed standard size or
gan keyboard. with double bus action. that 
Is. each key forms an SPOT switch between 
upper and lower bus wires. The 
microprocessor scanning function is 
described In detail in Chapter 9 of Hal 
Chamberlin's book. "Musical Applications of 
Microprocessors". Hayden Book Co. (1980>. 
except that a few mistakes are present in 
the original edition (if you undertake this 
project you should contact Hal or myself). 
Some additional features were later imple
mented by Hal (switches and potentiometers 
on keyboard). who also built the particular 
version of the keyboard I am currently using. 

In brief. the swinger of each key is 
connected through demultiplexers to the 
microprocessor (a 6502. of course) data 
bus and therefore the key is accessed as 
user-alterable (depressed or released) 
read-only memory. The state of all keys 
can then be scanned very quickly. An in
terrupt timer provides time resolution to 1 
millisecond. 

For key depression. the time between 
the last break of the upper bus and the 
first make of the lower bus is also 
measured by the microprocessor and gives 
the effect of velocity sensing. <The reverse 
logic gives velocity for key release although 
the release velocity is almost never used in 
music playing,) Each key event (depression 
or release) generates 4 bytes of Information 
- the 1 st byte combines the identity of the 
key (lower 7 bits) with the type of motion 
(in the high order bit>. The 2nd byte Is 
proportional to the event velocity. The 3rd 
and 4th bytes together form a 16 bit time 
in milliseconds. so a time interval between 
successive keyboard events can be over a 
minute before 'wraparound'. 

The switch settings (8 of them) are· 
also scanned as are a potentiometers 
(through an a-channel a-bit A-to-D con
verter and are saved when they change 
from their previous state. 

All events are queued in an Internal 
256 byte (64 event) FIFO buffer, so essen
tially no events are lost due to lack of 
response of the host processor. which is 
interrupted when the FIFO has data. 

Transfer of data (with 'data available/data 
taken' protocol) to the host processor (an 
MTU-130 computer. in this case) is ac
complished through the full handshake 
capability of a 6522-type I/O chip. 

Finally. in case it isn't clear. let me 
state a fact that is probably obvious. The 
keyboard is purely an information 
generator. I.e. it is completely divorced from 
physical sound generation. which is per
fectly appropriate since it then can be used 
with several types of !';ound synthesizers. 

SOF~ARE FEATURES 

The software was designed from the out
set to have a straightforward 'human inter
face' since the system would naturally be 
used 'live' by a musician. To accomplish 
this. a 'dual tape recorder' emulation was 
attempted. In other words. the player. in 
addition to manually playing the keyboard 
should also have the option of 
record/playback of his work. The 'dual' 
aspect is designed to providesound-on
sound capability not only for accompani
ment but also to permit indefinite build-up 
of very complex music (up to 24 voices 
can be 'live' In the present system). Since 
all data ends up In memory. the piece can 
be dumped to mass storage (disk or tape) 
at any time. 

The MTU-130 is well suited for this 
task since It has a user-definable function 
keys and legend boxes (to implement a 
pair of PLAY. RECORD. FAST FWD. REWIND 
functions). potentially very large RAM area 
(four 64K banks in a fully populated sys
tem) to hold a significant amount of music 
(remember each keyboard action- key 
depression. key release. switch or pot set
ting- takes 4 bytes). a"d a full 6522 user 
I/O Chip for data transfer and timing. 

In the present software implementation. 
S switches are used to select waveforms 
from triangle. sawtooth, 3 types of rectan
gular. and noise; the remaining 3 select 
the filter mode from high-pass. band-pass. 
and low-pass. Four of the slide pots adjust 
attack rate, deCay rate. release rate. and 
overall volume. (Sustain amplitude Is set by 
the velOCity-sensing keyboard on each note 
event.> The remaining 4 potentiometers were 
physically Implemented as a pair of X. Y 
Joysticks. one of which is interpreted by the 
software to allow adjustment of resonance 
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and cut-off frequency. the other of which 
is unimplemented by the current version of 
the software, Although to some extent 
graphics are a 'frill' in the program. the 
'recorder-like' functions are displayed com
plete with 'tape' and 'tape-counter'. The 

keyboard is depicted with vertical lin~s 
depicting which keys are active as well as 
the velocity of the depression. Pot and 
switch settings are also displayed. A 
'graphic screen dump' of the display to an 
Epson MX-80 printer is displayed below .• 

to oe continued 

MENU SELECTION 
WITH A JOYSTICK 

. by Alfred J. Bruey 
There are hundreds. perhaps 

thousands. of programs that use the joys
tick for operations. Most of these are game 
programs. The introduction of LISA by Apple 
demonstrated that it is possible to write a 
business program which provides for a 
non-keyboard interface between the user 
and the applications software. This article 
describes one approach that might be used 
to allow joystick control of the Commodore 
64. 

Introduction 

This program is for demonstration pur
poses only. It will demonstrate 

1. How to . program' for the Commodore 64 
joystick. 

2. How to select items from a menu using 
a joystick 

The program will not perform the 
functions that you select with the Joystick. i 
have indicated where you need to add 
COding if you want to continue building on 
this program. 

Programming the joystick 

Although there are two joystick ports on 
the C-64. labelled Control Port 1 and 
Control Port 2. the following discussion and 
the program will assume that a joystick Is 
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piugged into Control Port 1. 

When a joystick is plugged into Control 
Port 1 and the Joystick handle is moved 
around or the fire button pressed. specific 
values are placed in memory location 
56321. Location 56321 is one byte (8 bits) 
long, (See Figure 1) We will only be inter
ested in the 5 rightmost bits of this location. 

To tell whether the fire button has 
been pressed, we only need to look at bit 
4 of location 56321. If that bit is a 1. It 
means the button has not been pressed. 
If it is a O. the button has been pres
sed. To look at location 56321. we have to 
use the PEEK instruction. To look at bit 4 
of this location, we can AND the value In 
location 56321 with the value 16, which In 
binary form is 00010000. For example, if 
56321 contains the binary value 10110111. 
then 

10110111 AND 00010000 =00010000 

and since the new value is 00010000. 
which is the binary representation of the 
decimal number 16, we know that the but:
ton has not been pressed. if the result of 
this operation had been 0, we would have 
known that the fire button had been pressed. 

The same principle applies In determin
ing the joystick position. As figure 1 
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shows. the low order four bits determines 
whether or not the joystick has been moved 
and. If it has. which position it has been 
moved to. To zero out the first (high-o
rder) four bits and keep the last (low-o
rder) four bits unchanged. all we have to 
do is AND the value of location 56321 with 
15. which Is 00001111 in binary notation. 
The new value. which I'll abbreviate as JD 
(for Joystick Direction) can only take on 
part of the values from 0 to 15. Each 1 in 
the vaiue of JD represents a joystick direc
tion that was not selected. I'll subtract 
the value of JD Tram 15 to reverse the bit 
values in JD so that a 1 will represent a 
chosen direction. 

Listing 1 shows how to zero out the 
high order four bits and then convert the 
value remaining to one where the binary 
representation contains a 1 if the joystick 
position is chosen and a 0 if it is not. 

In this program. we wiil only be inter
ested in moving the joystick up or down. 
Listing 1 gets a value of FB CO =fired. 16 
=not fired) and JD(JD=l if stick pushed up. 
2 if pushed down). As you can see by the 
REM statements In listing 1. JD can take 
on other values. which we will ignore In 
this program. 

The Program 

RETURN key. Then move the joystick ahead 
or back. When you've got the cursor on 
the selection you want. press the joystick 
button. Remember. I warned you at the 
start that the program doesn't do any of 
the things listed on the menu (except for 
the END OF RUN selection); the program 
simply demonstrates how to use the joystick 
to make selections from a menu. 

Conclusion 

There's no limit to where you can go 
from here. You might want to put menu 
selections all over the screen. Then you'll 
have to check for other joystick directions. 
Maybe you would like to write a program 
that requires some data from the keyboard 
and some from the joystick. As a final test 
of your understanding. you might try writing 
a joystick-controlled game program like 
some of the arcade games. I should warn 
you. however. that if you write a game 
that's too complicated. you'll have to 
program It In machine language or it will 
run so slowly that it won't be any chal
lenge to the player. 

1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 

liSTING 1 

REM CHECK FOR FIRE BUTTON PRESSED 
REM JV IS JOYSTICK VALUE 
JV=PEEK(5632l) 

listing 2 shows the complete program. 1040 
Notice that the Joystick routine that was 

REM GET VALUE OF FIRE BUTTON 
REM 0 IF FIRED. 16 IF NOT FIRED -
PUT IN FB 

shown in listing 1 Is included here as a 1050 
subroutine. The first thing you should do is 1060 
enter the program and then run it. I 
haven't Included any operating instructions 1070 
as part of the program because I wanted .• 1080 
to keep it easy to enter. The operation Is 
simple: just type RUN and then press the 1090 

5 

FB =JV AND 16 
REM GET JD. JOYSTICK DIRECTION 
VALUE 
REM 1=UP. 2=DOWN 
REM JD CAN HAVE OTHER VALUES 
THAT WE WON'T USE 
JD=15 - (JV AND 15) 

JOYSTICK MOVEMENT BITS 

FIGURE 1 
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LISTING 2 

100 F.:Et1 MEr~U SELECTION l4ITH A JO~'STICK 
11 £1 F£M D I SPLA'r' MENU WITH CURSOR 
120 L=1510:\·'=e 
1313 PRINT":'l":POKE L,81 
140 PRItH"SAMPLE t1ENU: USE JO'r'STICK TO CHOOSE LINE" 
150 PRINT"THEN PRESS BUTTOH TO SELECT" 
160 PRINT"_ ••••••••• F·A~'ROLL PROGRAt1" 
170 PR I NT" ............ FtCCOUNTS PA~'ABLE PROGRAM" 
180 PF~ I NT" ~ •••••••••• FtCCOUNTS RECE I VAKE PROGRA~1" 
190 PR I NT" :~ ••••••••• 11 N'·/EIHOR'r' PROCiRAt'1" 
200 PR I NT" •••••••••• t3TOCVHOLDEF.: RECORDS PROGRAM" 
21£1 PRINT"W ••••••••• ETOP RUN" 
22~3 GOSUE 350: REt'1 CHECK JO'r'ST I CK AND BUTTON 
23£1 F.:Et1 SEE IF BUTTOt~ loJAS PRESSErl 
240 IF FB=fl THEt·~ 460 
250 F.:Et·l IF JO'r'ST I CK t~OT UP OR DOI·m 
26(1 REM AND FIRE E:lITTON NOT PRESSED, 
270 F:EM GO BACK TO SCAN KE'r'BCARD 
28fl F:EM CHECK FOR JO'T'ST I CK UP 
29(1 IF JD=1 THEH IF '·/)4 THEH 220 
300 IF ..Trl=1 THEN '· ... =V+3:POKE L,96:L=L-120:POKE L .. :::1 :FORI;::1i0250:~iEXTI : GOTO 2213 
31(1 f<:EN CHECK FOR JO'T'STICK DOWN 
320 IF JD=2 THEN IF V(-7 THEN 220 
330 IF JD=2 THEN V=V-3: POKE L .. 96 : L=L + 120 : POKE L, 81 : FOR 1= 1 T0250 : t~Ei<T I : GOTO 220 
34(1 GOTO 220: REi1 GO BACK TO CHECK FOR JO'T'STICK 
350 RE~l CHECK FOF: FIRE BUTTOt~ PRESSED 
36(1 F.:Et1 AND TO FH-III ..TO'T'STICK DIRECTION 
370 F.:Et1 FB I::: F I REBUTTON VALUE 
38£1 PEM FB=£t I F PRESSED 
39(1 I':Ei'l FE= 16 I F NOT PRESSED 
4013 JV=PEEK(56321) 
410 FB=JV AND 16 
42fl JD=15 - <.J\.' AND 15) 
43£1 1':Et1 JD=1 IF JO'T'STICK UP 
4413 fO:Ei-1 JD=2 IF JO'r'STICK DOl~t~ 
450 F:ETUF.:N 
46(1 REt1 HERE IS WHEF:E 'r'OU GO IF BUTTON IS FRES::;ED 
470 FOR r;:: 1 TO 250: NE::<T I 
480 IF '· ... =6 THEN PR I NT" • ...,:-l..,.IItlIlJIIlIIOIITWnITdl ••• FA'r'ROLL F'F:0(;RAt'1 ::;ELECTED": GOTO 54~~1 
490 IF ·· ... =3 THEN F'RltH"~ ••• FlCClJU~lTS PA'r'ABLE :;ELECTED": GOTO 540 
Sf10 IF './=(1 THEN PRHlT"~IIl1G ••• fjCCOUtHS i<:ECEI' .... ABLE SELECTErl" GO TO 54£1 
510 IF '· ... =-:3 THEN PRIHT":1mr~ ••• IIN'v'ENTOF.:'r' PRO(;RAt1 SELECTED"· GOTO 54fl 
520 IF '0/=-6 THEN F'RHlT":1~ ••• r3TOCKH(iLDER RECORD PROGF.:Af'l": GOTO 54£1 
530 IF './=-9 THEN F'RHlT"~ ••• Etm OF RUN": STOP 
540 F'RINT":I!M='F.:ESS WTTON TO f':ETURH TO MATH r1Et~U" 
550 REM WAIT HERE UNTIL BUTTON IS PRESSED 
560 A=PEEf:J5632D AND 16 
57(1 IF A(>0 THEN 560 
58fl FOR I = 1 TO 2513: NE::<T I: Gom 13(1 

F.:EAD'r' • 

• 
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Assembler for the 
Commodore 64 

PAL64 
.easy to learn 
.easy to use 
• fast 
• comprehensive 

manual 
Personal assembly language 

by Brad Templeton 
also available for the Commodore 

4,CXXl - 8,CXX) - 9,CXX) senes 
$99.95 from your local Commodore dealer. 

For your nearest dealer call: 

(41 6) 273-6350 
PRO·LINE 
••••• IIBDFTWARE 

755 THE QUEENSWAY EAST. UNIT 8 
MISSISSAUGA. ONTARIO L 4Y4C5 

e64-fORTH 
for the Commodore 64 

FORnt SOFTWARE FOR ntE COMMODORE 64 

C64-FORnt(TM} for the Commodore 64 - $99.95 
• Fig Forth-79 implementation with extensions 
• Full feature screen editor and macro assembler 
• Trace feature for easy debugging 
• 32Ox200, 2 color bit mapped graphics 
• 16 color sprite and character graphics 
• Compatible with VIC peripherals including disks, data set, modem, 

printer and cartridges 
• Extensive 144 page manual with examples and application screens 
• "SA VETURNKEY" normally allows application program distribution 

without licensing or royalties 

C64-XTEND(TM} FORTH Extension forC64-FORni - $59.95 
(Requires original C64-FORni copy) 

• Fully compatible floating point package including arithmetic, 
relational. logical and transcendental functions 

• Floating point range of lE+38 to 2E-39 
• String extensions including LEFT$, RIGHT$. and MID$ 
• BCD functions for 10 digit numbers including multiply. divide. and 

percentage. BCD numbers may by used for DOLLAR. CENTS 
calculations without the round-off error inherent in BASIC teal 
numbers. 

• Special words are provided for inputting and outputting 
DOLLAR.CENTS values 

• Detailed manual with examples and applications screens 

(Commodore 64 is a trademark of Commodore) 

TO ORDER - Specify disk or cassette version 
- Check. money order. bank card, COD's add $1.50 
- Add $4.00 postage and handling in USA and Canada 
- Mass. orders add 5% sales tax 
- foreign orders add 20% shipping and handling 
- Dealer inquiries welcome ' 

PERfORMANCE MICRO PRODUCTS 

EH 770 Dedham Street. S-2 ~ 
Canton. MA 02021 or_ 

(617) 828-1209 

�_ _____ Prices quoted in U.S. dollars -----~ 

MW-302: VIC-20/S4 ----.. 
Parallel Printer Interface. 

36-pin "nr,n .. "tnr 

Works with all centronics type parallel matrix & 
letter printers and plotters-Epson, C.ltoh, 
Okidata, Nec, Gemini 10, TP-I Smith Corona, and 
most others. Hardware driven; works off the serial 
port. Quality construction: Steel DIN connectors 
& Shielded cables. Has these switch selectable 
options: Device 4, 5, 6 or 7; ASCII or PET ASCII; 
7-bit or 8-bit output; upper & lower case or upper 
only. Recommended by PROFESSIONAL 
SOFTWARE for WordPro 3 Plus for the 64, and 
by City Software for PaperClip. 

MW·302. • •. Canadian $1B9.95 

Micro World Electronix, Inc. 
3333 S. Wadsworth Blvd. #C105, Lakewood, CO 80227 
(303) ge7.2671 

CANAOIAN OEALERS 
ALBERTA 

Computer Shop of Calgary 
3515 18th St. S.w. 
Calgary, T2T 4T9 
(403) 243·4356 

Hindson Computer Systems, Ltd. 
7144 Fisher St. S.E. 
Calgary, T2H OW5 
(403) 252-9576 

T JB Micro Systems, Ltd. 
10991 124th St. 
Edmonton, T5M OH9 
(403) 433-3161 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Conti Electronics 
7204 Main Street 
Vancouver, V5X 3Y 4 
(604) 324-0505 

ONTARIO 
MGI Computer Corp. 
1501 Carling Ave. 
Ottawa, T1Z 7M1 
(613) 722-1000 

Richvale Telecommunications 
10610 Bayview (Bayview Plaza) 
Richmond Hill, L4C 3N8 
(416)884-4165 

SASKATCHEWAN 
Micro Shack of West Canada 
607 45th St. West 
Saskatoon, S7L 5W5 
(306) 244-6909 
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Compatible Accessories for your 
Commodore PET Computer 

INTRODUCING 
THE EASY ROM $89.00 

Allows you to run many software 
packages without opening your 
computer to change ROMs 

I AUDIO/VIDEO INTERFACE $75.00 
Utilize a remote monitor for 
screen display. Ideal for class 
instruction & demonstration 

UPGRADE KITS 
Modify your FAT40 to 80 columns 
Expand your 16K PET to 32K 
Custom EPROM chip, all parts & 
detailed instructions included 
Some simple soldering required 
Uses existing graphic keyboard 
Runs 8032 software (eg.MANAGER 
WORDPR04+ etc.)Specify ROM type 

16K to 32K 
4032 to 8032 
4016 to 8032 

$50.00 
$50.00 
$90.00 

PURCHASE PRICE FULLY REFUNDABLE 
IF RETURNED UNDAMAGED IN 14 DAYS 

Incl. $2.00 Shipping & Handling 
Allow Three Weeks for Delivery 
Ont. Residents Add 7% Sales Tax 

Mail Order Only From 

IDS ELECTRONICS INC 
1935 CARSCADDEN CHASE 

MISSISSAUGA ONTARIO L4W3R8 

"THE M~~~O~~I~~~Etr~~~~~f~.Of BMB 
"wor.dPr~ 4 ~s 11 a rerus~er~.~rad\m~ of prnfes
.. cFl~?~tf.9 ar:rrraa~'rn~1~s ~r'-cgg~od~re 'Cslness 

Mactllne td. 
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AMAZING III 
SPELLPRO 

Jim Butterfield's machine language 
spelling checker for 

Word Pro 4+ on CBM 8032 

.simple to use 

.works fast; only seconds 
to check every word on 
a full page 

.fully WordPro 4+ 
compatible for quick 
spelhng corrections 

.Use existing Word Pro 4+ 
documents to easily update 
the Spell Pro dictionary 

.up to 80,000 word dictionary 
on a CBM 8050 disk 

only S179.95 from your local Commodore dealer, 
For your nearest dealer call: 

(416) 273-6350 
PRO'LINE 

755 ft·Q·JEI~~~~~!m1'."t'i~IIT 8, 
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L 4Y 4C5 

COM"TAR AIR- SHIPPING WITHIN 2 DAYS 

VIC=2D 
16K RAM ......................................• 
CARDBOARD 13 SLOT EXP ......................... 33 
HESCARD (5 SLOT EXP) ......................••.•. 45 
VIDEOPAK (40/80 COLUMNS) ...................... 89 
VIC RABBIT (EASTERN HOUSEl ..................... 35 
HES MODEM (WITH SOFTWAREI ................. ,.. 69 
HES MON ASSEMBLER (CI ........................ 29 
DUST COVER ................................... 7 
QUICK BROWN FOX lei ........................... 54 
80 COLUMN PRINTER ............................ 225 

SHAMUS IC) S29 NEWPORT PROS TICK $25 
PROTECTOR IC) 33 8K RAM 45 
TORG IT) 5K 15 CAROETTE ICASS. INTERFACE) 33 
eHOPLIfTER IC) 33 PRINTER INTERFACE 55 
CLOUDBURST IC) 23 STARFIGHTER JOYSTICK 14 
ASTROBLITZ Ie) 31 VIDEOI'AK WITH 81( RAM 135 
ROBOT PANIC IC) 29 VIDEDPAK WITH 11K RAM 175 
DEAOL Y DUCK IC) 2B VIDEOPAK WITH 64K RAM 319 
SHARK TRAP IT) 5K 17 11502 PROF. OEV. IYS. (TI8K 23 
VICAT IT) 8K 19 TURTlE GRAI'HICS IC) 29 
HESWRITER Ie) 29 TOll MAIL LIST (TII3K 19 
VIC FORTH IC) 45 MARTIAN RAIDER IT) 51( 17 
TYPE ATTACK IC) 29 SWORD OF FARGOAL (T) 21K 23 
TRASMAN IC) 33 HOUSEHOlD FINANCE IT) 5K 28 
SPIDERS OF MARS IC) 29 MUSIC COMPOSER IC) 31 
OUTWORLD IC) 29 SKIIER ITI 5K 17 
SWARM IT) 5K 23 PINBALL IT) 5K 15 

C CARTRIDGE 0 " 0111 T " CASSETTE • MOST ITEIIS 

I"o-cy,n; ORDERS ONLY: 800-558-8803 
~JM" or IInll eIIlCk ... ...,ont .... VISA. MC 11111 

P.o. BOX 1730 GOlETA.CA93116 30ft. Shlppllll-U fer .. ttw .... ICIII III' 
(8051 964-4660 IIIrtlwar.~ &lllIlIId 11% "x. COD IIId lUG. 

Prices quoted in' U.S. dollars 



CP/M For Commodore 

Now available from our stock for the Commodore 64 and 
PET. 

COMMODORE 64 SO-COLUMN-CPM DATA 20 Z-SO VIDEO 
PAK simply plugs into the expansion port of the C-64 and 
provides both SO columns of video display and a Z-SO 
with CP/M operating system to access the vast selection 
of CP/M software. Included also is a user-friendly word 
processor. 
TOTAL COST •.• • .•.•••••••..• ••• ••••••• ~oo 

PET CP/M - 64K MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD. The 
Madison Z-RAM enables SO-column PET and SuperPet 
owner to operate virtually any CP/M based software. 
Installs in minutes without any special tools, or expertise. 
Includes extensive documentation and software. 
TOTAL COST .•••. • ••••• • •.••••••.•••.• 8995.00 

OTHER C-64NIC-20 ACCESSORIES 

1. VIC-20 4OISO COLUMN BOARD BY DATA 20 includes 
word processor; adds true word processing capability to 
VIC-20 and lets you program in 40 or SO Display/Print 
Formal 
TOTAL COST •• .•.• • ••. •• ..•••..•.•..•. .$179.00 

2. C-64 4O/SO COLUMN BOARD (Video Pak SO) similar to 
item one but with expanded word processing features 
plus mailing list program. 

TOTAL COST •• • . • • • •.•.•.•..•.•••••.•.• $279.00 

3. IEEE/RS-232 INTERFACE UNIT FOR C-64IVIC-20. 
Transparent - will not require computer memory or inter
fere with software. Manufactured by Oxford, makers of 
PETSPEED. 

TOTAL COST •.•••..•.•.•.••••.•..•.•.. .$245.00 

Software for C-64 and PET. 

More than 50 top-quality programs in stock. 

C-64 SOFTWARE 

Business: 
Accounting, for home and office; data base, W/P, mailing. 
Educational: 
C-64 BASIC tutorial, typing tutor, plus several math and 
English tutorials for pre-schooler and primary grade levels. 
Games: 
More than a dozen video arcade quality games for all age 
groups. 
Utilities: 
PETSPEED 64 compiler and editor package. 
PET software: Accounting, data base management, phar
macy system, property management, legal time & billing. 

Also PETS PEED, integer BASIC and more. Available from 
your local Commodore dealer, or if not, ask your dealer to 
get in touch with us. If all fails send cheque or visa in
formation, including tax and $3.50 for mailing to: 

All Price. Shown In Canadian Dollar. 
CONTACT YOUR COMMODORE DEALER OR 

COMPUTER WORKSHOP LTD. 
465 KING STREET EAST. UNIT 9 

TORONTO. ONT. M5A 1L6 CANADA 

PHONE (416) 366-6192 
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME . 
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COMSOFT 
Programming 

NEW 
RABBIT LOADER 

For C-64 and 3 PET upgrade and 4.0 
Programs load 8 times faster than normal, making it the 
fastest cassette loader on the market. Compare: the 1541 
disk drive loads an 8K program 20 sec.; Rabbit Loader 
will take 21 sec. Comes on a ROM chip. ready to install in 
your computer's ROM socket 

$35.00 U.s. $43.00 Cdn. 

SPIID DIMON 
Integer Basic Compiler. Compiled Subset of BASIC. Runs 
up to 50 times faster. For ALL 32K PETS and C-64s with 
tape drive. 

$30.00 U.s. 837.00 Cdn. 

Send cheque or money order to: 

COM SOFT PROGRAMMING 
P.O.Box 51 

ARVA. ONT. CAN. 
NOM 1CO 

. add $2.00 shipping and handling 
ant. Residents add 7% sales tax. 

• 
For your Commodore 64 

For only $12.95 each, our CURSOR 
64 tapes are your best buy for the 
Commodore 64. They take advantage 
of the color, sound, and sprites that 
make the 64 such a delight to use. 
Most of our packages include three 
excellent Basic programs on one cas
sette tape. The programs are not copy 
protected, so you can look at the 
source code, and learn how to make 
the 64 do its tricks. 

We don't have room to describe all 
25 of our CURSOR 64 programs here. 
As a sample, you may want to order 
tape 64-5 with the exciting Godzilla 
program. YOU'll be challenged as you 
try to save Tokyo from from the ram
paging Godzilla. Or try tape 64-3 with 
the popular Miser text adventure that 
will take you hours to solve (even if you 
cheat and read the program source). 

We have super programs for the 
VIC 20, such as Dungeon ($12.95), a 
visual adventure for 16K VICs. Our 
VIXEL programs are also popular with 
VIC owners. And, we still sell all 30 of 
the original CURSOR cassettes for the 
original PET and CBM. 

Call or write for a catalog today. Be 
sure and tell uswhetheryou have a 64, 
a VIC, or a PET. We welcome credit 
cards, and ship most orders the same 
day they are received. Dealer inquiries 
invited. 

CURSOR 64, Box 6905 
Santa Barbara, CA 93110 

805-683-1585 
Prices in U.S. dollars 

1 6502 ·1 I MACHINE LANGUAGE WORKSHOP I 
,- Sheridan College is again hosting its popular two day workshop on 6502 Assembly I 
_ Language programming for the Pet, Apple, and Atari computers. Participants will -
,- study the conceptual foundations of machine language programming, learn the most ,
_ useful commands in the 6502 instruction set, and write working assembly language _ 

subroutines and programs. All computer time and manuals are provided for this ~ 
,~ intensive two day course. The only prerequisite is an elementary knowledge of , 
_ BASIC programming. __ 

I Topics in the course include: I 
I~ I. Machine Language: An Introduction to the Naked ,-
_ Chill 

II. Hexadecimals: I Wish I Was Sixteen Again 

I~ III. The 6502 Registers: Barney Does His Boring Job ,-_ 
_ (and Does It Again) 
- IV. The 6502 Instruction Set: Tiny Commands For ,-I Total Control 
_ V. Assembling and Disassembling: Putting It _ 
,- Together and Taking It Apart ,-
_ VI. First 6502 Programs: Life in the Fast. Lane _ 

,- The instructor for the course is Kern Luther, Ph.D., a teacher in the Computer ,
_ Studies Program at Sheridan College. In addition to teaching programming at _ 

SheriQan, he has several years experience in writing and publishing commercial -t programs for the major microcomputing systems. , 

- Tne workshop will be held at the Oakville Campus on September 10-11 1983. The ,-

'

fee is $150 for the two days (including. lunch). Further information may be 
: obtained by calling the Sheridan col1egE!~c~ool of Computer Studies at :: 
• 416-845-9430" 416-823-9730, or 416-632-7081, ext 142. J 
~()~I)~I)~()~()~() __ () __ () __ () __ () __ () __ () __ () __ () __ () __ () __ () __ ()--(I 
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. COMMODORE . 
The Fence Comes Down 

Between Business And Education 
The fence between the 

school and the commercial area 
had been practically like the 
Berlin wall. But now. there Is an 
open gate and a new stone 
pathway. 

It was In part. of course. 
their very proximity that led to 
the initial co-operation but it 
was the advent of the micro-co
mputer that provided the neces
sary catalyst. Here. as undoub
tedly elsewhere. the closed fence 
had stood for many years. 

It is a synergism that has 
proved very beneficial to both of 
the parties involved and may 
well serve as a model for such 
co-operation elsewhere. The 
business (In this case ATe> 
provides the equipment and 
technical expertise. The school 
provides the space and 
teachers. Both the business and 
the school gain use of the 

Fence cutting ceremony between RYe (Richvale Telecom
munications) and OUr Lady of Help of Christiana separate 8ChooL 

created lab. one for teaching 
the school's students and the 
other for conducting commercial 
classes. 

In this case. use of the ter
minals cost the school $1 per 
terminal hour but. in considera
tion of the dramatic drop we 
have seen In computer prices In 
the last few weeks. the 
economic feasibility for similar 
arrangements elsewhere must be 
even greater. 

The innovative spirit of men 
like Peter Smith. the owner of 
ATC. and Paul Brand. the prin
cipal at Our Lady of Help of 
Christians Separate School. and 
their willingness to share their 

. experience and Insights with 
. ~. ..-. . . . others are doing as much to . 
Peter Smith (owner of RYC) and Paul Brand (principal of OUr Lady of Help spread the oeneflts of the 
of Christians) shake hands through the new gate. micro-computer revolution as the 

developments In the hardware ItseH. 
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SIMONS BASIC 
by Dr. Efraim Halfon 

When a 16 year-old teenager bought 
his Commodore 64 in England he wondered 
why Commodore had not provided a BASIC 
language that could handle high resolution 
graphics. musiC and text rather than having 
to rely on PEEK's and POKE's. He then 
set to work and developed over 100 new 
BASIC commands for the C-64. This addi
tion will provide Commodore users with 
programming capabilities better than those 
available on the Radio Shack Colour com
puter and Texas Instruments among others 
personal computers. ThIs new BASIC will be 
marketed this summer. July or August. In 
cartridge form by Commodore for a price 
of about 100 - 150 Cdn. dollars. As men
tioned above the software was developed In 
England but the final debugging is taking 
place In Toronto. Canada. Thus. I was able 
to obtain a preliminary version for review a 
few months before official marketing. 

The extra commands of SIMONS BASIC 
fall into twelve broad areas. The attached 
table 1. shows an abbreviated description 
of all commands. The programming aids 
facilitate BASIC programming. for example 
AUTO automatically generates program line 
numbers and RENUMBER automatically 
renumbers all the program lines. This 
renumbering does not Include the GOTO or 
GOSUB numbers but SIMONS BASIC has the 
capability of calling subroutines by name 
(PROC command) and therefore this is not 
a problem. In the subroutines. variables 
may be made LOCAL so that the same 
name can be used as In the main program 
without having to change variables' names 
In the subroutine. The GLOBAL command 
restores the original values to local 
variables. The MERGE command can be 
used to merge two programs. one In 
memory and one saved on disk or tape. 
The OPTION 10 command highlights 
SIMONS BASIC commands while the program 
Is listing. The OPTION command only works 
with the .parameter 10 .and other numbers 
do not seem to tllake any difference. The 
KEY command enables the user to program 
the function keys quIte easily. I liked this 
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Burlington, Ont. 
feature very much since it makes program
ming much easier and concise. 

In addition. to programming aids there 
are program debugging aids such as the 
command TRACE that displays on sthe 
screen the number of the program line 
being executed. The command DUMP dis
plays values of all non-array variables. 
These debugging aids are quite useful. For 
security minded programmers the command 
DISAPA marks lines that should not be lis
ted. The command SECURE executes the 
security part and lines marked for security 
can never be listed. The manual suggests 
that the programmer keeps for his own 
safety a non protected version. The only 
disadvantage I found Is that all lines that 
need to be protected must be marked with 
DISAPA. which for some users. may be the 
whole program. 

Character strings can be manipulated 
with the INSERT. INST. PLACE. DUP and 
CENTRE commands. Other commands such 
as INKEY and FETCH provide control over 
which inputs can be accepted by the 
program. All these commands Improve 
programming flexibility. For mathematical 
programs six new commands. MOD. DIV. 
FRAC. %. $ and EXOR can be useful. 
However. I do not expect that the average 
user would have much use for MOD and 
DIV (see Table l>but they are nice to have 
for programmers accustomed. for example, 
to FORTRAN. 

Two disk commands DISK and DIR are 
also provided. The DISK command saves 
the effort of programming the OPEN. 
PRINT# and CLOSE commands when some 
disk operations are required. Thus, disk In
Itialization. formatting and file scratching 
can be performed with one command. The 
DIR command enables all. or a selective 
part. of a diskette directory to be displayed 
on the screen. This command replaces the 
LOAD "$",8 command. 

The high resolutlot'l graphiCS commands 



COMMODORE-64 
are really excellent but for a lack of con
sistency on parameter order in the various 
commands. <Table 2). The high resolution 
commands allow standard high resolution 
and multi-colour modes. 

In high resolution the screen Is 320 
pixels wide and 200 long. In multi-colour 
mode 160 pixels wide and 200 long. Plot
ting and background colours can be chosen 
and changed rapidly and easily. the HIRES 
and MULTI commands allow a rapid change 
between standard high resolution and multi
colour. Different parts of the screen can be 
in different colours and different modes. In 
high resolution mode different colours can 
be programmed in different parts of the 
screen so that high resolution plots with 
several colours are possible. Several stan
dard geometrical fl94res can be plotted on 
the screen. rectangles. circular shapes and 
shapes of any forni. Once drawn. these 
shapes can be PAINTed. The high resolu
tion Screen can also Include text and the 
CHAR and TEXT commands print characters 
and character strings on the graphic 

PEEKed. thus the inability of saving a 
screen. The rest of SIMONS BASiC is in 
the 8K reserved for the cartridge and in 
the RAM under the regular BASIC ROM. 
Thus. SIMONS BASIC only reduces the 
regular BASiC memory by 8K. Quite an 
accomplishment! 

Not all graphics commands are for the 
high resolution screen. some are for the 
low resolution screen. For example the 
FLASH command flashes screen colours at 
variable speeds. from very slow to madden
ingly fast. The same is valid for the border 
colour (BFLASH). The FCHR. FCOl. FILL. 
MOVE. and INV commands are used to fill 
areas of the screen with characters and 
colours and to move data from one part of 
the screen to another. I really enjoyed the 
SCROll commands. The user can define 
severai windows and in each window scroll
ing is allowed up. down. right and left. On 
a screen all four scrolling directions can 
take place simultaneously. Visually the 
scrolling capability is excellent. 

screen. respectively. The CSET command Sprites and special characters can be 
with option 2 allows the display of the last easily programmed with the nine special 
high resolution screen; this feature is quite . commands. Sprites can be created within a 
useful for games. program. stored and modified. User's 

The only problem that I find Is that 
the user can not save on disk a high 
resolution screen once this is programmed. 
In fact. SIMONS BASIC could be used to 
program fast arcade games which require 
several high resolution screens. At present 
only the last one can be Immediately 
recalled with the command CSET 2. If 
another screen is needed In a game. It 
must be drawn anew. Drawing Is fast but 
not immediate as It is required in an ar
cade style game. For example. when I was 
Introduced to SIMONS BASIC the first time. 
It took me only about three minutes .to 
program a high resolution screen for a 
game. which previously took me over' ten 
agonizing hours with regular BASIC and 
PEEKs and POKEs. Unfortunately I could 
not take it home with me and this was 
disappointing. The fact is that to save· 
memory space most of the RAM memory 
used is under ROM. For example. the high 
resolution screen is under the kernal. this 
memory area can only be POKEd but not 

specific graphic characters can also be 
easily programmed. Even if several software 
programs now exist on public domain to 
produce sprites. it is useful to have 
specific commands that can be easily used 
within a program. SIMONS BASIC also in
cludes four structured programming com
mands. such as IF THEN ELSE. REPEAT 
UNTil and lOOP. The structured program
ming part also includes commands which 
prevent a BASIC program to crash by trap
ping program errors. ON ERROR GOTO. fOr 
example. helps In program debugging. 

The five music commands are all that 
music programmers want. to compose 
simple and . complex melodies. No more 
PEEKs and POKEs and complex calculations 
to produce the appropriate notes with the 
appropriate tempo (the function keys take 
care of all timing and note duration). With 
SIMONS BASIC music composition was in
stantly open to me. The only objection that 
i have Is that perhaps the commands. 
especially the MUSIC command. are too 
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sOphisticated. To play music the average 
user may want to use the public domain 
programs ORGAN and PIANO. The latter 
one especially allows one to play the 
melody and save automatically the notes on 
disk or tape. With the MUSIC command all 
notes and the duration of each note within 
each voice must be Individually programmed 
and entered through the keyboard. However. 
for specialized applications and games 
where music Is Important. then the MUSIC 
commands are excellent. For example the 
PLAY command can be used to play the 
music while the program continues Its ex
ecution or to stop the program execution 
until the music Is finished. PLAY 2 and 
PLAY 1 respectively. I did not find much 
use for PLAY O. which supposedly stops the 
music. but the last note continues on. 
When I wanted the music stopped In a 
program I preferred to use the VOL 0 command. 

Finally. four commands. PENX. PENY. POT 
and JOY allow a program to read the 
coordinates of a light pen. the resistance 
of the paddle and the direction of the 
joystick. These commands greatly simplify 
programming games and graphic applications. 

Overall I found SIMONS BASIC a very 
good addition to the BASIC commonly 
provided with the C-64. From now on com
plex programs can be developed in BASIC 
since the execution of most commands Is 
at machine language speed. 

The programming and debugging aids 
are quite easy to learn and use and I par
ticularly enjoyed working with high resolution 
graphiCS with an ease never before ob
tained on the C-64. While SIMONS BASIC 
will be marketed by Commodore I under
stand that several Independent software 
firms have their own versions of BASIC 
that they plan to market soon. Some will 
have some features similar to those of 
SIMONS BASIC. probably for high resolution 
graphiCS and music. but I expect that few 
will have all the comprehensive commands 
that this package has. My recommendation 
would be to use it only If you can use the 
special capabilities. That is if you do not 
particularly enjoy POKElng and PEEKing. 
and if you want to reduce your program
ming time several folds. such as happened 
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to me. A reduction of from ten hours to a 
few minutes Is probably worth the expense 
of the cartridge. the manual Is very well 
written. comprehensive and with several ex
amples. The error messsages are clear and 
Informative. 

TABLE:1: SIMONS' BASIC Commands 

Programming Aids: 

KEY to assign a command to a function key 

AUTO automatically generates program line numbers 
at a specified interval 

RENUMBER automatically renumbers all the program lines 

PAUSE 

LIM 

OGOTO 

RESET 

MERGE 

PAGE 

pause number of seconds 

to determine the number of the screen line 
on which the cursor is positioned 

to compute the line number to which the 
program should branch 

to move data pointers to a specified line of data 

to merge two programs 

to divide a program listing into "pages" of n 
lines 

OPTION 10 to highlight SIMONS BASIC command while 
program is listed on the screen 

DELAY 

FINO 

to vary the rate of scrolling of a program 
listing 

. to search a BASIC program for a character 
string on display line where it occurs 

Program Debugging Aids and Program Security 

TRACE to display the number of the program line 
• being excuted 

RETRACE to resume tracing after editing a program 

DUMP to display values of all non-array variables 

COLO resets the C-64 to the start ot SIMONS BASIC 

OLD rev~rs~ NEW command 

DlSAPA to indicate- t",t the CQde in a program line is 
to be hidden 

SECURE to hide all program lines beginning with DISAPA 

input validation and text manipulation commands: 

INSERT 

INST 

to insert one character string into another 

to overwrite a string beginning at a specified 
position 



PLACE 

DUP 

CENTRE 

USE 

PRINT AT 

FETCH 

INKEY 

ON KEY 

DISABLE 

RESUME 

COMMODORE-64 
to determine the position of a string within a ARC 
string 

to duplicate a character string n times 

to centre a character string on a screen line 

ANGl 

PAINT 

BLOCK 
to format numeric data, i.e. to align decimal 
points DRAW 

to print a character string at a specified ROT 
location 

to limit the type and number of characters 
tor user input 

to test for a function key input 

to branch to a specific point in a program 

to terminate ON KEY command 

CSET 

CHAR 

TEXT 

COlOR 

to draw an arc of a circular shape 

To draw the radius of a circle 

to fill an enclosed area with colour 

to draw a fully shaded block of colour 

to design a shape of any form 

to rotate a shape 

to select one of the character sets or recall 
and display the last high resolution screen 

to print single characters on a graphic screen 

to print a character string on a graphic screen 

to set screen background low resolution 

to reinstate ON KEY command 
Screen Manipulation 

arithmetic operators; FLASH to flash a screen colour at variable speeds 

MOO(x.Y) 

DIV(x,y) 

FRAC 

% 

$ 

to return the remainder when one integer is 
divided by another 

to return the largest integer which. when 
multiplied by y is equal or less than x 

to return the fraction part of a number 

binary to decimal conversion 

hexadecimal to decimal conversion 

EXOR to perform exclusive OR between two numbers 

Diskette commands: 

DISK 

OIR 

graphics: 

HIRES 

REC 

UUlTI 

LOW COL 

HI COL 

PlOT 

TEST 

UNE 

CIRCLE 

to open a diskette channel and then close it 
when the operation is executed 

to list some or all of a diskette directory 

to initialize high resolution graphics mode 
and select plotting colour and screen back
ground colour 

to draw a rectangle 

to initialize multi-colour graphics mode and 
select three plotting colours 

to change plotting colours 

to revert back to originally selected plotting 
colours 

to plot a dot 

to return the state of a screen location. dot 
plotted or not 

plot a line 

to plot a circular shape 

OFF to turn off FLASH 

BFLASH to flash border screen at variable speeds 

BFLASH 0 to turn off BFLASH 

FCHR 

FCOl 

FilL 

MOVE 

INV 

Scrolling: 

to fill an area of the screen with a character 

to change a character colour 

to fill a defined area on the screen with a 
specific character in a particular colour 

to duplicate a section of screen data on 
another part of the screen 

to inverse a specifed screen area 

LEFT, RIGHT, to scroll an area of the screen within a win
UP DOWN dow in any direction. Also several parts of 

, the screen can scroll in different directions 
at the same time 

SCRSV 

SCALD 

COPY 

to store data from a low resolution screen on 
disk or tape 

to display screen data previously stored 

to produce a hard copy of a graphic screen 

HROCPV ~ low resolution screen data 

Sprite and User-defined Graphics 

DESIGN to allocate memory space for a MOB (move-
. able object block or a sprite) 

@ to set up the design grid for MOB 

CMOB to set up colours for multi-colour MOB 

MOB SET to set a MOB. i.e. MOB initialization 

MMOB to display and/or move a MOB 
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RLOC MOB to move a MOB between two screen locations music commands: 

MOB OFF 

MEM 

DESIGN 

to clear a MOB from the screen 

to move a character from ROM to RAM 

allocate memory for characters defined by user 

Structured Programming: 

IF THEN ELSE If condition THEN true: ELSE false 

REPEAT UNTIL REPEAT loop UNTIL condition is met 

RCOMP to re-execute latest IF THEN ELSE test 

LOOP EXIT LO()P program loop EXIT IF condition 
true ENDToop 

Program Procedures: to call subroutines by 
name rather than number 

PROC to label program subroutine 

END PROC end of a procedure (subroutine) 

CALL 

EXEC 

LOCAL 

GLOBAl 

call procedure name, to continue program ex
ecution from a specified line of code 

to call a program routine and return to the 
line following the call when the procedure 
has been completed 

to assign variables to specific program routine 

to restore original values to local variables 

ON ERROR GOTO line number traps program errors 

NO ERROR disables ON ERROR GOTO command 

OUT to re-enable "64" error handling routines 

VOL 

WAVE 

volume level 

to set music voice type, synchronization and 
ring modulation 

to define shape of sound played, attack, 
ENVELOPE decay sustain and release 

MUSIC 

PLAY 

to compose music and save notes 

to play the music 

read functions: 

l PENX 

PENY 

POT 

JOY 

x coordinate of light pen 

'I coordinate of light pen 

returns resistance of paddle 0-255 

test direction of joystick 

error messages: 

SIMONS BASIC has nine error messages to 
point out specific mistakes. 

TABLE 2 SIMONS BASIC Graphic Commands in High Resolution and Low Resolution Modes. 

Svntax of Text Commands 

Scroll A Window 
UPB TR, LC, Width, Depth 

SIMONS BASIC 

TR ---

LC 
I 

I 

I(X,V) 

-I WINDOW 

~ WIDTH ~ 

l' 
DEPTH 

~ 

Similarly for UPW, LEFTB, LEFTW, RIGHTB, RIGHTW, DOWNB, DOWNW 

NOTE: X =LC 

Y =TR 

Note: The first two parameters are the coordinates of the top left corner of the window in reversed 
order. 
Reverse A Window 
INV TR, LC, Width, Depth 
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COMMODORE-64 
Fill A Window With Colour 
FCOL TR, LC, Width, Depth, Colour 

Fill A Window With A Character 
FCHR TR, LC, Width, Depth, Character 

Fill A Window With A Character In A Specific Colour 
FilL TR, LC, Width, Depth, Character, Colour 

Move A Window 
MOVE TR, LC, Width, Depth, Destination Row, Destination Column 

Flashing 
FLASH Colour, Speed [OFF turns flashing off] 

BFLASH Speed, colour1, Colour2 [BFLASH 0 turns flashing off] 

Print At A Specific SPOt 
PRINT AT(x.y)"text" etc. 

Syntax of Hires commands 

Plot Types 

HIRES MODE: 0 =clear dot 
1 =plot dot 

MULTI-COLOUR MODE: 0 =clear dot 

2 =reverse dot 

Turn On High Resolution Graphics 
HIRES Plotting Colour, Background colour 

Change to Multi-Colour Mode 
MULTI Colour1, Colour2, Colour3 

Change colour Registers 
LOW COL Colour 1, Colour2, Colour3 

1 =plot dot(coI.1) 
2 =plot dot (col. 2,) 
3 =plot dot (col. 3) 
4 =inverse dot col. 

- In HIRES mode, colour 2 should be the same as the background colour, otherwise the entire 8x8 block in which 
plotting takes place gets changed to colour2. (This can sometimes be useful, e.g. drawing a solid 'thick' border). 

- In MULTI-COLOUR mode, colour1 corresponds to plot type 1, colour2 corresponds to plot type 2, and colour3 cot
responds to plot type 3. 

Restore Original Plotting colours 
HI COL 

Draw A Rectangle 
REC x,y, Width, Depth, Plot Type 

Plot A Single Point 
PLOT x,y, Plot Type 

Test to See If A Specific Pixel Is On 
TEST(x,y) [0 =pixel off: 1 =pixel on] 

Draw A Line 
LINE X, y, Xl' y" Plot Type 

(x,y) 

DEPTH 

WIDTH 
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Draw A Circle 
CIRCLE X. y, x,R' YR' Plot Type 

Note: 
For a true circle xR should equal 1.3xy R 

Draw An Arc 
ARC x.y, Starting Angle, ending Angle, Increment, x R' y R' Plot Type 

Note: Angles are measured clockwise with 0 degrees being straight up. 

Paint A Region 

PAINT x.y, Plot Type 

Draw A Block 

(x.y) 

(x.y) 
BLOCK x,y, x1 'Y1 ,Plot Type 

Draw A Shape 
DRAW "shape string",x, y, Plot Type 

ROT Rotation Number, Size. [Rotation Number - rotates in steps of 45 degrees.] 

Print text On Hires Screen 

TEXT X. y, " 

CTRL A =uppercase/graphics 

CTRL B =upperllower case 

character string", Plot Type, Size, Increment 

Biography 

am a research scientist with the Federal 
Government I have been a member of TPUG since 
November 1982 and have bought a C-64 in March, 1983. 
In my work I use mainframe computers to develop simula
tion models describing the fate of toxic substances in the 
aquatic environment, Lake Ontario and the Niagara River. I 
have used my C-64 to teach my wife and children about 
computers. I am a heavy user of the public domain educa
tional programs provided by Commodore. 
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CALENDAR OF TPUG EVENTS 
*: FALL SCHEDULE * 

CENTRAL CHAPTER - Leaside High 
School. Bayview & Eglinton Aves. at 
7:30 p.m. In the auditorium (tentative) 
for PET/CBM/SuperPet 

Wed. Sept. 14 
Wed. Oct. 12 
Wed. Nov. 9 
Wed. Dec. 14 

VIC 20 CHAPTER - York Public 
library. 1745 Egllnton Ave. W.. (just 
east of Dufferln) at 7:30 p.m. in the 
auditorium 

Tue. Sept. 6 
Tue. Oct. 4 
Tue. Nov. 8 
Tue. Dec. 6 

NOTE: New location and date for 
VIC 20 meetlng.lf driving (whether from 
the east or the west>. approach the 
parking via the street east of the 
library (Glenholme). and keep bearing 
to the right. The parking lots for the 
library and for the separate school are 
both right behind the library. Both park
Ing lots should be available. 

Commodore 64 CHAPTER - Earl 
Halg S.S.. Kenneth & Princess Aves. (6 
blocks north of Sheppard. 2 blocks 
east of Yonge) at 7:30 p.m. in the 
auditorium 

Tue. Sept. 20 
Mon. Oct. 31 
Wed. Nov. 30 

WESTSIDE CHAPTER - (tentatively 
booked at) Sheridan College. Trafalgar 
Rd.. Oakville at 7:00 p.m. In the 
cafeteria for PET/CBMNIC 20/Comm
odore 64 

Wed. Sept. 21 
Wed. Oct. 19 
Wed. Nov. 16 
Wed. Dec. 21 

MACHINE LANGUAGE CHAPTER 
(6502) - Call Jim Carswell at 416/531-
9909 for additional Information. 

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING 
Thursday. October 6.at leas ide High 
School. Bayview & Eglinton Aves. at 
7:30 p.m. In the auditorium. Regular 
members are voting members. 

TPUG ASSOCIATE CLUB CHAPTER 
MEETINGS 

PET Educators Group <Windsor) 
meets at Windsor Separate 

School Board Media Centre. 1485 
Janette Ave. on the 3rd Wednesday of 
each month (not July & August> at 7:00 
p.m. 

Contact John Moore. 519-948-5327 

london Commodore Users Club -
meets at Althouse College of Education 
on the last Monday of each month at 
7:00 p.m. 

Contact Dennis Trankner 
519-681-5059 

Genesee County Area Pet Users 
Group 

- meets at Bentley High School on 
Belsay Rd. on the 3rd Thursday of 
each month at 7:00 p.f!l. 

Contact Gordon Ha'ie 
313-239-13669 

VIC 20/Commodore 64 Assembly 
language and Communtcatlons Group -
Earl Halg S.S .. · Kenneth & Princess 
Aves. (6 blocks north of Sheppard. 2 
blocks east of Yonge) at 7:30 p.m. In 
the auditorium 

Mon. Sept. 12 
Wed. Oct. 5 
Wed. Nov. 5 
Thr. Dec. 1 

Correction 
In TPUG's Information Package, in the last 

issue, Mike Donegan's 'phone number should have 
read (416) 639-0329 
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TPUG MEMBERS 
Our club is growing and we need more volunteer workers . 

• We need volunteers to document all the programs 

• We need more writers for The Torpet . 

• We need presenters for the various meetings . 

• And, of course, we need you to keep sending in those programs 

for the public domain library . 

• We need a person in the Toronto area with P.R. experience 

to help develop ads, promotional literature, image material, etc. 

No matter where you live you can help organize new chapters, 

write for The Torpet, document existing disks, and submit 

new programs. 

page 84 

Think! What can you do for the club? 

Write or call the office and give us your help. 

Giant Fall Membership Drive 
Enroll four new TPUG 
members and receive a 
free disk or tape from 
the library. Just fillout 
the new members 
names. addresses. phone 
numbers and type of 
computer on a sheet of 
paper and enclose your 
check to pay $20 for 
each new member. Also 
specify your type of 
computer and whether 

disk or tape so we can 
send you the correct 
tape or disk. 

If you live In the 
Tqronto . area you may 
bnng prospective mem
bers as guests FREE 
one time only to a 
September meeting. 

Its your club. Help make 

it grow! * 
* 
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§ § 
§ IS § pays 
§ 

I $20.00 I § ~ § § 
~8 § li per page 8 

I .------------, I 
I~ss ~!~~!~~~~!~~~ I: 

Now that The T orpet is twice the s ize ~ 
I we need twice as many articles. I 
I I I Horning's Mills, Ontario LON 1 JO I 
8 Canada 

~ ~ I OR CALL (519) 925-5376 
§ 
~ § 
§ 

I CARTOONISTS 
~ I We are especially looking for a cartoonist 
§ 
§ to draw a regular monthly strip. 
~ § 
§ 
~ .L. ....... ~ ............................ ..oC"'~ ........................................................ ~....o--~ .............. ...ooo-.............. ~~ ....... ....ocooocc~ccoc:aooot1M} 
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world of 
cOITln1odore 
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE. TORONTO 
DEC. 8-11. 1983 

The World of Commodore is being presented 
by Commodoret8commerJl()~~!etheir 25th 
an n iV~IsarY: ltisJherir~t~I~""()()~FI'19~()Ee 
shoWiev~r .hel~ in GanaDa,' andw;It tilring···· 

, ... buYer§flocking tq.exal1line ~nd purcha~e . 
your products. . , . . 

:' ,~, ,':";<" ,'A,'orldpftommpfiore. re~Jeser1t$ a trern~P9.2\t§ .. ... . 
, ' ", ,,;:::'<-~ "' :: scil'e§ qpportunity for retailers Clnd distriputors . 

"" ' ' ... /~' dfpraducts and ser;vices relati~g to « '. 
:[.~\"'· 60mniodore computer~. It is Y04~oPPor1149ity 

,':" ., f;:"~:to, inftoduCe 'your products andservice§t9 ,\' 
" .,:,;:,,)':J)\fef' 35,000 interested buyers. . " , <; ...... . 

. : ,~/'.~~>~: ;/:~-~~ ,:.t _, , .•.. '.:, ~. • :: _ _ . . :::.' _ ,. , .' 

, ::::::"'<".:\:\::, The,World of Com modo rEf is design~;id 
;V ;r« . specifically to appea1tp the,interestsof 

'present and ;,potential~ommodore ciwner'~j~~ ' i< 
Commodore' dealers looking for new prod~~t$ ..... .. '. 
to sell, and tf)~::t~our needs as an eXhi~i}e~ .• i .. 

' f)ecember ~-n, 19~3, The International~.~q~re 
6900 Airport Road, (~erryangAirp~r:t '3()ag) · 
;rroronto,Ontario,CaFiada " . 

For more information contact: 
Cameron MacO.onaid or Debbie Bannon 

. t-iunterNlchots·'np., i~@1 . Pr09reSSAv~~~(;l, , 
, .• ~ Scarborough, OnfElfio'. Mj·1;i 2W7 CCl",~ija 

' ~~16) 439-4140 
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COMMODORE 

WORLD OF COMMODORE 
Big Toronto Commodore Show Planned 

It will be called World of Commodore. 
It will be a Commodore only show held in 
Toronto to celebrate Commodore's 25th an
niversary and It will be BIG. And you will 
be hearing a lot more about it before It 
happens. 

The show Is scheduled for December 
8-11 at The International Centre (out by 
the airport). All the exhibitors have not 
been lined up as yet, so If you produce a 
Commodore only product you should either 
contact the show producer, Hunter Nichols 
Inc.. 721 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, 
Ontario. M1H 2W7 Canada (416) 439-4140. 
or you should make arrangements with 

I I 

a hapo I ;~ -- j 

some scheduled exhibitor to become your 
~ distributor. 

The show prospectus points out that by 
the time of the show there will be over 
100.000 Commodore owners within a fifty 
mile radius of the show facility. and 
prospective attendance also includes many 
more prospective Commodore owners. 
There are also over 700 Commodore 
dealers in Canada and many of these will 
be attending the show as guests rather 
than as exhibitors. 

Show attendance Is expected to be in 
excess of 35.000. Now, if just half of them 
will Join TPUG--. 

liE BAliS AS FAte AS lIi~ ~dA/~&IZHg; ;,t~,1r5 6()rN IJ~~N ~~Ptll(t£) 
BY A Cc»lPOT6"4 ! 
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HELP! 
00 you have anything tor this column? The three 

headings are: (1) Helpful Hints (2) Who's Got the Answer? 
and (3) "PET" Pals Wanted. Just send your contributions 
(Including answers to any questions which have appeared) 
to: 

Toronto PEl USers Group 
Dept. Help 
1912A Avenue ReI.. ste. 1 
ToronID, Ontario M5M 4Al 
Please let us Icnow if you wish ,.,..,. lui ...,... pubIiIhed. 

HELPFUL HINTS 

If . you find that after you clear the disk drive please note that drive 0 cannot 
screen on your Commodore 64. poking the be write-protected becaus.e the system uses 
screen memory does not' produce anything that drive. 
you can see. then try the following: 

Poke the background colour to the 
same as the current character colour. 

Print Clear/Home 
Poke the background colour back to what 
you want it to be. 

Some of the programs on the "K" disks 
may need this modification for newer 
models Of the Commodore 64. 

Commodore Canada 
& 

David Williams 
Toronto. Ontario 

If you want to Initialize your disk un
der 4.0 without typing In the usual tWO-line 
command. simply do a directory command. 

People using the Mupet 2 with a 4040 

A Krause .1083 
Saskatoon. Saskatchewan 

For those who have TPUG \ Utilities 
. disk #7. I believe there Is an error' In the 

"FIXFllE" program. line 1480 should read-
IF PEEK (216»20 then-----I.e. the bracket 
after the 216 Is missing. 

Donald E. King .0859 
Kittery. Maine 

Make sure you give all your flies dif
ferent secondary addresses. If you don't 
you'll find all kinds of confusion happening. 

David Williams .1058 
Toronto. Ontario 

PET PALS WANTED 

I am after a "CBM 8032/SuperPet Pal 
Interested in electronics and of course the 
8032/SP9000. I will answer all those who 
write. My disk unit Is an 8050. I would also 
like to get In contact with any of the Ger
man TPUG members as I can understand & 
read Deutsch. 

Rob Kobenter .5897 
4068 Borden St. 

Victoria. British Columbia V8X 2G 1 

for machine language and advanced 
programmers. Is there anyone Interested In 
helping to write or publish It? 

Daniel Blngamon 
Batavia. Ohio 

I am interested In communicating with 
anybody who has software for the SSE 
Softbox CPM version 2.2 

A. Krause .1083 
1611 Arlington Ave. 

am In the process of writing a book Saskatoon. Saskatchewan S7H 2Y6 

><><X><X>OOOO<> 
WHO'S GOT THE ANSWER? 

I'm looking for a terminal package 
with upload/download capabilities for the VIC 
or 64. I Intend to hook Into the US Postal 
Service. Can you help? 
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Steve Zwlllick .3103 
42-07 220 Street 

Bayside. New York. NY 11361 
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I am 100Ung for a good. cheap 
RS232C modem. What hardware modem 
works best with Mr. Punter's "TERMINAL" 
software which I have? 

R. W. Kobenter .5897 
Victoria. British Columbia 



HELP! 
When I purchased my Commodore 64. 

the bonus demonstration disk for the 1541 
Included a program called "1541 BACKUp· 
by Michael Schoff (v1.0>. There are no in
structions with the program and as a 
result I have been unable to use It. 
RUNning the program results in 6 boxes 
being displayed on the screen beginning 
with "BACKUP COMMAND" and a flashing 
cursor. Does anyone know where to go from 
here? 

Alan D. Tomlin .6045 
London. Ontario 

I would appreciate It. If someone In 
the group would recommend a printer in
terface to enable me to get screen dumps 
of HI-RES graphics on my Commodore 64. 

Ronald Miller .7653 
Sault Ste. Marie. Ontario 

I own a C-64 with a 1541 disk drive. 
Trying to find out how to make my disks 
auto-boot. I discovered that the September 
1982 Compute carried an article on Comm
odore Automatic disk boot. I tried to find 
this Issue at the university library or at a 
newsstand but In vain. How does one go 
about formatting a disk so that it will auto
boot on the C-64 with a 1541 disk drive? 

Rlno Clarlzlo .5568 
Montreal. Quebec 

A program that have written 
generates considerable text--as many as 10 
lines. I have no way of knowing at what 
point the printer (VIV 152&) will come to 
the end of a line. Yet. I would like to 
double-space the printed text. 

David Handelsman .6711 
1305 Robbins Ave. 

I am particularly interested in in
formation on the KMMM Pascal for Wilserv 
Industries. Can anyone help? 

Suzy Fox-Menhart 118905 
Stlerstat. West Germany 

Could someone help me with the fol
lowing difficulties: 

1) How do I get the PET ICBM to use 
the VIC 20 and Commodore 64 goodies 
such as the Speak Easy or other speech 
syntheslsers? 

2) What Is the difference between the 
pin configurations of Commodore 641VIC 
20?PET?CBM user port? 

3) How do I get the PET ICBM to scroll 
horizontally and watch programs as they 
are loaded from disk or tape. 

4) How do I build a 4K eprom 
programmer for the PET ICBM. The June 
1982 issue 25 of Compute has an article 
for a PET eprom programmer for a 2K 
2716 eprom. If anyone could advise how I 
could modify the circuit and software to 
accommodate a 4K 2532 eprom. I would 
greatly appreciate your help. 

George Lim Hock Seng 1# 2693 
Singapore 

Can you name me a good book 
about building a data base with relative 
files on disk for the Commodore 64 with 
the 1541 disk drive? 

Adrlen Goyette .8809 
Vassan. Quebec 

Regarding the Sprite Editor on a disk 
recently ordered. I can't figure out how 

to use. Can someone provide some clues? 
Everett A. Goodwin III .6017 

Manassas. Virginia 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19111 ,...-------__________ --. 

Is there any way I could obtain In
formation on how some of the programs on 
club disks work. In particular. the utilities 
and languages? Some programs have 
documentation but others (esp. FORTH) 
come with nothing. Any Information would 
be greatly appreciated. 

David Zacharuk .2557 
Saint John. New Brunswick 

PUN-shment 
Glasses filled with HOMEBREW cause the 

hacker and program to get LOADED at the 
same time. 

If a PET Is DOWN. It's out of SORTS. 

If It's at a critical time then It's 
definitely a NINCOMPtJ-TERCnlncompooter) 

Will too many COLO STARTS give your 
PET frost-BYTE? 

a Ylimakl 
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COMMODORE-64 

COMPUTER MECHANIC 
by G.R. Walter 

This is a program for the C-64 that 
aids in keeping track of when and how you 
should maintain your automobile. There are 
versions for both tape and disk. It is 
produced by SOFTSYNC. INC.. 14 East 34th 
Street. New York. NY. 10016. 

It is menu driven and fairly user 
friendly. The program's functions are fairly 
well outlined in the main menu and are as 
follows: 

1. initialize recordkeeper (this formats a 
disk so that this program can use it> 

2. add a record (this is used to add a 
car's maintenance record to the file) 

3. search for a record (this allows you to 
update your car's maintenance record as 
your car ages) 

4. diagnostic section (this Is a simple 
'question and answer' section where the 
computer asks you questions regarding any 
problems that your car has. and gives you 
a list of probable answers. You pick the 
best one for the situation. This will con
tinue until the computer has narrowed down 
what the likely problem Is and then the 
computer will tell you what you should do 
to fix the problem.> 

5. exit program 

6. when to check section (this Is used in 
conjunction with your car's maintenance 
record - If you access this option after 
you have accessed your car's record. then 
you will find out when the next time that 
you will have to maintain your car (Ie. 
rotate tires) will occur) 

7. how to check (this section shows how 
you would check the various Items (Ie. 
suspension system) that you need to 
regularlly maintain. For each section a 
diagram is given. complete with arrows 
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Proton Station, Ont. 
pointing to the appropriate part of the car. 
with instructions to the side of the diagram 
on how you would check that section). 

8. to load or save (this is only with the 
tape version. and Is used for loading and 
saving the records to tape) 

All In all It Is a program of good 
quality. about which I have no major com
plaints. and just a few minor ones: 

a) it uses Imperial measurements only 
(eg. gallons. miles. etc'> 

b) It doesn't allow the user to choose 
the colors used 

c) it doesn't have an option where the 
car maintenance records can be printed on 
a printer 

I give It a rating of 7.8 out 10. 

Come on Frank! Implanting a chip in his head is not going 
to help his school work! 



Hardware Hacker 
by Honk Mroczkowski Houston, Texas 
A NEWER "new" version VIC 20 was introduced to 
the public last month without the usual horns, fanfare 
or confetti. If you've noticed the price dip lately 
you'll have witnessed Commodore's way of cleaning 
house and moving out the older "new" version. The 
obvious change, seen without disassembly, is the 
power supply. It's the same as the one provided with 
the C-64 which supplies 9 volts AC and +5 volts 
regulated, outboard, through a DIN pfug. 

The new VIC regulator was located outside of the 
keyboard case after the 2114 RAM chips (read space 
heaters) were replaced with sedate CMOS 6116 RAM 
chips. (Note to the semi-non-technical people: A 
regulated voltage at a high current level must either 
use heavy wiring and remote voltage sensing or the 
power source must be located very close to the 
load.) This important change resulted in an extremely 
cool running machine and a much smaller Printed 
Circuit Board (PCB); reduced almost two inches for 
the whole front to rear depth of the board. This nar
rower board presented a short-term problem because 
the case had screw holes only for the larger board 
and the front would flop around with nothing to fas
ten it down. Commodore resolved this with a piece 
of sheet-metal the size of the big board soldered 
beneath the smaller new version PCB. This sheet-m
etal piece replaces an expensive copper foil RFI 
shteld. The big anodized aluminum heat sink was 

shucked for a small sheet-metal cartridge guide 
formed around the memory expansion edge connec
tor. Quite a few changes to be so quiet about, huh? 

All this equates to a major layout and production 
change which cuts Commodore's costs on the VIC-2O 
even further! The big C (Commodore) doesn't seem 
to be dropping the VIC, vel On the contrary, it looks 
like a new battle line has been quietly drawn in the 
Big Three (Commodore, TI, and Atari) Price War. How 
about the others? 

I can't see how the Atari 400 or BOO's will survive 
this round with that big and extremely expensive 
casting holding its box together and base cost up. 
Texas Instruments' 99/4 or 99/2 may not be able 
to take the price plunge or compete on 
features ... but, rumblings say that they may meet the 
Challenge. Whom did I miss? Tandy? They'll sur
vive, even though they're not "vertically integrated." 
They don't make their own chips, and that is hurting 
them, right now, with a relatively high base cosl 
Their marketing, however, is supporting them very 
well, contrary to Wayne Green's dire predictions, and 
their Color Computer is still extremely popular. Watch 
for their new push, portable telecomputing. How 
about AppIe?_right They can't be accused of price 
cutting or real competition in the low price end, can 

they? reprint from CHUG 

~.r.r.r~...oo-.r.r...oo-';oooD •••••• 0800000000000800.SSSS~...r...r...r.r..o"".r...r...r...r...r...r...r...r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r~ 

TPUG's This & That § 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

by Doris Bradley, Assistant Business Manager 
New Members 

Guess what?--you're right We enrolled member 
number 9,000. Who Is it?--G. J. Birbiglia of Metairie, 
Louisiana (a Commodore 64 owner). 

A PET Comes Visiting 
The largest PET ever to be seen in our office 
wandered in a few days ago. It had a black shiny 
nose, a long wagging tail, a mass of about 60 
kilograms and a tag on its collar showing its name to 
be Boozer. We called the phone number on the tag 
and in that way contacted-the owner of this large 
German Sheppard. He came around to be reunited 
with his pet, and was surprised to find that the office 
was that of TPUG--he is a member. Doug Delvllle of 
North York obviously has more than one PET in his 
house! 

HAMS 
We've heard from a few of you, but I know there 
are more of you out there. Please send in your name 
and call as we plan to print a list so that you can 
communicate with each other. 

this summer so that the programs will work well on 
all models of the Commodore 64. Also, the series is 
being enlarged. Unless you have a pressing need for 
"K" disks or tapes, I would suggest ordering them in 
the Fall. 

DisklTape Orders 
To ensure faster processing of your order, please 
be sure to enclose your membership number. 

Stamps 
Our stamp collectors are thrilled with your cor
respondence. Please keep using unusual stamps. I 
have one letter on hand from Spain which has EIGHT 
different stamps on it! 

I § 
§ 
§ 
§ 

Delays § 
We recently ran out ot invoices, and accumulated 8S 
a two-week backlog of orders to type. The invoices S 
have arrived, and a typing-bee has resulted in our 88 
almost getting caught up. Oh for the day when the 0 

Commodore Educational Software orders are all filled! the replacement tapes and disks R 
are all sent out! and the questions are all answered! ~ 

Commodore canada is upgrading the "K" series ~ 
~~~oc~~~~oo~~~~oooa~~~~oc~~~~~ce~~~~.r.r~.r.r~.r.r.r.r~.r.r.r~ 
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(Access to library available to TPUG members only) 

With the advent of the 96-page TORPET, we now have room to print the 'List-Me' files for the new releases in 
the TPUG library. 'List-Me's are on all the disks which have been added to the library since March 1983. It is hoped 
that we will gradually provide 'List-Me' files for previous releases and that eventually we will produce a publication 
containing them for all the listings in the library. 

Ordering Information 
Disks 

To order club disks by mail, send $10 for each 4040 I 2031 I 1540 I 1541 disk and 812 for each 8050 I 8250 
disk (payable in advance). 00 not send us diskettes. 

Tapes 

To order VIC 20 or Commodore 64 library tapes, send $6.00 for each tape. Do not send us tapes. 

To order PET/CBM or Commodore Educational Software tapes, check first in the library (see August library list
ing in August TORPET). Each entry indicates the number of tapes required directly below the title of the listing. 
Send $6.00 per tape required. Do not send us tapes. 

Send all orders to: 
TORONTO PET USERS GROUP 
1912A Avenue Rd .. Ste. 1 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M5M 4A1 

InclUde: 
1. Membership number 
2. Return address 
3. Computer (disk drive) 
4. Payment by cheque or money order 

(C)G4 
LIST-ME (C)G4.L 
PET EMULATOR.C 
HUNTER SATELLITE 
STARBASE&UFO 
SPACESHOOTER 
SUPERLANDER 
C.C.STARWARS INS 
C.C.STARWAR 
HANGMAN 1 
HANGMAN 2 
HANGMATH 
MATH IQ 
ANDROID NIM 
REVERSE 
3D TIC-TAC-TOE 
NIM 
BAGELS 
REVERSE #S 
BINGO 
BAGELSX2 
STARS 
MASTERMIND 
CRYPTO 
KENO 
MAGIC SQUAR!:' 

- EMULATOR GAMES 1 
(1 tape) 

THE LIST-ME FILE FOR (C)G4 
RE-CONFIGURES YOUR 64 SO IT WILL RUN MOST PET PROGRAMS. 
INTERCEPT THE ENEMY SATELLITE--THE FASTER THE BETTERI 
SHOOT DOWN THE UFO'S IN THE ALLOCATED PERIOD OF TIME. 
GET THE TARGET IN YOUR SIGHTS THEN BLOW HIM/HER AWAY! 
COMPUTER FAILURE! YOU HAVE TO LAND THE SHIP YOURSELF. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR C.C.STARWARS. 
TRY AND DESTROY DARTH VADER BEFORE HE DESTROYS YOU! 
PICK A CATEGORY, THEN GUESS THE WORD OR YOU GET HANGED. 
YOU GUESS OR THE COMPUTER GUESSES YOUR WORDS! 
SOLVE THE MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM OR GET HANGED. 
TEST YOURSELF! YOU HAVE 15 MINUTES TO DO 20 PROBLEMS. 
TRY AND GET THE LAST ANDROID. (HAS NEAT SOUND!) 
REVERSE THE NUMBERS TO REACH YOUR OBJECTIVE. 
PLAY THE COMPUTER. GET 4 IN A ROW TO WIN--IF YOU CAN. 
TRY AND TAKE THE LAST ITEM. 
SUPPLY THE PATTERN SPECIFICATIONS--THEN FIND THE PATTERN. 
REVERSE THE NUMBERS TO REACH YOUR OBJECTIVE. 
PLAY BINGO AGAINST YOUR COMPUTER! 
YOU GUESS THE COMPUTER'S PATTERN AND IT GUESSES YOURS. 
TRACK DOWN THE COMPUTER'S NUMBER BETWEEN 1 & 100. 
GUESS THE PATTERN AS ECONOMICALLY AS YOU CAN. 
HELPS YOU SOLVE SIMPLE SUBSTITUTION CRYPTOGRAMS. 
PICK #'S. THEN SEE HOW MANY OF YOUR #S GET PICKED. 
TO WIN LIGHT ALL THE NUMBERS EXCEPT 5. 
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- EMULATOR GAMES 1 
(1 tape) 

LIST-ME (C)G3.L 
PET EMULATOR.C 
OSC LUNAR 
STAR WARS 
STAR TREK 
LUNAR LANDER 1 
LUNAR LANDER 2 
SUPER STAR TREK 
ELIZA 
KLINGON CAPTURE 
EASY DUNGEON 
PLANET PROBE 
AFO WITH SOUND 
ATARI II 
STAR WARS TRANIN 
DEEPSPACE 

THE LIST-ME FILE FOR THIS DISK. 
RECONFIGURES 64 SO IT WILL BASICALLY ACT LIKE A PET. 
TRY AND LAND SAFELY ON THE MOON. 
WITH LIMITED AMMUNITION DESTROY TIE FIGHTERS. 
SEARCH THE GALAXY FOR ENEMY CRAFT ••• THEN DESTROY THEM. 
TRY AND LAND SAFELY ON THE MOON. 
TRY AND LAND SAFELY ON THE MOON. 
SEARCH THE GALAXY FOR ENEMY CRAFT ••• THEN DESTROY THEM. 
FIND OUT WHAT IS REALLY BOTHERING YOU. 
CATCH THE KLINGON, DON'T KILL HIM! 
FIND THE HOLY GRAIL AND GET OUT AGAIN! 
TAKE A PICTURE OF THE PLANET, THEN TRY TO GET AWAY. 
SHOOT DOWN THE AFO BEFORE HE GETS YOU! 
SHOOT THE ENEMY SHIPS •.. NOT YOUR OWN! 
SHOOT THE ENEMY BEFORE HE SHOOTS YOU! 
DESTROY HOSTILE VESSELS OR BE KILLED! 

"P.1C4 -COtItUIIICATIOII 4 (J J (2 tapes) and {C)C 1 - COMMUNICATION 1 
(2 tapes) 

LIST-ME (C)C1.L 
or LIST-ME (P)C4.L LIST-ME FILE FOR THIS DISK. 
--PET/CIM TERM'LS FOLLOWING 3 PROGRAMS ARE BASIC TERMINAL PROGRAMS FOR 
AUTODIAL TERM 40- OR 80-COLUMN PET/CBM'S. 
TERMINAL.RI2 
TERMINAL/16K 
--SUPERPET TERM'L FOLLOWING PROGRAM IS BASIC TERMINAL PROGRAM FOR SUPERPET. 
TERMINAL.S12 
--C64 TERM"L 
TERMINAL.64 
--MACHIIIE LANG. 
TERM.R12 
INTELCOM3/40 
INTELCOM3 
INTELCOM4 
TERM.R12A/16 
TERM.64 
AUTODIAL ML 
SUPERCON 

FOLLOWING PROGRAM IS BASIC TERMINAL PROGRAM FOR C-64 

FOLLOWING FILES ARE PROGRAMS IN MACHINE LANGUAGE WHICH 
ARE AUTOMATICALLY LOADED AND USED BY THE ABOVE BASIC 
PROGRAMS. IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED THAT YOU LOAD THESE 
PROGRAMS IN ANY OTHER WAY. 

--IEEE MODEM TERM FOLLOWING PROGRAM IS A BASIC TERMINAL PROGRAM FOR 
TERMINAL.I12 PET/CBM'S WHICH ARE EQUIPPED WITH IEEE MODEMS. 
TERM.II2 ML PROGRAM AUTOMATICALLY LOADED &USED BY TERMINAL.I12 
--IIISTR"II READERS 
SEQ. READ/PRINT 
WP.READ/PRINT 
--I"STRUT', FILES 
AUTODIAL INST (SEQ) 
INTELCOM (SEQ) 
TERM INST/WP 1 
TER, INST /WP 2 
RS232 DOC (SEQ) 
--OTHER PRGIIS 
FREQ GENERATOR! 
VT52.BASIC 
VT52.BIN 
CBM 8010 
COMM PRIMER 
8010 MODEM DRIVR 
LO(1GER 
MORSE TUTOR 
MORSE-BTIRFLD 
TERMINAL DOC 
TOKENIZER 

THESE TWO PROGRAMS CAN BE USED TO READ AND/OR OUTPUT TO 
PRINTER THE CONTENTS OF THE INSTRUCTION FILES WHICH FOLLOW. 

GENERATES MODEM NOISES 
TERM PROGRAM TO RUN 8032/8010 AS A VT52 
MACHINE LANGUAGE FOR ABOVE PROGRAM 
SIMPLE BASIC TERMINAL PROGRAM FOR 8010 MODEM 
COMMUNICATIONS PRESENTATION 
TERMINAL PROGRAM FOR 8010 
AS PER 'CBM 8010' PLUS LOG TO DISK 
TEST YOUR MORSE CAPABILITY 
MORE MORSE CODE 
DESCRIPTION OF TERMINAL FUNCTIONS 
TOKENIZES PROGRAMS DOWNLOADED AS SEQ FILES 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 

5 Cents per word, with $1.00 Minimum. 
Payment in advance to: 

TOR PET CLASSIFIED 
Horning's Mills. Onl 

Canada LON 1JO 

Commencing next issue, The TORPET will limit 
ads from businesses placed in the classified column. 

WANTED 

CREAllYE PROGRAMMERS! Original VIC 20 and 
Commodore 64 programs required by new software com
pany. Programs of all kinds may be submitted on tape or 
1541 disk with documentation and stamped, self-addressed 
mailer to: The Cintechs Company, P.O. Box 2220, Station 
A. LONDON, Onl, CANADA N6A 4C3. All submissions will 
be answered. 

Has anyone seen or heard from Dr. Oaley? Has 
anyone experienced and solved problems with Dr. Daley's 
Mail List version A4 or newer? We invite correspondence 
in an effort to retain the utility of this versatile software. 
Call collect (2(1) 658-3133 or write L. K Shick, Stampsoft, 
P.O. Box 125, Pluckemin, NJ 07978.(2) 

FOR SALE 

Commodore 64 Softwant. Six cartridge games, 
Commodore assembler, PILOT, Easyscript word processor 
and mail list. Call (416) 782-8402 evenings. 

Four Commodore PET 403~ like new. $6OO.firm. 
SIS Computer Store, 5459 Yonge Street, Toronto, Onl 
(416) 224-1313. 

2031 drive pun:hued new and never used. Asking 
$650. and original boxes. 'Phone Wilf, (519), (R)487-3559 or 
(B)862-2087. 

Commodore owners stop apending hours writing 
programs. Our Foundation Program can help you develop 
your programs within minutes. Our Foundation Program 
has all the BASIC routines already in il You just modify 
those routines to fit your requirements. Send for free 
details. Micro-Wood Software Dept-T, 306 Bartram Avenue, 
ESSington, PA 19029 

VIC 2D Accessories for sal&, Games: Sword of F ar
goal, Rescue at Rigel, Ricochet, River Rescue, Sargon II 
Chess, Astroblitz, Alien. All $30. each. Froggee & Vikman -
$30. for both, Cardco 6 slot expansion board, $75. Must 
sell. Call (416) 826-6094. 

Are you a c-64 owner in need of AJD? Well, 
we've got one for you. C-64-Aid adds 6 DOS wedge com
mands. (>@ /[Ib.] [up arrow] (side arrow]) to simplify 
disk usage; a simple extended monitor (:;RMGXLSTFHDP,A) 
is included plus 29 commmands that aid you in program
ming your C-64 (FIND, CHANGE, DLlST, CONVERT, SOUND 
OFF, DUMP to name only a few). Only $40.00. Also have 
new fast action M.L space game ALIENS! for both C-64 
and VIC 20. Only $15.00. Or for more information about 
these and other programs send $1.00 to: G.R. Walter, Gen. 
Del .. Proton Station, ONT .. Canada, NOC 1LO. Must specify 
tape or disk. Foreign orders (outside Canada) must be 
sent in U.S. funds. 
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--:-'----.---------------------------------
''FOR SALE": COMMODORE 8032 microcomputer 
and 8050 dual disk drive (one megabyte capaCity). like 
new. $2500.00 for the pair. Will not sell separately 
Write CS Design Inc. Box 602, Waterloo, Ontario, N2J 488,"(2)' 

---------------------------------------
Used 4O~P PRINTEJt True Bi-Directional Print
ing, 9Ocps, NEW RIBBON, IEEE Cable included. Make ot
fer. (519) 524-9520 or write: D. Carpenter, 36 Anglesea 
Sl, GODERICH, Ont .. CANADA N7A 1T9 

VIC 2OICommodore 64 DHk Top Unit An attractive 
desk top cabinet designed to neatly hold a VIC 20 or 
COMMODORE 64 keyboard, up to two tape or disk drives 
and a monitor on top. Constructed for p.ppearance & UtilitY 
from solid oak. - $49.95 (shipping/handling $4.50). Send 
$54.45 to: COMPUTERCRAFT, 36 Anglesea Street, 
GODERICH, Ont, CANADA N7A 1T9.(519)524-9520 

PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE, Model ADA 1600 
IEEE to Centronics 36 Pin Ribbon Connector. Hardly used. 
$145. Transactor by COMMODORE VOL. 2 & 3 for PET 
owners. Excellent buy at $7. Call (416) 299-0772. 

GENEALOGY PROGRAMS-For the C-64 and the 
VIC 20. FAMILY TREE will file all records of ancestry on 
disk and will retrieve information by individual name, in
dividual number, family groups, or by pedigree. File is fully 
indexed and can be added to or edited easily. 664 names 
per file disk. Fully documented manual accompanies the 
program. Further Genealogy programs under developmenl 
For FAMILY TREE send $49 for disk and manual to 
Genealogy Software, 1046 Parkwood Ave" SARNIA, Cnt., 
CANADA N7V 3T9. 'Phone (519) 344-3990 after 5:00 P.M. (1) 

VIC 2DIC-64 Datassette owners. Now available! 
Complete Datassette Schematic, Electrical Parts 
LisULayout for all C2N versions. $8.00 ppd. Computer Clinic 
South, 6123 W. Mitchell St, WEST ALLIS, Wisconsin, 53214 
U.SA (3) 

VIC 2D SOFTWARE PACKAGE Super Expander 
cartridge, Snakman tape, Vic Revealed, VIC Graphics, All 
Introduction to BASIC: part I & II (with tapes), VIC 20 
Guide, Getting Acquainted With Your VIC 20, Compute's 
First Book of VIC, VIC 20 Programmer's Reference Guide. 
$210. value, package price $150. D. Howard Davis, 411 
Winston Road, MARlEnA, Georgia 30060, U.s.A. (404) 
427-7740. 

FREE advertisement for your Commodore 64 
software/hardware/books, etc. in our GUIDE TO 
COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE Send 1=10 
envelope for forms to COMPUTERARK, Dept T, 808 W. 
245h. Street, LAWRENCE,KS 66044 U.SA 

Software for VIC 20 & C-64, Runway, Torpedo, 
Tape or Disk. For C-64, Tanks, Tape or Disk. The Mailer, 
Oata-Bites, The Editor, Disk only. Tape $34" Disk $36. 
postpd. Send SAS.E. for list and prices on other program. 
available. 

Copy: Re-Ink your used printer ribbons for only 
pennies again and again with the Mac Markll motorized 
re-inking machine. Fully guaranteed, for any model, in
cludes ink for 20 inkings. To order, send cheque or monev 
order for $84.95 + P.S.T. where applicable to Reine., Box 
5555, CONCORD, Ont., CANADA L4K 186, or 'phone (416) 
635-6820/928-0691. Visa and Mastercard accepted. PIeue 
allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery. Specify make and model 
of printer. $ave Bundles. (5) 



---------------------------------------
Used C8M 8032 wl64K Expansion Board CBM 
8050 8010 Modem, Visicalc, Wordpro 4 Ozz Utilities and 
Manuals (602) 323-3271 or 323-9273, Charles Rosenbaum, 
4560 E. Bdwy, Suite 1, TUCSON AZ 85711. 
---------------------------------------
VIC m: .. & .. Software announc:es its first in a 
series of 16K Adventure Games. This first role playing ad
venture takes you throughout the United states, and pos
sibly other countries. The object of the game is to get 
from New York, your home-town, to L A, with at least 
$1.00 left from the $10,000.00 you left home with. You'll be 
involving yourself with many obstacles from bike gangs to 
international smugglers. Available on tape and disk. VIC 
must have a minimum of 16K. Please specify tape or disk. 
Tape - $15.99, Disk - $17.99. Ont. residents please add 7% 
sales tax. Payable by cheque or money order. Free pos
tage and handling. Send for the ultimate in adventures to: 
M & M Software, 29 Woody Vineway, Willowdale, Ont 
CANADA M2J 4H5. If you like Adventures, you're going to 
love M & M's *Added Bonus*. If you order before 
December 31, 1983, you will receive as an added bonus, 
100 free Bulletin Board Numbers, covering North America. 
*(Additional BBS Lists in future issues).(l) 

PEr 403", 9 inch screen, excellent, cassette, tapes 
with games, $600. or offer. Several ROMs available, Water
loo BASIC, Command-O, Supermon. (519) 886-0155. 
---------------------------------------
APPLE Compatible computer (heresy in TPUG!) 
with two drives, many peripheral cards, software, and 
some manuals. Good price. (519) 886-0155. 

Discount For TORPET Readera: VIC 20 Versatile 
RAM boards. 4K RAM boards that can be modified to 8K 
RAM, are EPROM compatible, Jumper address selectable 
(BIK1,BIK2, etc.), and have provisions for battery back-up 
(requires switch and battery clip). 4K kit $39.95, 8K kit 
$59.95 (less case). Fully assembled and tested units with 
battery option (less batteries), case and 30 day warranty: 
4K $79.95, 8K $99.95 (default addressed to BIK1, others 
are special order at $5.00 extra.) Mention this magazine 
and take $3.00 discount on each unit Ont residents add 
7% P.S.T. Canadian Micro Peripherals, Box 123, 
WATERLOO, Ont., CANADA N2J 3Z9 

---------------------------------------

Quillan 

For sale: Pet 4032 (Fat Forty) - 2040 Dual Disk 
Drive upgraded - 2022 printer - visicalc & power in
cluded. Many tapes and some disks. Many PET computer 
manual, also available, asking $3500.00. Write l. 
Montgomery, Box 299,Onaping, On .. or phone 705-966-2369. 

For sale: "STAR" MODEM with Ieee interface 
cable. Brand new, $300.00, call Rene: (416) 272-3899. 

4022 Commodore tractor printer, power cable and 
manual tor sale, 416-494-1900 anytime $800.00. 

2022 Tractor printer with cable. Like new con
dition. Call Bob Gidden at 671-8111. 

8023P Printer, hardly used. $1,000. Call 519-271-
8669, after 5 p.m. 

For sale: Bell 103 Modem with dataphone, A-1 
conditon. Asking $245., Phone Peter 845-9384. 

FOR SAlE: Olivetti Typewriter-Printer ET -121, 
hooks directly to PET system. 15 cps. $1850 or best offer. 
Call John Childs 613-345-5521. 

HELP WANTED 

HELP WANTED! have a VIC-2O with 32K 
expandable with disc need some one to write simple cus
tom business programs for me will include 40r5 small 
programs. Please send all information to Jim Kemp 1010 
S. Elm Henderson, Ky 42420 or call 502-827-8153. Also 
anyone wishing to help a real novice who needs all the 
help he can get drop me a line. 

FOR TRADE 

Wishing to trade computer games on tape bet-
ween other Vic-2O owners. Please call: 312-355-6822. 

IEEE to Para\1el Interface Model ADA 1600. 
Original 11? included $145. VllS 2 & 3 of Transactor 
(several books), $7. for all. PET BASIC Progreramming 
Manual &10. (416) 299-0772 
---------------------------------------

A Ylimaki 

Electronic tellers leave me skittish. More 
voluptuous figures are found in banks 
than in MEMORY banks. 

Don't be PET-rifled but be sure to be 
careful in your computer repairs. 
Monkeying with the parallel user port 
could render you PARALLELIZED. It HERTZ. 

Mr. Wilson. I will not IDIerate members of my lDJ!I"I1r_ ••••••••••••••••••• 

awiding classes to attend Video Parlours. 
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